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First Session, eSale                    

 Begins to close at 9.30 am Monday                                             

ONLINE ONLY

MILITARIA 

�*
4th Regiment NSW Volunteer Infantry, hat badge, �884-
�903, in brass (44.5mm) (Grebert p30). Very fine. 

$200
2
1st Australian Volunteer Horse, cap badge, �897-�903, in 
oxidised bronze (34mm) (Grebert p57); Tasmania, Volunteer 
Staff, Medical Staff and Retired Staff, �870-�90�, silver 
button (medium size); also British pair of metal epaulettes 
both fitted with an unidentified button with a Queen Victoria 
crown over a rose over initials, 'RGT'. The first is a casting, 
good very fine, the second very fine, the epaulettes with 
several bumps and one missing two of the four securing 
loops on reverse, otherwise very good. (4)

$50

3*
NSW Military Forces, c�880s-�900s, pouch or belt buckle 
badge in white metal (40.5mm) (Grebert p83), with three pins 
on back. One back pin shortened, otherwise very fine. 

$250

4*
Queensland Scottish Regiment, helmet plate, �885, in white 
metal (9�mm) (Grebert p2�5). Toned nearly uncirculated. 

$350

5*
Australian Commonwealth Horse, �900-�9�2, second 
pattern hat badge in brass (45mm) (Cossum 2), one lug 
missing. Good very fine. 

$600
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6*
Australia, Administrative & Instructional Staff Corps, �900-
�2, hat badge (44mm) and pair of collar badges (28mm) in 
enamel on gilt and silver (Cossum 4), also a pair of Staff 
Corps shoulder titles in brass. Displayed on black felt on 
cardboard many years ago by former owner, fine - very 
fine. (5)

$300

7*
Australia, ��th Australian Light Horse Regiment (Victorian 
Mounted Rifles), �900-�2, collar badge in sterling silver 
(3�mm) (Cossum 62), by Stokes. Bottom lug re-soldered, 
otherwise good very fine and very scarce in silver. 

$�50

8
Australia, hat badges for �900-�2, ��th Australian Light 
Horse Regiment (Victorian Mounted Rifles), in white metal 
(45mm); �930-42, �st Light horse Regiment, 6th Light Horse 
Regiment, �2th Light Horse Regiment, �953-60 2nd Cavalry 
Regiment; also collar badge for ��th Light Horse Regiment. 
Mounted on rubber display mat, all but the last two appear 
to be copies, very fine - extremely fine. (6)

$50

9
Australia, Australian Engineers, �900-�2, collar badge 
in brass (25mm) (Cossum 95); WWI, Anzac 'A', in brass 
(20x20mm), with two lugs. Very fine. (2)

$�00

�0*
Australian Commonwealth Cadet Corps, �903-�906, hat 
badge in brass (36mm) (Cossum �02). Good very fine. 

$400

��*
Australia, WWI, Royal Australian Naval Bridging Train, 
lapel badge in oxidised bronze (22x38mm), by Stokes & 
Sons, Melb, pin-back. Very fine and scarce. 

$300

�2*
Australia, 6th Light Horse A.I.F., �9�2-�8, unofficial collar 
badge in brass (30mm) (Cossum �75). Extremely fine. 

$�00

�3*
Australia, �2th Light Horse A.I.F., �9�2-�8, unofficial collar 
badge in bronze (Cossum �79). Extremely fine. 

$70
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�4*
13th Light Horse AIF, �9�2-�8, unofficial hat badge in 
oxidised brass (55mm) (Cossum �80). Very fine. 

$�80

part

�5*
Various army badges, includes New South Wales Artillery, 
�900-�2, pair of collar badges in oxidised bronze (3�mm) 
(Cossum 9�); 5th Infantry Battalion (The Victorian Scottish 
Regiment), �930-42, collar badge in white metal (28.5mm) 
(Cossum p�4, b) (illustrated);2/�4 Light Horse (Queensland 
Mounted Infantry), �990s, pair of opposing collar badges in 
anodised white metal; Infantry Combat Badge; Marksman's 
badge in brass, by Swan & Hudson, pin-back; Armourer-
Sergeant, Armourers and Blacksmith badges in oxidised 
bronze (2); officer's diamond shaped thistle button in brass, 
by Amor, Sydney; INF metal title in bronze; also NZRB (NZ 
Rifle Brigade) metal title in brass with backing plate. Very 
fine - extremely fine. (�2)

$�00

�6*
Australian Camel Corps, hat badge, unofficial A.I.F. �9�2-
�8, sand cast in brass (4�mm) (Cossum RS37), with two 
lugs, one of these resoldered. Fine. 

$200

�7*
Australian Instructional Corps, �930-42, hat badge in bronze 
(45mm), and two collar badges in bronze (28.5mm) (Cossum 
RS33). One collar badge missing one lug, otherwise good 
very fine. (3)

$200

�8*
Australia, St Joseph' College Cadet Corps, Gregory Terrace, 
Brisbane, Queensland, hat badge in gilt and enamel (46mm) 
(Cossum RS58); Toowoomba Grammar School Cadet Unit, 
Toowoomba, NSW, hat badge in gilt and enamel with epoxy 
coating (45mm) (Cossum RS66), by A J Parkes, both badges 
with 2 lugs on back. Very fine; nearly uncirculated. (2)

$�00

�9*
1st Light Horse Regiment (Royal NSW Lancers), �930-42, 
hat badge in white metal (52mm) (Cossum p5, c). Good 
extremely fine. 

$�60
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20*
Australia, 2nd Light Horse Regiment (Moreton Light horse), 
�930-42, pair of opposing collar badges in white metal 
(26mm) (Cossum p5, d). Extremely fine. (2)

$�00

2�*
Australia, 5th Light Horse Regiment (Wide Bay and Burnett 
Light Horse), �930-42, hat badge in white metal (52mm) 
(Cossum p6, d), also a collar badge in white metal (29mm). 
The lugs of the collar badge squeezed closed and the hat 
badge with remnants of blackening, otherwise fine - very 
fine. (2)

$�50

22
Australia, 6th Light Horse Regiment (NSW Mounted Rifles), 
�930-42, hat badge cast in oxidised bronze (52mm) (Cossum 
p7, a); �st Light Horse Regiment (Royal N.S.W. Lancers), 
�930-42, pair of opposing collar badges cast in white 
metal (25mm) (Cossum p5, c); �5th Light Horse Regiment 
(Northern Rivers Lancers), �930-42, in brass (29mm) 
(Cossum p9, b); 20th Light Horse Regiment (Victorian 
Mounted Rifles), �930-42, collar badge in brass (27mm) 
(Cossum p�0, c); Armoured Car Proficiency Trade badge, 
�930-42, in oxidised bronze. Very fine - extremely fine. (6)

$250

lot 23

23*
Australia, 9th Light Horse Regiment (Flinders Light Horse), 
�930-42, hat badge in brass (52mm) (Cossum p7, d), also 
collar badge in brass (29mm). Very fine - nearly extremely 
fine. (2)

$�00

24*
10th Light Horse Regiment (Western Australian Mounted 
Infantry), �930-42, hat badge in gilt brass and enamel 
(52mm) (Cossum p8, a), by S.S&Co.Ltd, Adelaide. A few 
tone spots, otherwise good very fine. 

$350

25*
Australia, ��th Light Horse Regiment (Darling Downs Light 
Horse), �930-42, hat badge in white metal (52mm) (Cossum 
p8, b), also a pair of opposing collar badges in white metal 
(25mm). The collar badges dark toned, otherwise extremely 
fine. (3)

$300
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26*
Australia, �2th Light Horse Regiment (New England Light 
Horse), �930-42, collar badge in white metal (29mm) 
(Cossum p8, c). Very fine. 

$�00

27*
Australia, �4th Light Horse Regiment (West Moreton Light 
Horse), �930-42, hat badge in white metal (52mm) (Cossum 
p9, a). Good very fine. 

$300

28*
Australia, �5th Light Horse Regiment (Northern Rivers 
Lancers), �930-42, hat badge cast in white metal (45mm) 
(Cossum p9, b), no scroll at base. Dark toned very fine. 

$�00

29*
Australia, �8th Light Horse Regiment (Adelaide Lancers), 
�930-42, hat badge in brass (52mm) (Cossum p�0, a), by 
Angus & Coote, also a pair of collar badges in white metal 
(28mm). Very fine - good very fine. (3)

$300

30*
25th Light Horse Regiment (Light Horse Machine Gun 
Regiment), �930-42, collar badge in oxidised bronze (29mm) 
(Cossum p��, d), by K.G.Luke, Melb. Nearly extremely 
fine. 

$�00

3�*
1st Armoured Car Regiment, �930-42, first pattern hat badge 
in brass (59mm) (Cossum p�2, b). Very fine and rare. 

$300
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32*
1st Armoured Car Regiment, �930-42, first pattern pair of 
opposing collar badges in brass (30mm) (Cossum p�2, b). 
Very fine. 

$�20

33*
1st Armoured Car Regiment, �930-42, second pattern hat 
badge in brass (56mm) (Cossum p�2, c). Good very fine 
and rare. 

$300

34*
2nd Armoured Car Regiment, �930-42, hat badge in oxidised 
bronze (58mm) (Cossum p�2, d), maker's name unclear, 
appears to be K.G.Luke, Melb(ourne). Nearly extremely 
fine. 

$240

35*
1st Infantry Battalion (The East Sydney Regiment), �930-
42, collar badge in oxidised bronze (29mm) (Cossum p�3, 
a); 33rd Infantry Battalion (The New England Regiment), 
�930-42, collar badge in brass (30mm) (Cossum p22, b); 
45th Infantry Battalion (The St George Regiment), �930-42, 
collar badge in brass (29.5mm) (Cossum p25, d). Very fine 
- good very fine. (3)

$70

36*
14th Infantry Battalion (The Prahran Regiment), collar 
badge in oxidised brass (30mm) (Cossum p�6, d). Good 
very fine. 

$50

37
Australia, �7th Infantry Battalion (The North Sydney 
Regiment), �930-42, hat badge in oxidised bronze (52mm) 
(Cossum �7, c), mounted on asmall wooden shield and with 
Australia metal shoulder title below; b&w photo of soldier in 
a metal frame and with a Rising Sun collar badge affixed at 
top of frame, the photo marked 'La Sibyll/Goulburn'; leather 
holder containing a compartment with mirror with fold-over 
bracket for free standing, also includes a compartment with 
a comb, on this compartment is affixed a small Rising Sun 
badge; another leather fold-over wallet with a gilt impression 
of a small Rising Sun badge above the initials, 'C.E.H.', 
inside is a compartment with a polished stainless steel plate, 
like a mirror, and another compartment for a comb. Very 
good - fine. (4)

$70

La Sibyll Studios was a supplier of picture frames and provided a photo 
mounting service at its premises at 250 Auburn Street, Goulburn.W, NSW.
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38*
17th Infantry Battalion (The North Sydney Regiment), 
�930-42, hat badge in oxidised brass (5�mm), and a pair 
of collar badges (30mm), one in brass and one in oxidised 
brass (Cossum p�7, c). Very fine. (3)

$80

39*
19th Infantry Battalion (South Sydney Regiment), �930-42, 
hat badge in brass (52mm), and a pair of collar badges in 
brass (28mm) (Cossum p�8, �). The first toned, otherwise 
very fine - extremely fine. (3)

$60

part

40*
22nd Infantry Battalion (The South Gippsland Regiment), 
�930-42, hat badge in oxidised bronze (57mm), and a pair of 
opposing collar badges in oxidised bronze (30mm) (Cossum 
p�9, a); 59th Infantry Battalion, (The Hume Regiment), 
�930-42, hat badge in brass and enamel (52mm) (Cossum 
p30, a). The second with some loss of enamel, otherwise 
very fine - nearly uncirculated. (4)

$50

4�
24th Infantry Battalion (The Kooyong Regiment), �930-
42, hat badge in brass (52mm), and collar badge in brass 
(29.5mm) (Cossum p�9,c). Very fine. (2)

$60

42
24th Infantry Battalion (The Kooyong Regiment), �930-42, 
hat badge in brass (52mm), and collar badge in brass (28mm) 
(Cossum p�9, c). Very fine - good very fine. (2)

$50

43*
26th Infantry Battalion (Logan & Albert Regiment), pair of 
collar badges in brass (30mm) (Cossum p20, a); 58th Infantry 
Battalion (Essendon-Coburg-Brunswick Rifles), �930-42, 
pair of collar badges in brass and enamel (27mm) (Cossum 
p29, d). Good very fine. (4)

$80

44*
32nd Infantry Battalion (The Footscray Regiment), pair of 
collar badges, �930-42, in oxidised bronze (30mm) (Cossum 
p22, a). Very fine. (2)

$50

45*
43rd Infantry Battalion (The Hindmarsh Regiment), �930-
42, pair of collar badges in brass (30mm) (Cossum p25, b). 
Good very fine. (2)

$50
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46*
44th Infantry Battalion (The West Australian Rifles), �930-
42, collar badge in brass (29mm) (Cossum p25, c). Very 
fine. 

$60

47*
47th Infantry Battalion (The Wide Bay Regiment), �930-42, 
hat badge in brass (5�mm), and a pair of collar badges in 
brass (29mm) (Cossum p26, c). The collar badges toned, 
otherwise very fine. (3)

$70

48*
48th Infantry Battalion (The Torrens Regiment), �930-42, 
hat badge in oxidised bronze (52mm), and a pair of collar 
badges in oxidised bronze (29.5mm) (Cossum p26, d). Very 
fine - good very fine. (3)

$70

49*
49th Infantry Battalion (The Stanley Regiment), �930-42, 
hat badge in brass (53.5mm), and a pair of collar badges in 
brass (30mm) (Cossum p27, a). Very fine. (3)

$70

50*
61st Infantry Battalion (The Cameron Highlanders Of 
Queensland), �930-42, hat badge in oxidised brass (58mm), 
and a pair of collar badges in oxidised brass (28mm) (Cossum 
p30, d). Very fine. (3)

$70

5�
Australian Instructional Corps, �930-42, hat badge in bronze 
(44mm), also officer's issue in enamel and oxidised bronze 
(44mm) and a pair of officer's collar badges in enamel and 
bronze (29mm) (Cossum p33, a); Australia shoulder titles 
(4, three oxidised bronze, one acrylic). The second hat 
badge with much enamel missing from scroll, one badge of 
the collar pair with some small enamel chips, otherwise fine 
- good very fine. (8)

$�20

52
Australian Army Medical Corps, �930-42, hat badge in 
brass (66mm), and a pair of collar badges in oxidised bronze 
(32mm) (Cossum p33, c). Good very fine - extremely fine. 
(3)

$60

53
Australian Army Service Corps, �930-42, hat badge in 
oxidised bronze (45mm), and a pair of collar badges (30mm), 
one in brass and one in oxidised bronze (Cossum p33, d), 
also an ASC title in brass. Very fine - good very fine. (4)

$60

54*
Australia, Royal Australian Army Nursing Service, collar 
badge, �953-60, in white metal and enamel (36mm) (Cossum 
4��), fitted to a brooch bar (missing pin); also a pair of 
collar badges, �948-53, in white metal and enamel (35mm) 
(Cossum 340). Very fine - good very fine. (3)

$50

55
Australia, Rising Sun collar badge in silver and enamel (KC), 
pin-back; Rising Sun collar badge in brass (KC), pin-back; 
Rising Sun collar badges in bronze (KC) (2), both lug backs; 
Australian Instructional Corps Rising Sun hat badge in 
bronze (KC), lug back. Very fine - good very fine. (5)

$�50
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56
Australia, Rising Sun hat badges, five different types (2KC, 
3QC), also collar badges (all KC), nine in various metals 
from brass to bronze to oxidised bronze to gilt. Mounted on 
rubber display mat, fine - extremely fine. (�4)

$�00

57
Australia, hat badges for Army Chaplain with collar badge 
(both KC), 43rd Regiment (KC), 48th Infantry Battalion 
(KC), 49th Infantry Battalion with collar badge pair, 5�st 
Battalion, 59th Infantry Battalion (KC), Royal Engineers 
(KC) with collar badge pair, 3rd Battalion Werriwa Regiment 
(QC), Royal Australian Regiment (QC); also collar badges 
for 29th Infantry Battalion (2), 45th Regiment, 57th 
Infantry Battalion (KC, 2), 58th Infantry Battalion (KC), 
60th Infantry Battalion (KC), Royal Military College (KC), 
Wide Bay Regiment. Mounted on rubber display mats, a 
few appear to be copies, otherwise very fine - extremely 
fine. (23)

$400

58
Australia, Australian Army Medical Corps hat and collar 
badge in oxidised bronze (KC), also hat badge in gilt (QC); 
Sydney University Regiment, pair of collar badges in brass; 
Australian Army Catering Corps, hat badge and collar badge 
in gilt and white metal (QC); Australian �st Commando beret 
badge in gilt and silvered; Adelaide University Regiment 
hat badge in gilt (QC) (one lug missing); Deakin University 
Company hat badge in gilt and enamel (QC); Rising Sun 
collar badge (KC) fitted to an Australia title bar, in silvered, 
pin-back missing;Rising Sun badge with map of Australia 
in centre, post WWII, used on surplus khaki fur felt hats 
sold to the public; RAAF enlisted man hat badge (4), one 
in bronze, one in oxidised bronze, one in white metal, one 
silvered with added pin-back, all KC; also RAF hat badge in 
gilt (KC); WWI Returned from Active Service badge (AIF), 
reverse numbered �983��; V inside wreath, voided WWII 
Veterinary qualification badge in brass; ACF War Chest 
�9�8 lapel badge in silvered and enamel, pin-back; Dist/No 
2 impressed on rectangular tag in brass with DD impressed 
on reverse, holed at edge for suspension. Fine - extremely 
fine. (2�)

$�30

59
Australia, Australian Army Chaplain (Jewish) collar badge 
in oxidised bronze (KC); NSW Defence Force Staff hat badge 
in brass (KC but missing top part of crown, also missing one 
lug); Rising Sun officer's collar badge in gilt and enamel (KC), 
another in silvered (KC), another in silvered with pin-back, 
and another in acrylic (QC); Rising Sun commemorative pin-
back badge in acrylic (QC) with scroll for East Timor - Iraq 
- Afghanistan, clip-pin on reverse; 3/4th Cavalry Regiment 
hat badge and collar badge in oxidised white metal (QC); 
Royal Australian Service Corps hat badge in brass (QC), 
also Royal Service Corps hat badge in brass (QC); Royal 
Australian Army Provost Corps hat badge in acrylic (QC); 
Australian Army Ordnance Corps hat badge in acrylic (QC); 
NSW Regiment collar badge in acrylic (QC); Australian 
Army Cadet Corps in gilt and enamel (pin missing); Royal 
South Australia Regiment hat badge in acrylic (QC); Wireless 
Operator Class � qualification badge in oxidised bronze (KC) 
with backing plate. Very fine - extremely fine. (�6)

$90

60
Australia, 6�st Infantry Battalion collar badge pair (KC), 
Royal Australian Artillery hat badge (KC) and collar badge 
pair, �6th Infantry Battalion (Cameron Highlanders, Western 
Australia) hat badge, Australian Intelligence Corps hat badge 
(QC) and collar badge pair, Australian Army Aviation Unit 
hat badge (QC) and collar badge pair and shoulder title 
pair, Royal Australian Armoured Corps hat badge (QC) and 
collar badge pair, Royal Australian Infantry Corps hat badge 
(QC) and collar badge pair, Special Air Service Regiment hat 
badges (2, one oxidised bronze and one acrylic). Mounted on 
rubber display mat, very fine - extremely fine. (22)

$�30

6�
Australia, Rising sun collar badge in silvered (KC), pin-back; 
another smaller Rising Sun badge in silver (KC), pin-back; 
RAAF Pathfinder sweetheart badge (2), one by Miller & 
Sons, Sydney, the other by Stokes & Sons, Melbourne, 
both pin-back with safety chains; RAAF gilt and enamel 
sweetheart winged badge (KC), pin-back; RAAF lapel badge 
in gilt and enamel (KC), pin-back; also Great Britain RAFVR 
voided badge in silver (KC), pin-back with safety chain; 
Artillery sweetheart badge in silver, gilt and enamel (KC), 
on a circular mother-of-pearl backing, pin-back; sweetheart 
badge featuring a Mercantile Marine crown on a circular 
backing and attached to a mother-of- pearl diamond shaped 
backing, pin-back. Fine - extremely fine. (9)

$80

62
Australia, Royal Australian Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineers hat badge in gilt and white metal (QC); Royal 
Australian Corps of Transport hat and collar badge in acrylic 
(QC); Great Britain, Auxiliary Territorial Service hat badge 
and pair of collar badges in gilt (KC); Lancaster (The King's 
Own) Regiment hat badge in brass; Royal Corps of Signals 
hat badge in brass (KC); Royal Marine Corps hat badge 
in brass (KC); Royal Signals hat badge in gilt and white 
metal (QC); Army Paratrooper cap badge in white metal 
(KC); British Army Air Corps Pilot's wings badge in white 
metal (QC) (repair to one wing where it meets crown). Fine 
- extremely fine. (�2)

$60

63*
Australia, School of Infantry, hat badge, c�950, in brass 
and enamel (35x50mm) with lugs intact on reverse. Nearly 
extremely fine. 

$250
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64*
Australia, Infantry Centre, Instructors badge, c�960, in brass 
and enamel (55x28mm) with brooch mount. Extremely fine 
and rare. 

$250

part

65*
Royal Australian Air Force, Training Corps, cap badge in 
brass (28mm); also lapel badge in bronze (28mm), by Stokes 
& Sons, Melb, button back; RAAF other ranks' silvered 
hat badge (46mm) (KC); Leading Aircraftman (LAC) rank 
badges (2) in bronze, both with backing plates. Very fine 
- good very fine. (5)

$70

66*
Great Britain, Royal Marines Light Infantry, �830-55, 
officer's shoulder belt plate in gilt, with incuse maker's mark 
of 'fleur-de-lys' on reverse. Very fine. 

$400
The Royal Marines served in Australia and New Zealand over a longer period 
than any other military unit. A small party of marines landed with Captain 
Cook in Australia and New Zealand during �769-70. Four companies of 
Marines sailed with the First Fleet and landed at Sydney in �788 and were 
relieved by the New South Wales Corps in �79�. A small detachment of 
Royal Marines also served on Melville Island �824-29 and a similar force was 
stationed at Port Essington from �837-54. The last force of Royal Marines 
to serve in Australia was stationed at Cape York �862-70.

With research.

67*
British Army gorget, in brass, with rolled edge, features an 
oval copper centrepiece bearing 3 lions. The centrepiece worn 
and scratches on reverse of gorget, otherwise fine. 

$�00
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68
Great Britain, The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) hat badge, 
�898-�92�, in white metal (Kipling & King 63�), mounted 
on plaid cloth under perspex in a timber frame (�7x24.5cm). 
Badge good very fine. 

$30

69*
Great Britain, Australasia, King's Colonials, �90�, squadron 
badge worn at front on hat band, and a hat badge (Kipling 
& King �375, �376), both in oxidised brass. Good very 
fine. (2)

$�50

70*
Great Britain, Queen Alexandra's Imperial Military Nursing 
Service, badge (KC), in voided gilt and silvered (32mm), two 
lugs on reverse. Very fine. 

$40

7�
Great Britain, collection of mostly hat badges and mostly 
king crown issues, some items include East Surrey Regiment, 
Territorial Force, Rifle Brigade, Sherwood Foresters, Royal 
Inniskilling Fusiliers, York and Lancaster Regiments, 
��th County of London Battalion, Royal Scots Fusiliers, 
Gloucestershire Regiment, Army Ordnance Corps, Middlesex 
Regiment, Royal Irish Rifles, 7th Dragoon Guards, Tank 
Corps, Royal Scots Regiment, Northumberland Fusiliers, The 
Buffs, Royal Artillery, Yorkshire Regiment, Northamptonshire 
Regiment, Royal North Lancashire Regiment, �0th Royal 
Hussars, The Queen's Lancers, Royal Corps of Signals, 
Machine Gun Corps, Royal Engineers, South Staffordshire 
Regiment, and others, also Royal Army Service Corps silver 
and enamel collar badge (GVIR), pin-back. On collector's 
hand-written cards, mostly fine - very fine. (35)

$350

72
Great Britain, collection of mostly hat badges and mostly 
king crown issues, some items include Royal Highlanders 
Black Watch, Argyle and Sutherland Highlanders, Lovat 
Scouts (Yeomanry - 2nd pattern), Scottish King's Borderers, 
Cameron Highlanders, Gordon Highlanders, Cameronians, 
Tank Regiment, Royal Scots Greys, Artists Rifles, King's 
Shropshire Light Infantry, Royal West Kent Regiment, �7th 
(Duke of Cambridge's Own) Lancers, Welsh Guards cap 
badge, Prince Albert's (Somerset Light Infantry), missing 
back slider, Royal Sussex Regiment, REME (Royal Electrical 
and Mechanical Engineers), SAS, Argyle and Sutherland 
Highlanders officer's collar badge with pin-back, various 
other hat or collar badges (�3), also RAF hat badge (KC) in 
brass. A few good but mostly very fine. (33)

$�80

73
Great Britain, army hat badges, all King crown or earlier 
types, noted 45th Regiment of Foot (QVC), King's Dragoon 
Guards pre �9�5 and another �9�5-�937, Royal Scots Greys, 
Lincolnshire Yeomanry and others, also rank badge for WOI 
with backing plate, as well as trade badges for Bandmaster, 
Bandsman (2), Trumpeter, Sniper, Marksman, all except last 
with backing plates, also a King's Badge for Loyal Service 
WWII; an embroidered and gold braid crest for the University 
of London. The badges mounted on rubber display mats, 
very fine - good extremely fine. (26)

$300

74
Great Britain, RAF officer's bullion and embroidered hat 
badge (QC); RAF pilot's bullion winged badge; RAF Dental 
Branch collar badge in brass; RAF Medical Branch collar 
badge in bronze (KC); RAF Leading Aircraftman badge in 
bronze; R.A.F.A. (Royal Air Force Association) lapel badge 
in gilt and enamel, pin-back; RAF Escape Compass of domed 
brass fly buttons, for sewing onto uniform, one button has a 
small spike in centre and the other button has a small indent 
for sitting on top of the first and then the top button has 
one gilded spot at one side and two gilded spots at other 
side and it rotates to indicate positions of north and south, 
also included is a small angled bar with similar indicators. 
Fine - very fine. (9)

$70

75
Australia and Great Britain, Navy officer's hat badge in 
gilt and silvered, with brass backing plate; Navy officer's 
bullion hat badge (early QC); another Navy officer's bullion 
hat badge (QC); also Navy officer's beret badge in gilt and 
silvered (QC); Women's Australian Auxiliary Air Force 
chromed ashtray with enamelled W.A.A.A.F. badge affixed 
(QC); Australian Air League tinnie; Empire Air Training 
Scheme badge in plastic (QC); also British Intelligence 
Corps hat badge in acrylic (QC); Royal Marines cap badge 
in acrylic; also Royal Engineers hat badge in brass (EVIIR). 
Very fine - good very fine. (�0)

$�00

76
World badges, includes Great Britain, City of London 
Yeomanry (Rough Riders) hat badge in gilt; Canada, General 
Service pair of collar badges in bronze (KC), also Canada 
shoulder title in bronze; also unidentified badge or award, 
probably Russian. One collar badge heavily oxidised, 
otherwise very fine. (5)

$50
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77
Germany, WWII, Bavaria 40 Years Faithful Service Badge, 
in 800 silver, pin-back. Toned good very fine. 

$60

78*
Germany, Prussia, WWI, pilot's badge in white metal, no 
maker, pin-back. Toned very fine. 

$400

79
Germany, WWII, Cholm Campaign Shield �942, Wound 
Badge 2nd Class (no pin on reverse and with solid back), 
Navy U-Boat War Badge �939, Naval Destroyers War Badge 
�940, Luftwaffe Wireless Operator/Air Gunners Badge 
�936-45, Luftwaffe Fliers Commemorative Badge �936-
45, Long-Range Day Fighters and Air-to-Ground Support 
Squadrons clasp, Frontbann Badge, Free Balloon Pilot Badge, 
badge from German Army Marksmanship lanyard, Secret 
State Police ID Tag, WWII German Army Lanyard Shield 
�st type; German WWII Eagle Visor Cap Badge; German 
WWII symbol inside wreath pendant; also Czechoslovakia, 
WWII Tank Badge. Several appear to be later issues, overall 
mostly very fine - good very fine. (�5)

$400

80
Germany, WWII, Army/Waffen-SS Special Grade of the 
General Assault Badge �943, another for 50 Engagements; 
Army/Waffen-SS Close Combat Clasp �942-45 for 30 
Combat Days, and another for 50 Combat Days; Anti-
Partisan War Badge �944-45; Naval U-Boat Combat Clasp 
�944-45; Naval Minesweepers, Sub-Chasers and Escort 
Vessels War Badge �940; Naval E-Boat War Badge; Naval 
Auxiliary Cruisers War Badge �94�; Naval High Seas Fleet 
War Badge �94�; Naval Blockade Runners Badge �94�; 
Luftwaffe Observers Badge �936-45; Luftwaffe Glider 
Pilot Badge �940; Luftwaffe Tank Battle Badge Grade II 
for 25 Engagements, another Grade III for 50 Engagements; 
Luftwaffe Close Combat Clasp �944 Class II; Luftwaffe 
Air-to-Ground Support Squadron Clasp �944-45 in silver; 
German Motor Sports Badge �939 in silver; also metal cap 
eagle; a metal eagle pendant; SS Cap Skull 2nd pattern; 
SS Totenkopf button for sidecap. Several appear to be 
reproductions, overall mostly very fine - good very fine. 
(22)

$500

8�
Germany, WWII, Luftwaffe Transport and Glider Squadron 
Clasp for Transport Pilots, in gilded and silvered tombac, 
maker's mark '�/58' (probably L/58 Glaser & Sohn, 
Dresden). Good very fine. 

$350

82
Germany, WWII, shield in black timber (approx 25x�9cm), 
with timber golden eagle above symbol and with small golden 
aircraft spread around the shield. Fine. 

$50 

83
Germany, WWII, a large selection of badges, most appear 
to be reproductions. One toned extremely fine but mostly 
uncirculated. (�6)

$300

84
Germany, WWII, a selection of lapel badges (��), mostly in 
nickel silver and enamel but a few in gilt with enamel, also 
a quantity of rings (��) featuring various symbols, mostly in 
nickel silver but a few also with enamel, most items appear 
to be modern issues. Mostly extremely fine - uncirculated. 
(22)

$�00

85
India, Recruiting Badge, in silver and bronze, ring top 
suspension with original ribbon and silver pin-back 
suspender (pin missing), reverse of badge with impressed 
number 5�85. Very fine. 

$80
Ex Dr John M. Bennett AM Collection.

This badge was awarded to civilian and military pensioners, parents with at 
least three children serving in the armed services, wives with a husband and 
at least two children serving in the armed services, and full-time members 
of the Indian Recruiting Organisation.

86
Army Temperance Association India, medal in silver 
and enamel 'For Five Years Fidelity'; Army Temperance 
Association, India, a silver cross, hallmarked for London 
�906 by maker, 'GK&S' (George Kenning & Son). Very 
fine. (2)

$50

Ex Dr John M. Bennett AM Collection.
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87
New Zealand, Womens Land Service hat badges in gilt. One 
with a small edge tone spot, otherwise extremely fine. (5)

$50

88*
Russia, Tenth Odessa Uhlan Regiment badge, in gilt and 
enamel, screw back. Very fine. 

$500

89*
South Africa, Northern District Mounted Rifles (�899-�907), 
cast white metal hat badges (60x50mm and 50x40mm). 
Good fine - extremely fine. (2)

$�00

Ex W. (Bill) Woolmore Collection.

90*
Trinidad and Tobago, militaria helmet badge (KG), in gilt 
bronze (80mm), with 2 lugs on reverse. Extremely fine. 

$80
The same badge in white metal was worn by the Trinidad and Tobago Police 
up until �953. With research.

9�*
USA, Civil War, G.A.R. (Grand Army of the Republic) 
veteran, Commanders' badge in gilt by The Whitehead & 
Hoag Co, Newark N.J., attached to a red, white and blue 
ribbon edged with gilt braid and with fringe to bottom edge, 
Lucius Fairchild/Post No.��/G.A.R./Madison, Wis'. With 
light wear and a stain to ribbon, otherwise good very fine. 

$�00
The Grand Army of the Republic (G.A.R.) was founded in �866 for veterans 
of the Army, Navy and Marines who had served in the American Civil 
War. By the late �9th century the GAR was the most powerful single issue 
political lobby.
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part

92*
USA, Civil War, G.A.R. (Grand Army of the Republic) 
Representative's badges (2) to 48th Annual Encampment, 
G.A.R. Madison, Wis, in gilt by The Whitehead & Hoag 
Co, Newark N.J., Charles H.Henry Department Commander 
�9�4; 49th Annual Encampment, Wausau, �9�5, in bronze 
by Schwaab S & S Co, Milwaukee, S.A.Cook Commander; 
together with Women's Relief Corps, 53rd National 
Encampment, Columbus, O., Sept '�9, Delegate's badge in 
bronze by The M.C.Lilley & Co, Columbus O.; Milwaukee, 
�923 by The Whitehead & Hoag Co. All with ribbon 
attached, slight wear to ribbons, otherwise very fine. (4)

$�00

part

93*
World, NSW Military Forces modified hat badge with 
crown above cross with five stars and no lion (the cross 
with lion has been removed and the other cross with 5 stars 
added); Great Britain, Church Lads' Brigade, Fight The 
Good Fight, other ranks' cap badge in brass, c�890-�9�9; 
Royal Navy brass coat button with Tudor crown (�902-
�953), by Gaunt, London; also sword belt fitting in curved 
voided steel (approx �2x5.3cm, the clip approx 8.2cm), 
with crossed swords design in centre (one sword broken at 
handle end but repairable) (vendor's note says circa �720); 
unidentified police badges (2), both identical domed, circular 
(42mm) solid badges with Victorian crown in centre with 
POLICE above, cast with screw-pin fittings on reverse (both 
damaged). Poor - good very fine. (6)

$60

94
World Badges, includes Australia, Army Service Corps hat 
and collar badges (2) (KC) in oxidised bronze; Australian 
Engineers hat badge in brass (KC) (one lug missing) and 
collar badges in oxidised bronze (2); Australian Army 
Medical Corps collar badge in bronze (KC); Australian 
Corps of Signals hat and collar badges (2) in brass (KC); 
Mortar qualification arm badge in oxidised bronze, c�930, 
with backing plate; also Great Britain, Royal Army Medical 
Corps collar badges in oxidised bronze (KC) (2); USA, Air 
America Vietnam era pilot's cap badge in silver (some enamel 
missing). Very good - extremely fine. (�4)

$�00

95
World badges, includes Australia, exploding bomb badges 
as worn by Warrant Officers in Australian Instructional 
Corps and NCOs above rank of lance sergeant serving 
with Engineers, in oxidised bronze (2); WWII trench art 
carved from an Australian penny; tinnie badge featuring 
General Birdwood; Royal Australian Army Ordnance Corps 
enamelled and gilt shield (QC) from a unit plaque; Great 
Britain, Cameronians Scottish Rifles hat badge in white 
metal; India, Army Corps of Signals hat badge in gilt and 
white metal; Hodson's Horse post �947 hat badge in brass; 
Madras Regiment hat badge in gilt and white metal; Malta, 
King's Own Malta Regiment, hat badge in oxidised brass 
and white metal (KC) (2); Nepal, unidentified Gurkha badge 
featuring crossed Gurkha daggers with Nepalese royalty's 
hat above, cast in silvered with pin-back; also Great Britain 
Royal Coat-of-Arms (Queen Victoria) cast in brass. Very 
good - extremely fine. (�3)

$�20

96
Australia, woven colour patches for �9th Chief Engineer 
Works and also HQ Training Command (Army); woollen 
shoulder titles for Australia, S.A.S. and Who Dares Wins; 
shoulder boards AGC (Adjutant Generals Corps), for 
Captain (white) (2), khaki, and camouflage; SPS (Staff 
and Personnel Support), in camouflage for Captain (2) 
and Second Lieutenant (2); rank badge shoulder boards, 
Brigadier (camouflage), Colonel/Australia (khaki) (2), 
Colonel (camouflage) (2), Lieutenant Colonel/Australia 
(khaki) (2), Lieutenant Colonel (camouflage) (4), tan (2), 
Captain (camouflage) (�), �st Lieutenant (camouflage) (2), 
2nd Lieutenant (camouflage) (2, one wool and one cotton); 
Australian Navy, Able Seaman dress uniform shoulder 
boards (2), Hull Technician Sergeant dress uniform shoulder 
board; RAAF Pathfinder shoulder slide cloth badge. Very 
fine - uncirculated. (35)

$�50

97
Australia, WWII colour patches for Corps of Signals, Army 
Service Corps, 2/8 Infantry Battalion; Great Britain, Royal 
Armoured Corps embroidered shoulder badge (QC); USA 
forces in Brisbane, Australia victory morale embroidered 
patch, WWII For Victory, Hawaii with large V, features 
3 dots and a long dash (Morse code for the letter V). The 
second and third patches with some moth damage, otherwise 
fine - very fine. (5)

$40
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98
Australia, General's crossed sword and baton epaulette badge 
in gilt; General's shoulder board but missing crown; Artillery 
Sergeant qualification badges in gold braid (2); Gun Layers 
Badge (Field & Garrison Artillery) in gold braid (2); Warrant 
Officer collar badge in gilt; Quarter Master Sergeant rank 
badge in gold bullion (a few moth holes in material); various 
air force badges, noted pathfinder badge, also Volunteer Air 
Observers Corps, Observer badge; also a plaque for Returned 
Service League Australia in silvered and enamel (QC) (approx 
6.5x9cm). Very good - very fine. (�6)

$70

99
Australia, Army rank badges on summer uniform shoulder 
boards, Major General/Australia; Brigadier/Australia (QC); 
Lieutenant/RAINF. Very fine - extremely fine. (5 badged 
boards)

$50

�00
Australia, metal and cloth rank badges and buttons, c�930-
�990s, assorted issues. Housed in a red two ring binder, very 
good - extremely fine. (�20)

$�50

�0�
Australia, Marksman arm badge of crossed rifles with King's 
crown above, in gilt with backing plate. Some spotting on 
backing plate, otherwise good very fine. 

$40

�02
Australia, WWII, a pair of metal dog tags, one circular and 
one octagonal, the first impressed, 'Anderson/H W/�3699/
RAAF/C Of E', the other impressed, '�3699/Anderson/H 
W/RAAF/C Of E', both attached to the same cord; WWII, 
Female Relative badge, by G&E Rodd, �944, pin-back, 
reverse numbered AF.59402; Warrant Officer Class II rank 
sleeve badges (KC) (2), one in brass and one in oxidised 
bronze with backing plate; WWII swing mounted miniature 
trio ofDefence Medal �939-45, War Medal �939-45, 
Australia Service Medal �939-45; also Peace �9�9 medalet 
in silvered (27mm) (C.�9�9/2), as issued to school children. 
Very good - very fine. (C.�9�9/2)

$60

Ex David Harrower ACM Collection.

Henry Wood Anderson, die setter, age 38 born at Smythesdale, Vic; 
Enl.25Mar�94� at No.� Recruiting Centre, Melbourne, Vic, with previous 
service in CMF; after recruit training in No.� I.T.S and No.� Recruit Training 
Course posted to mustering of Guard as LAC 3�Dec�94�; Cpl 09May�942; 
to ADI (Aerodrome Defence Instructor) under training and A/Sgt 28Feb�943 
to Sgt �7Aug�944; Disch.3�Oct�945 with no overseas service; Issued with 
War Medal �939-45.

�03
WWII medal ribbons, for �939-45 Star; Africa Star; 
Pacific Star; Defence Medal �939-45; War Medal �939-45; 
Australia Service Medal �939-45, one metre of each ribbon. 
Uncirculated. (6)

$60

�04
Great Britain, riband bar groups of four (9), also a USA 
group of four, includes decorations, campaign medals and 
others, one with a rosette emblem, all with screw backs. 
Mostly very fine. (�0)

$50

�05
Swiss Army buttons, by Schaener, Bern (�0), smaller (4), 
Heraldic arms (2), USA, Waterbury, Conn; Brass Bern?. Some 
with toning, very fine - extremely fine. (�8)

$30

�06
USA, ribands (�9, all different); U.S. collar badge in bronze, 
an unfinished sample by K.G.Luke, Melb.; US Army Officer's 
hat badge in gilt brass; also a cap badge but missing screw 
on back; WWI service clasp for France; Auto. Rifle clasp; 
Army Good Conduct clasp in bronze; small unidentified navy 
fob, numbered on reverse 33. A few ribands with oxidation 
stains, otherwise fine - very fine. (26)

$50

�07
US Army Formations, Vietnam, �962-�975, shoulder 
patches, thirty two different types, all identified. Very fine 
- extremely fine. (32)

$70

�08*
British India, socket bayonet, with leather scabbard, blade 
with military markings of arrow above W and also 'crown 
above E/27' (Enfield Royal Small Arms Factory inspection 
mark), and '5/85' (manufacture date May �885), the bayonet 
socket missing lock ring, the top brass fitting on the scabbard 
with securing piece marked, '2342'. The scabbard split along 
edge and dents to brass end piece, the socket with oxidation 
and the blade with black toning marks, otherwise fine. 

$250

Note: Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia. No mail out 
for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer to make own 
arrangements.

�09
British WWI bayonet, �907 Pattern for Enfield rifle, ricasso 
marked on one side, '�907/04/SC/9/45' and on other side, 
'arrow/Crown/Z7/E', with leather and metal scabbard, this 
with impressed letter, 'B'. Some oxidation, otherwise fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��0*
Czechoslovakia, WWI CSZ Mauser bayonet with a steel 
scabbard, the top of the crosspiece marked 'OT', and the 
side is marked with serial number '689' which matches the 
number stamped on the scabbard frog lug. Oxidation on 
scabbard and handle metal, otherwise fine. 

$�50
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���*
Great Britain, Wilkinson �907 pattern sword bayonet, with 
X bend-test mark, also Enfield Royal Small Arms Factory 
inspection mark, in leather scabbard with metal tip and top 
fitting. The blade well oiled, good fine. 

$300

Note: Licence to own required in State of Victoria, Australia. No mail out 
for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer to make own 
arrangements.

��2
Great Britain, Fairbairn Sykes Commando fighting knife, 
with cast brass handle, base of guard stamped, 'Venture/
H.M.Slater/Sheffield', in original leather scabbard with metal 
tip. A few oxidation spots, otherwise very fine. 

$500

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��3*
Nepal, kukri Gurkha dagger with bone handle and brass 
lion's head pommel, some decoration to one side of the large 
blade, in a velvet scabbard with silvered decoration at top and 
plain silvered tip and with silvered lion's head above crossed 
Gurkha daggers attached to side near scabbard top edge. 
Some moth holes and wear to scabbard, otherwise fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��4*
Sweden, M�896 EJ AB Mauser bayonet, ricasso stamped, 
'EJ/anchor/AB/68�', and on the opposite side is a crown 
proving mark, the guard is stamped, ''8/I. 5/ No.208, post 
�905 issue with conical stud and single edge blade, metal 
handle and scabbard, this fitted into a leather belt fitting 
carrier and this stamped, 'B'. With some oxidation on 
scabbard and handle, otherwise fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��5*
USA, M5A� bayonet, made by MILPAR COL (Columbus 
Milpar and Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio), 
with diamond grid patterned black plastic handle, in 
leather and metal scabbard. With oxidation on metal parts, 
otherwise fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

��6
Unidentified bayonet, similar to Bulgarian M�895 bayonet, 
markings on ricasso not legible, on metal scabbard is stamped 
'FG/GY', bayonet fitting on ricasso appears to have been 
removed. Blade heavily pitted and scabbard with oxidation, 
poor. 

$50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

lot ��7 part
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��7*
Court uniform, ceremonial woollen jacket and trousers, 
both elaborately decorated with gold braid and gilt brass 
buttons (KC), the trousers also fitted with braces, together 
with a black beaver cocked hat with white feathers, the hat 
marked by maker, H.Poole & Co, Saville Row, London, the 
trousers with label of Ede & Ravenscroft, 93 & 94 Chancery 
Lane, London and on this label is printed W.C.Hankinson, 
428. Esq. 22.8.29, stored in a large hinged lid metal case 
(approx �0�x30x�5cm), lock broken. The lining of the 
jacket deteriorating and loose in some parts, otherwise very 
fine. (3 pieces)

$�,000

Mr W.C.Hankinson CMG, OBE, MC was the British Government 
representative to Australia in �93�-32 and �935-36. In �944 he 
was the Deputy High Commissioner for the United Kingdom in the 
Commonwealth.

With research on the uniform.

��8*
Officer of the Order of the British Empire, pair of gilt silver 
and enamel cufflinks, hallmarked by maker 'TK&S' Toye, 
Kenning & Spencer Ltd, London. In maker's case, very 
fine. 

$�00

��9
Victorian copy of a medieval Knight's helmet, multipiece 
construction, thin steel plate, Damascus style pattern on 
visor and face guard. Light surface rust, fine. 

$�00

lot �20 part
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�20*
Great Britain, Royal Engineers other ranks parade full dress 
uniform, �9��, red woollen jacket with EVII (Edward VII) 
buttons and dark blue woollen trousers with red stripe. The 
last button on the jacket missing, otherwise very fine. 

$�00
�2�
East Germany, NVA (National People's Army), officer's 
peaked cap with badge and chinstrap; officer's double 
breasted jacket and a pair of trousers, the jacket with rank 
badges for Captain senior grade and collar tabs for Stasi 
Wachregiment. Extremely fine. (3)

$80
�22
Germany, WWII, red fez with German WWII embroidered 
badges including Death's head. Very fine and scarce. 

$350
The red fez was part of the dress uniform for a Waffen-SS military detachment 
made up from Muslim volunteers from Bosnia, Croatia and Herzegovina 
in occupied Yugoslavia.

�23
Germany, Army field combat military issue webbing belt, 
the back of the buckle marked '�2 - �27 - 433�/��0 64 44'; 
Poland, Army brown leather holster for PA63 and PA64 7-
round pistol. Very fine - good very fine. (2)

$40
�24
Federal Republic of Germany, army jacket, shirt and tie, 
the jacket with 4th Army Corps shoulder badge; Captain's 
shoulder boards; Artillery collar badges; also German Armed 
Forces Badge for Military Proficiency; Bundeswehr Army 
Activity badge for lone fighter, hand embroidered; Practice 
badge of the Jaeger Combat Unit (Taetigkeitsabzeichen); 
Netherlands MLV (Militaire Lichamelijke Vaardigheid) 
Military Physical Proficiency badge; and a parachutist badge; 
also two ribands, one of these with German Sports Badge 
clasp. The clothing uncirculated, the badges and ribands very 
fine - uncirculated. (lot)

$�00

�25
Federal Republic of Germany, army flecktarn camouflage 
field jacket parka, by H.Winnen GMBH & Co, �994, with 
German colour patch on each shoulder and stitched rank 
badges on shoulder boards for Captain; also a moleskin olive 
field jacket with German colour patch on each shoulder. Very 
fine - good very fine. (2)

$70

�26*
Japan, WWII Army woollen visor cap with Army Garrison 
cap badge, no chin strap, headband inside deteriorated, liner 
intact, leather visor with cracking, small moth hole on top. 
Good and scarce with this badge. 

$70

�27
USA, West Point cadet's parade hat in leather and felt, early 
20th century, with large brass West Point badge at front, 
Cadet U.S.M.A. button at one side but missing button on 
opposite side, also missing chin strap chain and plume at 
top front edge, inside in a diamond shape is 'The/Cadet 
Store/West Point/N.Y. 'Some loss around edges of leather, 
otherwise very good, badge toned very fine. 

$50

�28
RAAF cap, with Air Training Corps badge fitted, inside 
marked '�944/Made in Australia'; Leading Aircraftman 
rank badges in oxidised bronze (2), one with backing plate; 
circular aluminium dog tag marked, '422934/Cope, H.K./
RAAF/CE'; Returned from Active Service badge WWII; 
voided RAAF sweetheart badge in nickel silver and enamel 
with attached silvered chain; riband bar for �939-45 Star, 
Africa Star with MID, Air Crew Europe Star with rosette, 
Defence Medal �939-45. The cap with some moth holes, 
otherwise fine - very fine. (7)

$�00

422934 Pilot Officer Harold Keith Cope, born 09Jul�923; Enl.�5Jun�942; 
mustering Wireless operator; Emb.�5Jan�943 to Canada; left Canada for UK 
and arrived �6Apr�944; appt'd to commission �8Jul�945; RTA 28Oct�945; 
Appt terminated �6Jan�946 on demobilisation.

�29
Navy sailors' hats, includes white hats with tally bands 
for 'H.M.A.S. Albatross'; 'H.M.A.S. Kuttabul', inside the 
second marked 'R63633 Ross W H'; also black wool hat 
with red pommel with tally band for 'Stoker SSSS-Btn SS Sea 
Sovereign Niguel'. The first two white hats with age toning 
and foxing, the last hat with a few moth holes at tally band 
tail, otherwise very good - fine. (3)

$�00

R63633 William Henry Ross, sales assistant, born 02Jul�947 at Glen Innes, 
NSW; Enl.25Jul�964 at Sydney for a period of 9 years until 24Jul�973.
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�30
Australia, Army Pattern �882 pair of brown leather leggings/
gaiters; ammunition pouch in brown leather with belt slides 
on reverse, marked by maker, '??der & Frost, �9U, for 45/577 
ammunition and 303 types; small satchel with carry handle 
in brown leather (damaged). Good - fine. (pair + 2)

$�80

�3�
Australia, Army belt buckle in brass coated nickel fitted 
with Australian Commonwealth Rising Sun badge in bronze 
(KC). Fine. 

$60

�32
Army snake buckle equipment webbed belt, with various 
types and countries buttons attached (total of 48), including 
issues from Australia, Canada, Great Britain, New Zealand 
and others. Very good - very fine. 

$80

�33
Germany, WWII, belt buckles (2), one for Army enlisted man 
and another for Luftwaffe. Both possibly reproductions, 
fine. (2)

$50

�34
WWI Horse Riding Crop, in timber with hammer at handle 
end for emergency horse shoeing repairs, and with leather 
strap fitted at opposite end (approx 77.5cm long including 
strap). Much lacquer missing from timber, otherwise fine. 

$50

�35
Collection of military signal torches, two Australian issues 
marked on the reverse belt bracket, 'D broadarrow D/
LAMPS, Electric/No �/Kempthorne.Aust./�943'; a British 
one marked on reverse, 'D.B. Ltd/LE No 4'; a German 
one marked on the front, 'Hassia'; another unidentified, 
unmarked and in bright brass, possibly a trench torch; 
another from USA, a belt fitting tubular torch with lamp at 
90 degrees, marked on both sides, 'TL-�22-A' and on the 
base, 'Refill With No.55/USA Lite/Lok-Top Batteries/USA 
Lite/Made in U.S.A./U.S.Electric/Mfg. Corp. ' Most heavily 
toned and in need of restoration, good - fine. (6)

$�00

�36*
Australia, WWII, AMF metal tree climbing spikes for fitting 
to military boots for quick surveillance operations, together 
with securing leather strap fittings. Fine. 

$50
Together with an instruction pamphlet titled, 'YAA.2�4 Climbers, Tree 
(Aust.) Holdsworth'. (Note: the pamphlet shows Holdsworth NOT 
Holsworthy)

�37*
WWII, military chain-link, folding hand saw, with removable, 
fitted timber handles. Fine. 

$50

�38
Military rifle bore mirror, in a brass cylinder with Defence 
arrow markings, with short brass chain attached to cylinder; 
another unidentified item possibly related to rifle bore; 
metal gunpowder pot (4 different types); bullet made into 
a spaceship; also a long brass tube waterproof match stick 
holder, on the base is marked, 'Marble's/Gladstone/Mich. 
U.S.A.'Pat'd. �900' on the other end is scratched, 'R6E'. 
Fine - very fine. (8)

$90

�39
Militaria, a small collection of cartridge reloading and other 
gun tools, one reloader marked for J.C.Cocker, Patent 5535, 
noted a gun barrel bore measuring gauge by K.Steggles, 
England, also a small weighing machine 0 to �2 drachms, 
missing a few pieces. Good - very fine. (7)

$250

�40
Great Britain, military signalling torch, in brass (length 
approx 25cm), by Shimwell, Alexander & Co, London, on 
the base stand is marked, 'Pro Pat/No 28083', at back is 
marked, 'A.P/�600�A/broadarrow'. No bulb or batteries 
so working order unknown, signalling mechanism seems to 
work, a few small bumps, otherwise fine. 

$40

�4�
Great Britain, pair of military binoculars with leather 
wrapping; a military compass in leather holder; magnifying 
glass in brass cylinder marked �4 in with an arrow pointing 
downward at one end; gilt metal tube (approx 30cm), 
marked on one end, 'Bell & Black's/Wax/Vesta/London'; 
leather satchel, fold over flap and whole satchel opens out 
with various compartments and sections for storing pens 
and other items. Good - fine. (5)

$80
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�42
Great Britain, a military periscope No.�4 by Ross Ltd, 
London, including timber handle, in leather case of issue. 
Fine. 

$�00

�43
USA, WWII, Army water canteen in aluminium with khaki 
cover with belt fitting, the cover marked 'U.S.' on the front 
and on the back, 'Foley Mfg. Co./�942'; US Army, khaki 
garrison cap by Midwest Cap Co, dated June 2, �943 . 
Very fine. (2)

$60

�44
World, includes an unidentified large, heavy, timber baton 
with patterned handle; also Japan, what appears to be a 
timber straight scabbard with coiled wire binding and a 
carry cord, also some Japanese text near the base. Fine 
- good fine. (2)

$60

�45
Germany, WWII, Austrian made razor sharpening tool by 
Siemens, in hinged-lid bakelite case (approx 60x35x28mm), 
together with instruction sheet written in German. Very 
fine. 

$50

To operate the blade was placed in the device, then the box was closed and 
the cord was pulled backward and forward to sharpen the blade.

�46
Australia, WWI, Anzac 'A', in brass (�4x�6mm), with two 
lugs. Fine. 

$60

�47
Australia, WWI, Anzac 'A', in brass (�8x�9mm), with two 
lugs. Toned fine. 

$60

Ex The D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

�48
WWI, King's Silver War badge, reverse numbered B275740; 
Australia, Returned from Active service badge (AIF), reverse 
numbered 2627�; Volunteered for Active Service, Medically 
Unfit badge, reverse numbered 5042; War Widows' Guild 
of Australia badge, reverse numbered W355; also MID 
laurel leaf in bronze; �960- clasp from Republic of Vietnam 
Campaign Medal; WWI miniature medal riband trio. Fine 
- very fine. (7)

$60
�49
Mother's and Widow's Ribbon (AIF), one star, with low 
number 488 on reverse of suspension bar. Bars toned and 
ribbon with some creases, otherwise very fine. 

$200

�50*
Australia, WWI, Mothers and Widows Ribbon, with one 
star, numbered 2335 on back of brooch bar. Bars toned, 
otherwise very fine. 

$200
�5�
Nearest Female Relative's badge (AIF), WWI, in silver and 
enamel by Stokes & Sons, Melb, pin-back, badge number 
��4776, with two bars consecutively numbered �00754 and 
�00755. Toned very fine. 

$50
�52
Australia, WWI Nearest Female Relative's badge (AIF), 
reverse numbered 358�0, with one bar with reverse numbered 
20990; Returned Sailors & Soldiers Imperial League Australia 
badge, large 2-figure type, reverse numbered P8205; another 
2-figure type but small size, reverse numbered V6979; two 
other 3-figure types, reverses numbered S3435 and V6956; 
Returned Services League Australia badges (2), reverses 
numbered NA52462 and A.C.T.4�26; Returned Sailors' 
And Soldiers' League Victoria, War Service Fund, reverse 
numbered ��476; General Service badge (WWII), reverse 
numbered A47�74; WWII Returned from Active Service 
badge, reverse numbered A�9868 (lugs repaired); Sailors 
Soldiers Airmen Assocn, Fathers badge, reverse numbered 
5448, with stick-pin; Aust Legion Of Ex-Servicemen & 
Women badge, reverse numbered V277�2, with 48 overlay 
on crown; Women's Auxiliary R.S.S.A.I.L.A. badge (KC); 
All For Australia League badge; War Widows' Guild of 
Australia badge, reverse numbered W886�; Anzac Day �9�8 
medalet in silvered bronze; also Great Britain, British Red 
Cross Society clasps for �939 Red Cross Nursing and also 
for �939 Anti-Gas Training; Great Britain, For Home And 
Country badge by W.O.Lewis (Badges) Ltd of Birmingham; 
also NAAFI token for �0 Lire in aluminium for use by NATO 
Air Force Base in Italy. Very good - extremely fine. (20)

$�00

�53
Australia, WWI Nearest Female Relative's badge, in silver 
and enamel, with pin-back, reverse numbered �70237; WWII 
Female Relative's badge in silvered, with one star, with pin-
back, reverse numbered A53096; sweetheart badges, includes 
gilt Rising sun with enamelled red over blue colour patch 
in centre, on pin-back bar (securing loop missing); silver 
and enamel badge for 45th Infantry Battalion colour patch, 
pin-back; gilt and enamel badge for 8th Infantry Battalion 
colour patch with A in centre, pin-back. The first badge with 
loss of most enamel, second badge very dark from oxidation, 
fourth badge with small enamel chip, otherwise very good 
- very fine. (5)

$�00
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�54
Australia, Nearest Female Relative's badges (3), the first 
numbered for Army, A89323, with one star and suspended 
below the bar is an enamelled colour patch for RAA; the 
second numbered for Navy, N6545, with one star; the third 
numbered for Air Force, AF28�4�, with one star and with 
safety chain attached. Fine - very fine. (3)

$60

�55*
Australia, WWI, Volunteered For Active Service, Retained 
For Home Service badge, Issued By The Navy Department, 
in gilt bronze (29.5mm), by Stokes & Sons, Melb, 2 lugs 
on back, reverse numbered 5��. Very fine and very scarce 
Navy issue. 

$600

�56*
Australia, WWI Volunteered For Active Service, Retained 
For Home Service badge, Issued By The Navy Department, 
in gilt bronze (30mm), by Stokes & Sons, Melb, lug back, 
reverse numbered 8�2. Some oxidation on reverse, otherwise 
very fine and very scarce Navy issue. 

$750

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale �32 (lot 29�).

�57*
WWI, Munitions Worker badge in bronze (54x43mm), by 
Stokes & Sons, Melbourne, 2 lugs on back, number 2529 
impressed on reverse. Good very fine. 

$250

Badge 2529 issued to Olaf Peterson, carpenter & joiner, age 42, born in 
Sweden and arrived in Australia 20Jan�892, now residing in Dawes Point, 
Sydney; Enrolment as Volunteer for Manufacture of Munitions in Great 
Britain 06Mar�9�7; Emb.�6Jun�9�7; Disemb.25Aug�9�7 in England; 
commenced work with Nieuport Aircraft Co at Hendon as joiner; RTA 
�7Nov�9�9; Disemb.25Jan�920; Disch.25Jan�920.

With full copy of Munition Workers and Navvies File.

�58*
WWI, Munitions Worker badge in bronze (54x43mm), by 
Stokes & Sons, Melbourne, 2 lugs on back, number 43�4 
impressed on reverse. Toned nearly uncirculated. 

$300
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�59*
Australia, War Worker, Navvies & Labourers, badge in 
bronze (38mm), by Stokes & Sons, Melb, lug back, reverse 
with impressed number �272. Very fine and scarce. 

$250

�60*
Australia, War Worker, Navvies & Labourers, badge in 
bronze (38mm), by Stokes & Sons, Melb, 2 lugs on back, 
reverse with impressed number �308. Good very fine and 
scarce. 

$300

Badge �308 issued to George Henry Thompson, labourer but at time 
of enrolment was a station hand in Sth Aust, age 47; born Leeds, 
England; Applied for service as Volunteer �0Apr�9�7; Emb.28Jul�9�7; 
Arrived in England �7Oct�9�7; RTA 08May�9�9; Disemb.08Jul�9�9; 
Disch.08Jul�9�9.

With full copy of Munition Workers and Navvies File.

�6�*
Australia, WWI, RVA (Rejected Volunteers' Association) 
Queensland, badge in silver, pin-back, reverse numbered 
580. Toned very fine and scarce. 

$500

�62
Australia, WWI Returned from Active Service badge (AIF), 
reverse numbered 45��5; WWII Returned from Active 
Service badge, reverse numbered 336362; WWII General 
Service badge, reverse numbered A45560; Returned Sailors 
& Soldiers Imperial League Australia badge (KC), small 
2-figure type, reverse numbered A27��5; Returned Sailors 
Soldiers & Airmens Imperial League Australia badge (KC), 
small 3-figure type, reverse numbered Z54253. Very fine 
- nearly extremely fine. (5)

$90

�63
Anzac Commemorative Medallion, �9�5, issued �967, in 
bronze (5�x76mm) (C.�9�5/3), plain reverse, probably has 
been mounted on a board. Oxidation on reverse and some 
contact marks on obverse, otherwise very fine. 

$50

�64*
Australia, Anzac Medallion �967 lapel badge (23x34.5mm), 
with double lug on reverse, reverse inscribed, 'W.J.Cooper. 
Extremely fine. 

$�00

�65*
Australia, WWI, Gallipoli lapel badge in bronze (issued in 
�967), with double lug back, reverse inscribed, 'W.Milburn'. 
Extremely fine. 

$�50

Recommended for Military Medal �7/9/�9�6 but not awarded.

Awarded Meritorious Service Medal: LG �8/�/�9�9, p939; CAG No.67 
3/6/�9�9, p939 - to 932 Regimental Quartermaster Sergeant W. Milburn 
in recognition of valuable services rendered with the Armies in France and 
Flanders.

932 William Milburn, labourer, age 29, born at Hayton, Cumberland, 
England; Enl.03Jan�9�5 at Ayr, Qld in 25Bn; Emb.29Jun�9�5; to 
Gallipoli 04Sep�9�5; to France �4Mar�9�6; to RQMS 20Nov�9�6; RTA 
06May�9�9; Disch.�8Jul�9�9.

�66*
Australia, WWI, Merchant Service War Badge, in gilt bronze, 
by Stokes & Sons, Melbourne, 2 lugs on back, reverse 
numbered �29. Good fine. 

$300
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�67*
O.H.M.S, British Aluminium Co Ltd War Service badge, 
�9�5, in darkened bronze (32mm), button lug back. 
Extremely fine. 

$60

�68*
St John Ambulance War Service, badge in gilt and enamel 
(26x30mm), with pin-back 'Australia' suspender, impressed 
on reverse with number '6096'. Extremely fine and very 
scarce. 

$200

�69*
Australia, WWII, Mother's and Widow's badge, by Angus 
& Coote, �942, pin-back, reverse numbered A6968, bar 
with one star, attached below the bar is a silver and enamel 
miniature colour patch of 29th Australian Infantry Battalion. 
Very fine. 

$�50

Ex Barry Hibbard Collection.

�70
Australia, WWII Nearest Female Relative's badge with three 
stars, by Angus & Coote, �942, numbered A�63959, pin-
back with safety chain. Toned very fine. 

$50

�7�
Australia, WWII Reserved Occupation exemption badge, by 
Wallace Bishop �940, lug back, reverse numbered A�8259. 
Toning, otherwise very fine. 

$70

�72
Australia, Merchant Navy lapel badge, �940 issue, by 
Wallace Bishop, Brisbane, double lug back, reverse numbered 
��34. Very fine. 

$30

�73*
Australia, WWII, POWA (Post Office Women's Auxiliary), 
badge in gilt and enamel (23x25mm), by Handford, pin-
back. Good very fine. 

$60

The Post Office Women's Auxiliary (POWA) was formed in �940 and made 
up of women employees of post offices across the country to supplement 
the men's group, the Post Office Volunteer Guards, to protect vital lines 
of post office communications during the war. Members of POWA were 
trained in first aid, home nursing, air raid precautions, Morse operating 
and other postal duties normally performed by men so they could take over 
in an emergency.

�74*
Australia, Mine Watcher badge in gilt and enamel 
(25x22mm), by Handford, pin-back, reverse numbered 
�20. Very fine. 

$200

Vendor states this badge was used by Mine Watchers on the Brisbane River 
in Queensland.

�75*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, The Regiment Award of 
Merit, in gilt bronze (44.5mm), unnamed. Very fine. 

$�00
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�76
Great Britain, King's Silver War badge (GRI), reverse 
numbered O2074. Good very fine. 

$40

�77
Great Britain, WWI, Female On War Service Badge �9�6, in 
voided brass (44x38mm), by Wylie & Co, London, pin-back, 
reverse numbered 32�554. Very fine. 

$50

Worn by female civilian munition workers during war service in Britain.

�78
(Minesweepers Medallion), WWI, two uniface medallions 
in white metal (50mm), obverse side, fishing boat with 
mine in water behind the boat, with a crest at the base and 
with legend at the top, 'To The Fisherman Defenders/Of/
Our/Coasts', on the reverse side, Britannia with shield and 
spearing serpents in the water and with legend, 'Vivant/
Britannia', at the base is the designer's name, 'F. Gleichen 
�9�7'. With sticky paper on reverse where they have been 
glued to board, otherwise extremely fine. 

$70

Made in two parts for displaying on the fishing boat. This rare medallion 
was issued to fishermen who had converted their boats into minesweepers 
during World War I. The designer, Lady Feodora Gleichen or Feo as her 
family and friends called her, took over her father's studio at St James Palace, 
London during World War I. She was the eldest daughter of a British Admiral, 
Prince Victor of Hohenlohe-Langenburg a half nephew of Queen Victoria, 
who was also a sculptor and probably had a hand in asking her to design 
this medallion. One of her major relief works is found in Sydney at the Art 
Gallery of NSW and the 37th British Division Memorial at Moncey-Le-Preux 
in France is another of her superb works. She was awarded the French Legion 
of Honour in �922 and after her death she was made posthumously the first 
female member of the Royal British Society of Sculptors and later an award 
was created in her name.

�79*
HMAS Sydney - SMS Emden, Nov 9, �9�4, Mexican eight 
reales, �89� Ca M.M. Chihuahua Mint, medal by W.Kerr, 
Sydney (C.�9�4/4), with a few very small chopmarks. With 
few small scratches, otherwise nicely toned very fine. 

$�,500

�80*
Australia, WWI, handcrafted tribute fob in gold (9ct; �0.86g; 
2�x34mm), with ring top suspension and a claw set oval cut 
garnet, the obverse with raised letters, 'AIF' with crossed 
rifles and inscribed, 'ARS', the reverse inscribed, 'Presented/
To/A.R.Smith/By/Bonshaw friends/on his return/from/the 
War/20.�0.�7.', the fob is attached to a sterling silver watch 
chain. Very fine. 

$600

Together with small storage box.

�630 Arthur Robert Smith, stockman, age 26, born at Yetman, NSW; 
Enl.29Feb�9�6 at Inverell, NSW in 33Bn; Emb.04May�9�6; Trf to 
53Bn 09Sep�9�6 and to France; to hospital in France 05Nov�9�6 with 
pneumonia and dangerously ill; returned to England and admitted to hospital 
23Nov�9�6; RTA �7Mar�9�7; Disch.20Nov�9�7. 

The following article was published in The Inverell Times, page 2, on Friday 
26 October �9�7. "There was an overflow gathering at the Bonshaw Public 
Hall on Saturday afternoon to welcome home Private Arthur Smith. Mr. W. 
J. Gobbert occupied the chair. He explained the object of the meeting, and 
extended a welcome home to the returned soldier. "Home Sweet Home" was 
then sung, and all present sat down to afternoon tea, which was provided 
by the ladies of Bonshaw.

Mr. Fred Purvis spoke on behalf of the soldier and his parents. Mr. George 
Phifer also spoke, after which Mr. W. A. Bentley presented Private Smith, 
on behalf of his Bonshaw friends, with a handsome gold medal, suitably 
inscribed, which was pinned on by Miss Beatrice Hallam. After the singing 
of "For he's a jolly good fellow," cheers were given for the King, the returned 
soldier, and the boys who are still fighting for us.

Private A. Smith was one of the gallant 33rd Battalion. He left Australia 
about �8 months ago, but did not reach the actual firing line, as he had the 
misfortune to contract a very serious illness on landing in France, and on that 
account was invalided home. Still being in a very low condition on reaching 
Sydney, he had to spend many weeks in hospital there, where he gradually 
recovered, but apart from that he is now looking remarkably well.

Private Smith has also a brother, Crief (see footnote at end), who returned 
some months ago, after being twice wounded, and yet another brother, 
Ernie, who is at present in hospital suffering from wounds, but we are 
pleased to know he was doing well when last heard of, writes a Bonshaw 
correspondent.'

Footnote: See lot 290 for items attributed to �599 Crief Oliver Smith.
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�8�*
Australia, WWI, handcrafted tribute fob in gold (�5ct; 
4.8�g; 28x3�mm), ring top suspension, obverse inscribed, 
'Tasmania', reverse inscribed, 'J. Hern/from/Residents/of 
Lefroy/a soldier of the/Great War/�9�4 - �8'. Nearly 
uncirculated. 

$200

John Hern, labourer, age 32, born at Lefroy, Tas; Enl.02Mar�9�6 at 
Claremont, Tas, in 40Bn; Emb.0�Jul�9�6; to France 23Nov�9�6; various 
hospitalisations some for trench fever; RTA 09Feb�9�9; Disch.09May�9�9 
Medically Unfit; post war he was a member of the Launceston Tramways for 
over 20 years; Died in Oct�945 and was buried at Carr Villa Memorial Park, 
Kings Meadows, Launceston with a returned soldiers' service included.

�82*
Great Britain, WWI tribute medal, The People of Sacriston 
Thank You, Served in the Great War �9�4 - �9�9, in sterling 
silver (36.5mm), by W&H (Walkers & Hall), edge engraved, 
'Pte R.Darcue.'. Toned extremely fine. 

$�00

Ex Barry Hibbard Collection.

�83*
Remembrance brooch, in gold (9ct; tot wt 2.2�g; approx 
38x�7mm), pin-back, features a scroll bearing the word 
'Remembrance', at one end is a dove, at the other end is a 
suspended heart which also has a chain connected to the 
bird's mouth; also a handcrafted bow badge in gold (9ct; 
2.26g; approx 43x�5mm), pin-back. Very fine. (2)

$�00

�84*
Australia, WWI, HMAS Australia, German New Guinea, 
Rabaul, Samoa, �9�4 - �9�9, sweetheart badge in sterling 
silver and enamel (39x26mm), by O.T & S, pin-back but 
pin missing. Good very fine. 

$�60

�85*
Australia, WWI sweetheart brooch in voided mother of pearl 
in the shape of a Rising Sun badge with a kangaroo and 
emu at the sides and above the badge is a shield inscribed, 
'A.I.F', the mother of pearl is attached to a voided 9ct gold 
backing with a pin-back fitting (39x3�mm; tot wt 6.49g), 
with small loop at the top of reverse for fitting a safety 
chain. Very fine. 

$�80

�86*
Australia, WWI, 9th Battalion sweetheart brooch handcrafted 
in voided gold and enamel (9ct; 2.�3g; 23x25mm), by F.R.S 
(Flavelle Roberts & Sankey), pin-back suspension. Very 
fine. 

$�00

�87
Australia, sweetheart brooch for 4�st Battalion, in voided 
gold (9ct; tot wt 3.89g; 29x20mm), with enamelled KC 
at top and 4�st Battalion enamelled colour patch at the 
bottom, non-gold later pin-back fitting. The colour patch 
with damaged enamel, otherwise fine. 

$70
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�88*
Australia, WWI, 55th Battalion sweetheart brooch 
handcrafted in voided gold and enamel (9ct; 3.35g; 
25x30mm), by F.R.S (Flavelle Roberts & Sankey), pin-back 
suspension with safety chain. Very fine. 

$�50

�89*
WWI, Navy sweetheart brooch in handcrafted voided gold 
and silver (tested as 9ct; tot wt 5.32g; 25x2�mm), pin-back. 
Some scratches on reverse, otherwise very fine. 

$�00

�90*
Australia, 5th Light Horse Regiment (Wide Bay and Burnett 
Light Horse), �930-42, sweetheart badge in voided gold (9ct; 
5.8�g; 2�x30mm), pin-back and also with suspension loop 
for wear as pendant. Toned very fine. 

$200

�9�
Australia, sweetheart badge, features a gilt and enamel 
crown above a boomerang, pin-back, and attached are 
a series of silver hearts at each side leading to a map of 
Australia, inscribed on the hearts and map are the words, 
'Keep/on/smiling/my/Darling/till/we/meet/again'. Fine - good 
very fine. 

$50

�92
Australia, small Rising Sun sweetheart badge (KC), in 
silvered and enamel, pin-back; locket in 9ct lined silver, 
with small bronze and enamel Rising Sun badge (KC) on 
front, ring top suspension. The last item with some bumps, 
otherwise very good - fine. (2)

$40

�93
Australia, military related jewellery, includes filigree silver 
brooch with small Rising Sun badge in centre, pin-back, 
reverse marked 'Made in Palestine'; another filigree silver 
brooch with 'Dear Wife' across top section, pin-back, reverse 
marked 'Made in Palestine'; plastic heart-shaped pendant 
with black backing, in the centre is a silver heart inscribed, 
'New/Guinea/�943/44' and with a palm tree at each side, 
pierced hole for suspension ring; Rising Sun small bronze 
badge (KC) fitted to a long hat pin; also a Royal Navy 
button in gilt (KC) fitted to a long hat pin; vintage St John 
Ambulance Brigade badge, pin-back, fitted to a cloth spray, 
possibly for use as a small fan. The first three items dark 
toned, otherwise fine - very fine. (6)

$�50

part

�94*
Australia, Army sweetheart badges, two encapsulated in 
acrylic and one impressed in acrylic, also one heart shaped 
pendant with a Mother-of-Pearl heart encapsulated in acrylic; 
a RAN sweetheart badge encapsulated in acrylic, also a gilt 
locket with a navy officer's b&w photo inside; an acrylic 
heart pendant with fitted silver heart on front and this 
engraved, 'To/Doreen/New/Guinea/43-44' (illustrated); a 
small pin-back suspension bow in 9ct gold lined silver. Very 
good - very fine. (8)

$70
�95
RAAF, sweetheart winged badge (KC), in sterling silver 
and enamel (57.5x20mm), pin-back with safety chain, this 
missing pin, reverse inscribed, 'Mary'; an unusual RAAF 
sweetheart badge (KC), in silver and enamel fitted to a silver 
oval disc (49.5x�7.5mm) for wear with a wrist chain, the 
reverse of the disc with multiple letters of the alphabet in 
3-lines. Some enamel missing, otherwise very fine. (2)

$30

part

�96*
Australia, Mother's badges, all in Mother-of-Pearl and 
include the word 'Mother' in gilt across the centre, one 
features a background of a leaf, one a patterned design, one 
a map of Australia (illustrated), one a rhombus shape, and 
two are Rising Sun shapes, all pin-back; also a gilt heart with 
enamelled word 'Mother' in a scroll with a bird below, the 
heart suspended by two short chains to a pin-back plaque 
with a gilt crown affixed, the whole face of the heart and 
plaque encased in acrylic. Fine - good very fine. (7)

$�40
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�97*
New Zealand, WWI, memorial fob in gold (9ct; 9.72g; 
29mm), ring and scroll top suspension, obverse inscribed, 
'�9�4-�8/The/Great War', reverse inscribed, 'In Memory 
Of/Private/M.Olive/From/Tapanui/N.Z.'. Nearly extremely 
fine. 

$400

Melville Henry Chaloner Olive, born �883; single of Tapanui, NZ; Enl. at 
Otago in Otago Infantry Regt � Bn, service number 8/2690; Emb.�4Aug�9�5; 
DOW 23Oct�9�6; Buried at Estaires Communal Cemetery, Nord, France.

Melville Olive's father was living in Queensland, Australia and had published 
in a number of Queensland newspapers the following tribute - Melville Henry 
Chaloner Olive, of Otago Infantry Regt., New Zealand Expdy. Forces, age 
33 years, second son of Captain Henry Olive, late R.M.L.I., and Mrs. Henry 
Olive, "Bruton", Stanthorpe. Died of wounds in France on 23rd October.

�98
World, sweetheart brooches, includes British Army Service 
Corps Volunteers badge on a Mother-of-Pearl background 
on a silver pin-back circular brooch; USA, Army eagle on an 
oval gilt silver USA backing suspended below a gilt silver pin-
back ribbon bow, the reverse of the oval section inscribed, 
'Jean/Ewrin', in a fitted case; USA and Iowa flags lapel badge 
in gilt and enamel, clip-pin on back; Yugoslavia, gilt, silver 
and enamel button badge with screw-back. Very fine. (4)

$60

�99
Australia, WWI, 29 Infantry Battalion colour patch signet 
ring in enamel and gold (9ct; 3.�0g); WWII, 44 Infantry 
Battalion colour patch signet ring in enamel and gold (9ct; 
�.60g). Surface marks on enamel on both rings, the first ring 
heavily toned, otherwise fine. (2)

$�20

lot 200

200*
Navy locket, in gold and enamel (tested as �5ct; approx 
4.45g; 2�x25mm), ring top suspension, attached is a gold-
like neck chain (total length 45cm). Extremely fine. (2)

$�00

20�
Australia, Legacy fund raising lapel badge for £50 donation, 
in gold and enamel (9ct; tot wt �.88g; ��x�7mm), pin-back. 
Good very fine. 

$50

202*
Australia, possibly WWI, unofficial Rising Sun badge with 
bust of digger in slouch hat facing left, scrolls at base blank 
possibly for inserting name of soldier and used as name 
badge at a function, in bronze (42x28mm), with fold-over 
prong at top for clipping to breast pocket. Dark toned good 
very fine. 

$�00

203*
Australia, WWI, Soldiers Church Of England Help Society, 
badge in sterling silver and enamel (26mm), pin-back, 
securing lug resoldered. Good very fine. 

$60
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204*
Australia, WWI, League Of Soldiers Friends, Take Care Of 
Him, badge in gilt and enamel (25.5mm), by Stokes & Sons, 
Melb., pin-back. Good very fine. 

$50

205*
C.T & W.A. (Commercial Travellers & Warehousemens 
Association), Army Nurses' Day, �9�7, badge in gilt, silvered 
and enamel (25mm) (Smith 597), no maker, pin-back. Small 
loss of enamel on nurse's cape, otherwise good very fine. 

$50

Smith notes that the C.T. & W.A. raised seven thousand pounds to assist 
nurses returning from the war.

206
League of Loyal Women of Australia, WWI, badge in gilt and 
enamel (30mm), with suspension connected to two brackets 
on reverse, together with �4 bars to various AIF units (2 
duplicated), one with colour patch (much enamel missing) 
suspended below. One bar with a small section of enamel 
missing, otherwise mostly very fine. (�5)

$70

207
Australia, WWI, League of Loyal Women of Australia, 
undated, in gilt and enamel (30mm), no maker, ring top 
suspension, unnumbered; WWII, Volunteered Service 
Exemption badge, in silvered by K.G.Luke, Melb, lug back, 
reverse numbered 4072. Small enamel chip at top edge of 
first, otherwise very fine. (2)

$40

208*
Maryborough Heroes Day, �9�7, in gilt and enamel (27mm), 
by Stokes & Sons, Melbourne, pin-back. Much enamel 
missing, otherwise fine and scarce. 

$60

Queensland Heroes Day was a fundraising initiative by the Queensland 
Patriotic Fund and was held on � December �9�7 by various cities and 
towns around the state. Funds raised were used to help wounded, sick and 
disabled soldiers and their families.

209*
WWI, Jack's Day patriotic badge, voided in gilt and enamel 
(3�mm), by Amor, Sydney, pin-back but pin missing, features 
design of bulldog with Union Jack behind and ensigned with 
a King's crown, at sides a kangaroo and emu and below a 
beaver and elephant, around the bottom, 'What We Have 
We'll Hold'. Good very fine and scarce. 

$60

2�0
WWI - WWII, TOC H Services Club, appeal and member 
badges, in gilt and enamel (7, one by Stokes & Sons, Melb; 
one by Schlank, Adelaide; one by A&C Ld; one by S.A.M; 
and one by H.W.Miller Ltd, B'Ham; others without maker 
name), tinnie badges (3), and cardboard badges (5). Fine 
- very fine. (�5)

$40

TOC H is an international Christian movement that was founded at 
Poperinghe in Belgium in �9�5 during World War I to give aid to soldiers 
and civilians affected by the war. It was situated in Talbot House and the 
name TOC H is an abbreviation of Talbot House with TOC signifying the 
letter T in the signals spelling alphabet used by the British Army during World 
War I. In �925 there was a branch opened in South Australia and another 
in Victoria as well as other branches that have been established throughout 
Australia. The organisation is still active in Australia and other countries 
providing a variety of services.

2��*
Australia, Returned Soldier's Association, Western Australia, 
member badge (KC), in silvered (24x35mm), by Caris, two 
lug back, reverse of crown numbered 2288. Dark toned 
good very fine. 

$�00

Ex Barry Hibbard Collection.
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2�2*
Australia, WWII, Dominion Parachute Company, Roo Club 
badge, in brass and enamel (40x22mm), pin-backed with 
safety chain. Extremely fine and rare. 

$300

Awarded for successful aircraft bailout using a Dominion Company 
parachute.

2�3
South Australia, WWII, S.P.F. (School Patriotic Fund) badge, 
in gilt and enamel (30x�6mm), by Schlank, Adelaide, pin-
back; another, 'S.P.F./S.A./Service', aircraft shaped badge, 
in silvered and enamel (46x�6mm), by Schlank, Adelaide, 
pin-back (ELM scratched on reverse); also F.F.C.F (Fighting 
Forces Comfort Fund) Xmas Hampers badge, in copper 
(32mm), with small suspension hole at top edge. Very fine. 
(3)

$40

2�4
Australia, WWII, Civil Construction Corps badge in bronze 
(29mm), by Amor, Sydney, lug back; Volunteer Air Observers 
Corps, Observer badge in gilt and enamel (29mm), by 
Stokes, pin-back, reverse numbered 8302; Sailors Soldiers 
and Airmens Assoc(iatio)n, In The Service Of Those Who 
Served Australia, Womens Auxiliary, Fathers badge (KC), 
in silvered and enamel (25x30mm), by K.G.Luke, Melb, 
pin-back. Discolouration of enamel on second last badge, 
otherwise fine - extremely fine. (3)

$�00

2�5*
Australia, Volunteer Air Observers Corps, Observer badge 
in gilt and enamel (29mm) by Stokes, pin-backed, numbered 
3�498 on reverse. Good very fine. 

$�00

2�6*
Australia, WWII, W.A.T.S. (Women's Auxiliary Transport 
Service), Queensland, badge in bronze (55x24mm), by 
Handford, pin-back. Extremely fine. 

$�00

2�7*
Australia, WWII, QVNCM (Queensland Voluntary Net 
Camouflage Makers), badge in gilt and enamel (28x28mm), 
by Myers & Co, pin-back. Good very fine and scarce. 

$�00

2�8
Australia, Incapacitated & Wounded Sailors & Soldiers Assn. 
of Q(ueensland), lapel badge in gilt and enamel (KC), lug-
back, reverse numbered 6�5; Incapacitated Sailors' Soldiers' 
& Airmens' Assn. of Q'Land, lapel badge in gilt and enamel, 
crown with 68 overlay, by A J Parkes, Brisbane, pin-back, 
reverse numbered �430; Diggers Association Queensland, 
lapel badge in gilt and enamel (KC), by Handford, double 
lug back. The first two with cracking to white enamel, 
otherwise very fine. (3)

$70

2�9
Australia, The Rats of Tobruk Association, stick-pin with 
66 overlay on crown, reverse numbered ��06; The Rats 
of Tobruk Association, �966 25th Anniversary of Siege of 
Tobruk �94�, key ring; RAE Rising Sun on boomerang lapel 
badge in gilt, pin-back; Totally and Permanently Disabled 
Soldiers Assn, Ladies Committee badge in gilt and enamel 
(KC), pin-back; Brother on Active Service badge in gilt and 
enamel, pin-back; Aust Legion of Ex-Servicemen & Women 
badge in gilt and enamel with 75 overlay on crown, pin-
back, reverse numbered �3829; Rising Sun stick pin in gilt 
and enamel; Rising Sun A.I.F. lapel badge in bronze, button 
lug. Fine - very fine. (8)

$60
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220*
Australia, RPF (Rockhampton Patriotic Fund), badge (KC) 
in silvered and enamel (�8.5x25mm), pin-back, reverse 
inscribed with number 248. Good very fine. 

$60

22�*
Australia, Queensland, LGU (Ladies Golf Union) War Chest 
Fund, badge in sterling silver and enamel (�9x30mm), pin-
back. Very fine. 

$�00

222*
Australia, Diggers Wives Pastime Club, badge (KC) in gilt 
and enamel (3�x29mm), by Wallace Bishop, Brisbane, pin-
back. Fine. 

$60

223*
N.S.W Railway & Tramway Ex-Services Assoc., lapel badge 
in silvered and enamel (KC) (�9x25.5mm), by Angus & 
Coote, Jewellers, double lug back. Good very fine. 

$70

224
Australia, WWII, Victoria, ARP (Air Raid Precautions), 
AC944 Warden badge, also Auxiliary Ambulance badge, 
and AP808 badge, all in silvered and enamel and issued by 
State Emergency Council, made by Bentley, the first two 
with 2 lugs on the back but the second badge missing one 
lug, the third with pin-back, the second with number 687 
on reverse. Fine - very fine. (3)

$�00

225
Australia, ARP (Air Raid Precautions) Victoria, badge (KC) 
for Auxiliary Ambulance, in silvered and enamel, lug back, 
reverse numbered �329. Good very fine. 

$50

226
Australia, ARP (Air Raid Precautions), Warden (Qld), 
badge in gilt and enamel (KC), by Handford, Brisbane, lug 
back, reverse numbered 8�99; Queensland Civil Defence 
Medical Services, badge in gilt and enamel (KC), by Wallace 
& Bishop, Brisbane, pin-back, reverse numbered 4084; 
Queensland Civil Defence Welfare Service, badge in gilt 
and enamel (KC), no maker, pin-back, unnumbered. Good 
very fine. (3)

$�00

227*
Australia, Queensland Civil Defence badge for ARP Warden, 
in gilt and enamel (KC) (2�x26.5mm), by Handford, Brisbane, 
lug back, reverse numbered 6869; �3th Armoured Regiment 
Association, lapel badge in gilt and enamel (�3x�6mm), by 
Stokes & Sons, Melb, button lug back. Very fine. (2)

$40

228
Australia, convex silver disc (28mm), inscribed in centre 
is the letter T (the symbol on the badge of 2nd Australian 
Tunnelling Company), pin-back; also two postcards from 
2nd Australian Tunnelling Company 'Somewhere in France'. 
The cards with faded writing and foxing, the disc toned 
very fine. (3)

$50

229*
Royal Australian Navy, Reserves badge (KC) in gilt and 
enamel (2�x28mm) by K. & D. Bertram Bros, Melbourne, 
impressed number on reverse '5542'. Good very fine. 

$�00

230
Australia, HMAS Canberra lapel badge in gilt and enamel 
(original type with large C); HMAS Sydney, bar brooch in 
gilt and enamel; Royal Aus. Navy lapel badge in bronze and 
enamel (KC), pin-back; Submariner's qualification badge in 
gilt and enamel (QC), clutch grip pins missing. Fine - very 
fine. (4)

$50
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23�
Various items, includes RAF officer's embroidered hat badge 
(QC); Flight Lieutenant dress uniform shoulder boards (3, 
KC[2], QC[�]) and tropical uniform shoulder boards (2); 
RAF dog tags for 56�086 C.Clarke (4), two different types 
but both in round and octagonal fibre compound; 2 sets of 
miniature medals, one set of four and another set of six; 
various ribands (7 different lots) and a few loose full size 
ribbons; Korea Service Medal �950-53 copy; Royal Artillery 
senior NCO's arm badge in bronze; unidentified Pakistan 
military unit embroidered badge (KC) made by British 
Embroidery Works, Karachi; an unused pin-back ribbon 
suspender. Good - extremely fine. (lot)

$�50

232
Australia, Army Individual Readiness Notification (AIRN) 
badge (silver grade); Women's Royal Australian Army 
Corps hat badge in gilt (QC); Royal Australian Artillery hat 
badge and also collar badge, both in gilt; lapel badges for 
air force, includes two enamelled and gilt kangaroo badges 
and another air force roundel as well as two air force eagle 
badges and Royal Flying Doctor Service badge; Rats of 
Tobruk Association key ring for �966 25th Anniversary Siege 
of Tobruk �94�; Victory �9�9 medalets with ribbons as given 
to Australian school children (3), two by Amor Ltd and one 
by S&S (Stokes & Sons). Very fine - extremely fine. (�4)

$50

233
Australia, a variety of badges including Anzac Day, noted one 
'A/�94�' in wreath, also Legacy Day issues, Tin Hat tinnies, 
also a few British issues including H.M.S.Belfast badge. Very 
fine - extremely fine. (44)

$50

234
World, a collection of mostly war related tinnies and 
enamelled badges, includes mostly Australian issues, noted 
Vive La France, Viva L'Italia �9�8, A.I.F Memorial Aug 2 
�9�8, Lest We Forget ANZAC, SA Hut "Welcome" and 
many others. Mostly very good - good very fine. (30)

$60
235
Australia, a collection of war related tinnies and some 
other issues, noted Australian Air League, For Our Fighting 
Men War Chest, War Victims Relief Day, Reinforcement's 
Day Tasmania �9�7, North Sydney Carnival Hospitals & 
Charities Gala Day R.S.A, Win The War League I Serve, 
also Help! Miners Lockout �929-�930, and others. Mostly 
fine - very fine. (30)

$60
236
Australia, a collection of mainly Red Cross commemorative 
and fund raising tinnie badges, noted Dinna Forget Nurses' 
Day �9�7, Broken Hill Red Cross Society In Peace and 
War, Croix Rouge Francaise Australie Du Sud, Australian 
Prisoners Of War Appeal, and many more. Mostly fine - very 
fine. (30)

$60
237
Australia, a collection of mostly war related tinnies and 
enamelled badges, noted Our Boys Need Reinforcements 
Yes, Australians No Conscription Labor, Australian Peace 
Celebrations �9�9, Tin Hat Day R.S.A. Building Fund 
Appeal, A.C.F. War Chest �9�8, Lord Mayors Patriotic & 
War Fund N.S.W. A.C.F. �940, and others. A few damaged 
but mostly very good - very fine. (29)

$50

238
Australia, a collection of mostly commemorative war tinnies 
and a few other types, noted several Jack's Day types, Navy 
Day �9�8, Official Peace Button, and various others. Mostly 
fine - very fine. (2�)

$50

239
Australia, a collection of war related tinnies and a few other 
types, several Comforts Fund issues and Hospital issues, 
noted Australian Comforts Fund February �9�8, War Chest 
Day Scholar's Button, Hospital Day �9�8, Nurses Day �9�6, 
Hospital Saturday Fund Jubilee Appeal, and many others. 
Mostly very good - very fine. (20)

$50

240*
Great Britain, Inauguration Of New Sea Defences And 
Marine Promenades, �905, lapel badge in gilt and enamel 
(30x42mm), with button lug on reverse, reverse inscribed, 
'Blackpool'. Nearly extremely fine. 

$70

24�*
New Zealand, WWI, NZ Returned Soldiers Association 
badge in silver, pin-back, obverse inscribed, 'S.A.', reverse 
inscribed '��/�987'; NZ Onward sweetheart badge in gilt 
and enamel (KC) (23x30mm), pin-back but pin missing. 
Very fine. (2)

$�00

Together copy of Service record for ��/�987 Trooper (later L/Cpl) Sydney 
Joseph Tidswell; Enl.23Aug�9�5 in Wellington Mtd Rifles; Emb.�3Nov�9�5; 
Served in Middle East; WIA 09Jan�9�7 GSW left arm at Canal Zone; WIA 
(2nd occasion) 06Dec�9�7 shrapnel wound right thigh, Moascar; RTNZ 
30Jun�9�9; Disch.05Sep�9�9; Died 3�Jul�965.
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242
South Africa, Victory Medal, �900, in silver (32mm) with 
suspender bar and green ribbon; R.A.T.A., in silver (39mm) 
inscribed on reverse '6347/Pte R.Collins/B/Company, with 
loop mount and blue ribbon; bronze medal (39mm) obverse, 
bust of Paul Kruger President, reverse inscription Aande 
Dappere Strijders Voor Recht en Vrijheid �899-�900; The 
British South Africa Company, Rifle Club, medal in silver 
(29mm) inscribed on reverse 'Penhalonga/S.R.V.E.D./
(Won by)/Lieut G.F.Taylor'; Intertown Shooting Annual 
Competition Medal, �892, maker W.J.D., with brooch pin; 
Southern Rhodesia Volunteers, Medal for Best Aggregate 
Score During Month of Feb 07/Score 99, Presented to Tpr 
L.V.Craig. Good very fine. (6)

$250
Ex W. (Bill) Woolmore Collection.

243
Australia, Private Victor Stanley Jones, the first Australian 
Volunteer to lose his life in action on a foreign battle field, 
medal in copper (50mm) by A.J.Parkes; Victorian Rifle 
Association, in brass (47mm) inscribed on obverse 'Interstate 
Teams/Match/�936'; V.R.A. Affiliated Clubs, in silver and 
enamel (26mm) inscribed on reverse 'Fitzroy R.C./Won 
by/E.F.Vale /�935'; Cadets Brigade, cloth badges (2) c�920, 
embroidered in bullion wire (one with 4 small moth holes); 
together with Victoria Education Department, Swimming & 
Life Saving medal (50mm) silvered, by Stokes Melb, edge 
impressed 'Dudley Pullen �93�.32'. Last medal holed at 12 
o'clock, good fine - extremely fine. (6)

$�00

Pte Jones, 'B' Company �st Queensland Mounted Infantry, KIA 0�Jan�900 
at Sunnyside, South Africa. 

Ex W. (Bill) Woolmore Collection.

244*
Special Service Squadron, (�923-24), Welcome badge in 
silvered (30mm), pin-back. Hairlines on reverse, otherwise 
good very fine. 

$50

The Special Service Squadron comprised of battle cruisers HMS Hood and 
HMS Repulse and light cruisers HMS Delhi, HMS Danae, HMS Dragon, 
HMS Dauntless and HMAS Adelaide and it visited various ports in Australia 
in �923-24. Known as the Empire Cruise or World Cruise it was known by 
the ships' crews as 'The Booze Cruise.'

245
Honor To The A.I.F., Anzac Day �9�8, medal in silvered 
(27mm) and another in bronze (27mm) (C.�9�8/2), by S&S 
(Stokes & Sons), ring top suspensions. Toned good very fine 
- nearly extremely fine. (2)

$50

246
British sailor hand decorated medallion, in brass (38mm), 
with bracket suspender, obverse, three leaf clover over 
a shield with a pair of dice in one quarter and a cup for 
throwing the dice in the opposite quarter, reverse, a battle 
ship and a laurel wreath and inside the wreath are the words, 
'Fortuna/Vin-Cit/Omnia' (Fortune Wins Everything). Some 
tone spots, otherwise very fine. 

$50

247
World, war related items including an Australian florin 
dated �943 with the obverse shaved and inscribed, 'John 
Le Roy/O'Neill./642-78-�2./U.S.N.R - O./T. �2/42'; dog 
tag in hexagonal fibre compound, named, 'CE/�42 449�9/
R/Earley'; WWII American Red Cross Volunteer badges in 
gilt and enamel (34x24mm) (2), with pin-back; France (?), 
V with two bar Cross of Lorraine in centre, in bronze and 
enamel (20x3�mm), much enamel missing and pin-missing 
from back. Good - good very fine. (5)

$40

248*
Australia, Masonic jewel for Mark Lodge No.�22, in gilt 
and enamel with Remembrance suspender and armed forces 
wreath emblem affixed to ribbon, stick-pin suspension, 
reverse inscribed, 'Presented to/Wor.Bro. E.R.Given/by the/
Members as a/Token of Esteem./20.7.64'. Toned very fine. 

$60
Possibly Ernest Roy Given who served in the RAN in World War �.

249*
Masonic Lodge Claymore, 30 Bn New South Wales Scottish 
Regiment, Past Master jewel in gold with small silver 
crown on badge (9ct; tot wt �6.�9g), voided oval shape 
with 30th Battalion badge on obverse and with Masonic 
emblems at top, ring top suspension, with gold oval disc 
inscribed 'H.E.C.G' affixed to ribbon and with 9ct gold pin-
back suspender, reverse inscribed, 'Presented To/Wor.Bro.
H.E.C.Giedsted/Sixteenth Master/Of LodgeClaymore/No 
892/U.G.L of N.S.W./By The Bretheren/To/Commemorate 
His Year/Of Office As Master/Oct.�970 To Sept �97�'. 
Extremely fine. 

$450
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250*
New Zealand, WWI, Masonic jewel for New Zealand 
Expeditionary Force Masonic Assocn, with suspenders 
marked 'Founded In/France �9�7' with crossed sword and 
rifle emblem affixed to ribbon, hallmarked for Birmingham 
�928 by maker GK&S (George Kenning & Son), stick-pin 
suspension, reverse inscribed, '7�2/R.W.Beu.'. Good very 
fine. 

$�00

Reinhold William Beu, born 3�Aug�887 at Wellington, NZ; enlisted in 
�7Rfts Wellington Infy Bn, B Coy, NZEF; Emb.23Sep�9�6; Died ��Jun�962 
and buried at Greytown Cemetery, Greytown, Wairarapa, NZ.

25�*
Shooting fob medal, handcrafted in voided silver (30x34mm), 
ring top suspension, hallmarked for Birmingham �905 by 
maker Herbert Bushell, unnamed. Toned very fine. 

$50

252
Australia, The Empire Rifle Match, �907, in bronze 
(48x75mm), for competition by Great Britain and Units 
of the Empire, Fired at Sydney, N.S.Wales/�907/Won by 
Australia (C.�907/6). Very fine. 

$�50

Ex W. (Bill) Woolmore Collection.

253
A group of rifle club medals and fobs, all awarded to 
W.H.Cutler between �907 and �935, includes National 
Rifle Association, Bisley, Grand Aggregate medal, �907 and 
Service Rifle Championship medal, Bisley, �907; A.Q.R.A. 
�938 (2), �939; National Rifle Association of New South 
Wales, in gilt and enamel (29mm)(3); David Syme Grand 
Aggregate, in bronze (25mm) with enamel overlay on obverse 
(4); Metropolitan District Rifle Clubs Union, Club Champion 
in gilt and enamel (25mm)(5); Metropolitan Miniature Rifle 
Clubs Union, Club Champion in gilt and enamel (25mm). 
Very fine - good extremely fine. (2�)

$500

Ex W. (Bill) Woolmore Collection.

part

254*
Australia, WWI, shooting prize fob in voided gold (9ct; 
4.23g; 33x37mm), by K.S, ring top suspension, reverse 
inscribed, 'Pres./To/Pte H.Bishop/By/Lieut McLean/For Best 
Shot/25/4/�7'; tribute fob in gold (9ct; 8.82g; 29x28mm), 
ring top suspension, reverse inscribed, 'Presented to/Pte 
Henry Bishop/by his Coreen Friends/8-�-�9'; tribute fob 
in gold (�5ct; 8.45g; 32x40mm), ring top suspension, 
reverse inscribed, 'Presented To/Pte H.L.Bishop./On His 
Return From The War./Balldale/Mch 2�st �9�9'; tribute 
fob in gold (9ct; 8.68g; 28x38mm), ring top suspension, 
reverse inscribed, 'he Served his Country/Pte Henry Bishop/
Lowesdale �9�9'; a pair of fibre compound dog tags, one 
octagonal and one circular, both impressed, '3508/Bishop H 
L/60/A I F. ' Very fine. (6)

$�,�00

Coreen, Balldale and Lowesdale are all located north of Corowa in the 
Riverina area of NSW.

Harry Lisle Bishop, farmer, age 25, born at Albury, NSW; Enl.02Oct�9�6 at 
Melbourne, Vic and then various other enlistment dates recorded and number 
allocations finally stopping at 3508; recorded his wife's address as Balldale, 
NSW; Emb.�6Jul�9�7; to France 08Jan�9�8; TOS 60Bn �3Jan�9�8; WIA 
25Mar�9�8 GSW right thigh and right fingers, France; RTA �9Oct�9�8; 
Disch.�2Jan�9�9; Died ��Feb�958.

255
Aldershot Command Athletic Association, uniface prize 
medal in silver (32mm), by Phillips, Aldershot, reverse 
inscribed, 'Individual Boxing Championships/Officers/April 
�920/Light/Second'; also Hungary, Spartacus Confederation 
Sports Competitions Medal, �974, uniface in oxidised bronze 
(50mm), reverse inscribed, 'Okisz Kupa/SAKK/III.' (Okisz 
Cup/Chess/Third), both in cases of issue. Extremely fine 
- nearly uncirculated. (2)

$30
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256*
Territorial Cadet P.T. Competition, Southern Command 
Championship, June �92�, hand engraved in silver 
(24x30mm), reverse stamped RD679782, hallmarked for 
Birmingham �920 by maker WHH (W.H.Haseler Ltd), scroll 
and ring top suspension, unnamed. Very fine. 

$40

257
2nd Bn The Queens Own Royal West Kent Regt, prize 
medal, in brass (32mm), ring top suspension, obverse, three 
running athletes, reverse, unit crest, above inscribed, 'High 
Jump �926', below inscribed, '2nd A Coy. Pte. H.O'Hara. 
Toned, good very fine. 

$30

Together with case of issue by N.A.A.F.I.

258
Great Britain, Duke of York Royal Military School, Dover, 
prize medal in silver (32mm), hallmarked for Birmingham 
�93� by maker W.J.D (William James Dingley), reverse 
inscribed, '�93�./Boxing./Novices/Middle Cruiser/F.Willis.'; 
also an oval metal tag (3�x43mm), wide suspension bracket, 
plain reverse and on the obverse is an image of an Irish soldier 
marching in full battle regalia, the soldier is named Tommy 
Atkins, a generic term for a soldier in the British Army, 
around the top is the legend, 'It's A Long Way to Tipperary'. 
The first with edge bump and hairlines, otherwise good very 
fine, the second toned very fine. (2)

$40

259
Great Britain, Royal Navy prize medal, in silver and enamel 
(25x37mm), hallmarked for London �93� by maker 'J-P.' 
(John Pinches), ring top suspension, reverse inscribed, 'R.N/
Barracks/Portsmouth/Autumn/Cross Country/�93�/Winning 
Team'; another for Inter Part Football, Stokers, �932, 
handcrafted in silver (27x3�mm), unidentified hallmark 
by maker 'WN', ring top suspension, reverse inscribed, 
'H.M.S.Medway/IV S.F.'. Fine - good very fine. (2)

$70

260
Great Britain, Fourth Submarine Flotilla, prize medal in 
bronze (38mm), ring top suspension, obverse, crest of 
Medway, reverse, open wreath and inside is inscribed, '�934/
H.M.S.Medway/Inter-Part/ Football/W.E.Palmer'. Rim nicks, 
otherwise very fine. 

$50

part

26�*
Great Britain, Royal Navy & Royal Marines Championships, 
(�946), prize medal in silver (38x47mm), by Phillips, 
Aldershot, ring top suspension, reverse inscribed, 'Inter 
Command/Athletic Championships/�946/Throwing The 
Discus/2nd'; also a Royal Navy button in gilt (KC), by 
J.R.Gaunt & Son, London. The medal with edge nicks and 
surface marks, otherwise very fine. (2)

$80

262
(RAF) 2nd T.A.F. (Second Tactical Air Force) Small Arms 
Association, Germany, prize medal in bronze (32mm), 
edge impressed, 'Station Team Match S.R. (B) �953. 2nd'; 
Australian medalet, In Memory of K. of K. (Kitchener of 
Khartoum) A Nations Hero, In Honour of Our Brave Boys, 
Maryborough, Aug.�9�6, in gilt (27mm) (C.�9�6/6), ring 
top suspension; also Australia, fifty cents, �995 'Weary' 
Dunlop commemorative. Good very fine - extremely fine. 
(3)

$40

263
National Rifle Association medals, in bronze (47mm) 
uninscribed, (38mm) with loop mount and ribbon, 
inscribed on reverse 'Class H/�964'; Royal Air Force Rifle 
Association, award medal in silver (38mm) edge engraved 
'S.R. (B) Match �st �937'; City of Edinburgh & Midlothian 
Rifle Association, Caledonian Challenge Shield, in bronze 
(37mm); Transvaal War �899-�900 Peace (2); Queen 
Victoria Jubilee, �897, in bronze (36mm); Army Temperance 
Medal, India, in silver (34mm) with loop mount and ribbon; 
Royal Army Temperance Association, in silver and enamel 
(34x47mm) with loop mount; Imperial Challenge Shield, in 
bronze (48mm); BSA Company's Shield, �95� silver plaque 
(4�x72mm) mounted on wood (74x�00mm); Interstate 
Challenge Shield, fob in silver (20mm); Rifle club medal in 
bronze and enamel (29mm), inscribed on reverse '�930/2/Lt 
B.J.G.Palmer'; NRA lapel badge. Good very fine - extremely 
fine. (�5)

$300

Ex W. (Bill) Woolmore Collection.
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264*
Great Britain, Royal Navy prize medal in silver (26mm), 
hallmarked for Birmingham �972 by maker 'F &S' (Fattorini 
& Sons Ltd), ring top suspension and with pin-back ribbon 
suspender 'Docendo Discimus' (We Learn By Teaching), 
obverse, ancient cooking scene with angel crowning 
winner, reverse, plain and inscribed, '�974/Fleet Cookery/
Competition/Aggregate Cup/HMS Ark Royal'. Toned good 
very fine. 

$70

265*
Memorabilia for Admiral of the Fleet Sir Henry Keppel, 
�800s, an ivory device with three narrow spring loaded 
channels on the top and another three on the bottom, on one 
side is a black filled inscription, 'Capt, Hon, Henry Keppel. 
R.N.' and on the opposite side are sailing ships of the �800s 
in conflict. Two of the slides missing a part and not working, 
the ivory with some chips and one slide section missing a 
tack, otherwise very good and rare. 

$250

Henry Keppel (�4 June �809 - �7 January �904) was a Royal Navy officer 
who became Admiral of the Fleet. His first command was off the coast 
of Spain during the First Carlist War. He was promoted to captain on 5 
December �837 and served as commanding officer of the corvette HMS 
Dido on the East Indies and China Station and was deployed in operations 
during the First Opium War and operations against Borneo pirates. He also 
served as commander of the naval brigade besieging Sebastopol during the 
Crimean War. In September �856 he was promoted to commodore and 

was appointed second-in-command of the East Indies and China Station 
and commanded the British squadron in the action at the Battle of Fatshan 
Creek during which �00 enemy war-junks were sunk. He also took part in 
the capture of Canton during the Second Opium War. Keppel went on to 
be Commander-in-Chief at Cape of Good Hope and West Coast of Africa 
Station, then Commander-in-Chief, South East Coast of America Station, 
then China Station and finally Commander-in-Chief in Plymouth.

He was promoted to rear admiral on 22 August �857 and appointed a Groom 
in Waiting to the Queen on 24 September �859. He was then promoted to 
vice admiral on �� January �864, full admiral on �2 July �869 and Admiral 
of the Fleet on 5 August �877 and appointed First and Principal Naval 
Aide-de-Camp to the Queen on 9 March �878 before retiring in June �879. 
His awards include Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath, Member 
of the Order of Merit, French Legion of Honour, and Turkish Order of the 
Medjidie 2nd Class.

266
Boer War, Queen Victoria, South Africa �900, gift tin 
(W8.3xL�6xD2.3cm), in gilt with painted lid and gilt bust 
of Queen Victoria in centre of lid and below is the message, 
'I wish you a happy New Year'; also The Regiment Weekly 
one penny token in bronze (Yarwood MMT00�). The first 
with much gilt and some enamel missing, very good, the 
second nearly very fine. (2)

$�00
267
WWI, Princess Mary Christmas �9�4 Gift Tin in brass, inside 
is a small fold-out Christmas card and a small b&w photo 
of a seated Princess Mary. The card and photo with some 
stains on reverse, otherwise very fine. 

$70
268
Australia, c�920, cribbage board cast in brass (23x23x23cm, 
triangular shaped) the centre with bust of General Sir John 
Monash in relief; together with Great Britain, brass trench 
periscope made by R&J Bock Ltd �9�8, missing eyepiece 
lens; WWI, trench raiders club; cane with lead base; WWII 
entrenching tool with wooden handle and metal base; pair 
of wooden boot lasts with brass pourings; Allied POW 
metal identity tag for prisoner interned at Stalag VIIIB, in 
zinc, tag stamped 'Stalag VIIIB/30797'; assorted part rolls of 
miniature medal ribbons; helmet spikes; rosettes for spiked 
helmets. Very good - good very fine. (approx ��5 items)

$�00

269
Shell casing, c�900, in brass (44mm at base and 93mm 
long), base stamped VS&M (Vickers, Sons and Maxim). 
Very fine. 

$40
270
Artillery shell casings, 6 pounder brass casings from WWI, 
inscribed on one side with floral decoration around an 
Australian Rising Sun badge and below a stylised heart with 
a rose above the words, 'Souvenir Of The/Great War/�9�4-
�9�9' and below the heart is inscribed, 'Vaux sur Somme'. 
Good fine. (2)

$�00

Vaux-sur-Somme is a commune in the Somme department in Hauts-de-France 
in northern France.

27�
Artillery shell casings, from French 75mm field gun converted 
into vases with a hammered texture all over and with floral 
decoration on one side and at the top is crafted like an open 
flower with six petals, on the base of one is 75 DE C (75mm 
De Campagne 'Field Gun') on one side and A RS L99 �5 
(made by Artelier de Construction de Rennes, Lot No.99 in 
�9�5) on the other side, on the base of the other is unclear, 
but they both appear similar. Very fine. (2)

$200
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272
Great Britain, trench art, Vampire jet made from bullet 
shells and casings, painted in camouflage colours and with 
decals at top and bottom end of each wing; small bucket 
with handle made from shell casing and on one side is the 
reverse of a British �9�7 penny; another small glass-like 
container made from a cartridge casing; another crafted 
container made from the base of a 75mm brass shell casing 
marked �905, inside with a slot for inserting a pole of some 
sort. Fine - good fine. (4)

$70

273
Militaria, cigarette lighter made from a large shell casing, 
with a flint wheel soldered to the side, above this casing is 
another hollowed out casing that fits above the first case 
and with a cut-out section to accommodate the flint wheel, 
at the top of this casing is a bullet, at the base of the first 
case is a screw on fitting to enable the whole unit to stand 
freely. Very fine. 

$�00

274
Australia, trench art, salt and pepper shakers made from 
bullet and shell casings, with screw-on base for standing 
upright, the casing marked '�942/20mm/BBC', on the side of 
each casing is affixed an RAAF badge with KC; another pair 
of salt and pepper shakers made from brass bullet and shell 
casings, with screw-on base for standing upright, the bases 
marked, 'No 9/I A N/MF/40/7'. Fine - very fine. (4)

$�50

275
WWII, silver container probably used as an ashtray with 
a lift-out stand, said to be from Changi POW Camp, the 
container with the silver hallmark of Carrington (& Co), 
�30 Regent St W. Very fine. 

$250

The vendor advised that this container was given to him by a British POW, 
Richard (Dick) Rennick, who told him it came from the RAF officers' mess 
in Changi.

276
RAFCYC (Royal Air Force Changi Yacht Club), beer 
tankard in pewter, marked on base, 'Malayan/C.K.T./Pewter', 
decorated with plain and patterned panels, in the central 
plain panel is inscribed, 'R.A.F.C.Y.C./2nd'; another beer 
tankard in pewter, with clear glass bottom, marked on 
outer base, 'Mui/Soon' on one side and on opposite side, 
'Swa/Tow' (Swatow is local dialect for Shantou, a coastal 
city and Special Economic Zone in Guangdong Province in 
China), the body of the tankard is engraved with a large 
Chinese dragon and at the base is inscribed, 'R.A.F.C.Y.C. 
New Year �949'. The last tankard with some dents, otherwise 
very fine. (2)

$�00

In the �930s the Changi Garrison Yacht Club was established in Singapore 
by mainly British military personnel. After World War II it was revived 
and renamed RAF Changi Yacht Club. After the British withdrew from 
Singapore in �97� it was renamed NSPB (National Sports Promotion Board) 
Changi Sailing Club and then in �973 it became SSC (Singapore Sports 
Council) Changi Sailing Club and finally in �988 was renamed Changi 
Sailing Club.

Vendor advised that tankards were issued to ex POW Bill Nix, Royal 
Engineers.

277*
WWII, trench art, features a large, tiered white metal plaque 
screwed to a piece of plain timber, the metal possibly from 
an aircraft wreck, affixed in the centre of the plaque is a USA 
Army button and at each corner of the timber is affixed a 
small USA �3-star button as used on US army trousers, the 
plaque is stipple engraved with a palm tree at each side of 
the central button, above the button is '�944' and below is 
'New Guinea', at the sides at left is 'Buna' and at the right is 
'Lae', also at the top and bottom are small pieces of mother-
of-pearl affixed to the timber. Fine. 

$�00

278
World militaria, includes trench art cigarette lighter made 
of brass with sides of an Australian George VI penny dated 
�943; Shanghai, ashtray with SVC (Shanghai Volunteer 
Corps) Armoured Car Company badge in centre, made by 
Puck Chang; also other non-military items include Great 
Britain, S.S.Jervis Bay shield on a cigarette case; another 
cigarette case with Crowned GR �937 coronation marcasite 
decorated emblem in top left corner (many marcasites 
missing); also a crowned lion shield L7 �650 fold out 
cigarette lighter; matchbox holder featuring scenes of 
Mackay, Queensland (badly damaged) and another 'We of 
the A.I.F'; and a vesta wax match holder (poor condition). 
Poor - very fine. (8)

$50

279*
T.S.S.Wiltshire, badge in gilt and enamelled porcelain finish 
(37.5x27mm), pin-back. Extremely fine. 

$�20

The T.S.S.Wiltshire or H.M.A.Troopship A�8 was a vessel used to transport 
the First Australian Expeditionary Force in World War I.

With research.
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280*
Australia, a pair of silvered teaspoons with leaf decorated 
stems and at the ends are Rising Sun badges (KC) above 
blocks bearing the word, 'AUSTRALIA'. Toned, otherwise 
extremely fine. (2)

$40

28�
WWII, Royal Navy, H.M.S. Vernon, small presentation 
tray in silver (�0.�x7.3cm), hallmarked for London �924 
by maker 'C & R/C' (Charles & Richard Comyns), inside 
the tray is inscribed, 'Chief Wren.D.Renwick/[crest of HMS 
Vernon]/from Ward Room Officers./H.M.S.Vernon./28 
Aug.�939 - 25 Nov.�942'. Hairlines and a few small dents 
on base, otherwise very fine. 

$�40

282
Australia, Royal Australian Air Force brass plate (approx 
�4.8cm), in the centre is a cast disc with the RAAF badge 
(QC), around this is a plain surface and then a patterned 
raised edge, on the plain reverse is impressed, 'KOREA' and 
it appears to have had a loop for wall hanging. Very fine. 

$30
Probably a souvenir from service in the Korean War.

283
Germany, WWI, small metal holder for small playing 
cards, on one side is engraved with floral decoration and 
'Weltkrieg/�9�4-�8', on the opposite side is also engraved 
with floral decoration and the name, 'S. Popp', also with 
some graffiti on the narrow section, looks like 'M O m'. 
Fine. 

$50

Weltkrieg translates as World War.

284
World WWI and WWII documents, includes Australian 
Medical Examination documents (2) for Dave Morrison, 
farmer of Laravale, Queensland declared medically unfit; 
WWI and WWII post cards (8, a few damaged); Field Service 
Post cards (2); WWI Emergency Committee directive from 
Borough of Dover; British WWII Identity Cards (2); USA 
WWII War Department posted envelope with stamp and 
postmark; also magazine, No.�5 The Second Great War, A 
Standard History, fully documented and superbly illustrated. 
Poor - very fine. (�7)

$�00

Ex The D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

285
Australia, WWI, Military Pass �7/3/�7 to Salisbury, Station 
Lark Hill, Pass No. 3487 to Pte Young W.G. �st Pioneer 
Training Battalion AIF; another 26/9/�7 to Weymouth, 
Pass No 3�638 to Gnl Barrett AR 24 Bde DOR AIF. Very 
fine. (2)

$40

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

286
World military documents, Australian Army Soldiers Pay 
Book, for Donald Gordon Aitken �9/6/�959 to 8/3/�962, 
with research from 'Mostly Unsung' which shows that Aitken 
served in Italy and the Pacific during WWII, BCOF in Japan 
and Korea and was awarded the BEM, MSM, Army LS&GC 
Medal, as well as �939-45 Star, Italy Star, Pacific Star, War 
Medal �939-45, ASM �939-45; Korea Medal, UN Medal 
for Korea and in �995 the �945-75 ASM with clasp Japan; 
Great Britain, original Home Guard woolen shoulder title 
as well as Home Guard Instruction Manual No.60 (issued 
December �943) and a Surrey Zone Home Guard amounts 
payable form, and a 'WW2 A,R.P./M.I. Warden's Report 
Form For Air Raids'; Great Britain, original Temporary 
Certificate of Discharge or Transfer to the Reserve (Army 
form B�08C0 of 24507�66 Pte M.A.Shurben-Browne, 2nd 
Parachute Regt who saw action in the famous Para's attack 
on the Falkland Islands in �982, comes with two official 
stamps on it (Infantry Manning and Records Office) and (2nd 
Btn. Parachute Regt. Discharge Clerk stamp), discharged 
at Aldershot �5 December �985; USA, original USA Army 
Commendation Certificate awarded to Aubery M. Conrad, 
5 February �970, signed by Colonel H.H. Arnold, Jr., 
Information Officer of the Sixth United States Army (Mrs 
Conrad was commended for outstanding performance from 
� December �968 through to 30 November �969 while 
employed as public information specialist in the Command 
Information Division, Office of the Information Officer, 
HQs 6th US Army. An interesting selection, fine - good very 
fine. (lot)

$50
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287*
Great Britain, Sloper Award of Merit, profusely illustrated 
cartoon-like and coloured certificate named to Pte Rennie 
'because he won the Queen's Prize at Bisley' and with this 
award he may use after his name the initials 'F.O.S.', sealed 
and dated Fourth day of August �894, in a frame (approx 
30x40.5cm), not under glass. Some age toning and a small 
water stain, otherwise good very fine and rare. 

$500
The following article was published in The Press, New Zealand, Volume LII, 
Issue 9075, �0 April �895, page 2.

PRIVATE M. S. RENNIE.

Malcolm Stark Rennie is, as his name indicates a native of Scotland, and was 
born at Mary Hill, a suburb of Glasgow. He is thirty-three years of age, and 
has for several years held a very high position amongst the rifle shots of the 
United Kingdom. The first corps to which young Rennie attached himself was 
the �st Dumbarton, a corps noted alike for its drill and its shooting, and one 
which has many times gained the encomiums of the Commander-in-Chief. 
His natural taste soon led him into the shooting squad of this corps, and it 
was not long before he asserted his superiority with the rifle, putting down 
some of the most redoubtable of the Dumbarton shots.

At drill he was as good as on the range, and it was not long before he was 
in the ranks of the non-commissioned officers; �888 finding him ranking 
as a sergeant. It was only natural that an ambitious marksman like Rennie 
should wish to pit himself against the very best shooting men he could find 
for he had learnt the lesson that super-excellence can only be attained by the 
very keenest competition, and so in the natural order of things he attached 
himself to the 3rd Lanark Rifles in �889, which was then as now the finest 
shooting Volunteer corps in Scotland. Young Rennie had already made too 
great a name in the shooting world to be passed over by his new comrades, 
and it was a very short time before he was one of the recognised shots of a 
company which contains more Queen's Hundred men than any other. What 
did a great deal to stamp his superiority about this time was the fact that 
he won a Martini rifle given by the Colonel of the corps for competition, 
and in which all the principal men competed. After this great things were 
prophesied for Rennie who by the way was always a great favourite, his genial 
good nature and manly enthusiasm for his corps being a byword amongst 
his comrades. Since his first year in the 3rd Lanark he was always included 
in that corps' first team for matches against other corps, and his name was 
invariably found close to the head of the score sheet. 

In �889 such was the fame of the young shot that he was chosen to represent 
Scotland in the International Team, and has been a member of that team 
ever since, an honour which falls to the lot of but few. At the National Rifle 
Association meetings he has been a constant attendant since he took up 
shooting, and many of the very best prizes have fallen to his prowess. In 

the Grand Aggregate Match, one of the greatest at the Bisley Meeting, he 
has on several occasions occupied high places, and this year he succeeded 
in getting a close second and winning the silver cross trophy. He also got a 
high place in the Volunteer Aggregate as well as in the All Comers Aggregate, 
whilst most of the other prize lists have his name in a prominent position 
upon them. In the Queen's Prize he fired 65 shots at all ranges, making 283 
points out of a possible 330, which is the highest score yet made for this 
great trophy, and when the weather is taken into consideration there is little 
doubt that Private Rennie is the finest shot that Scotland has ever produced. 
Many humorous stories are told of the 3rd Lanark men at Bisley, where they 
were wonderfully successful this season, as in addition to Rennie receiving 
first place, M'Gibbon was second, Muirhead fourth, Izatt ninth, whilst five 
others of the corps' representatives succeeded in getting into the coveted 
Queen's Hundred.

Rennie holds one of the N.R.A. medals and as a medallist took part in the 
Prince of Wales's, in which he got a prominent place. All the 3rd Lanark 
men are earnest believers in the merits of the Webley-M'Gibbon Martini, 
as is only natural considering that M'Gibbon is a member of the corps, 
and one of its most prominent shots. Rennie's �894 shoots, as given in the 
3rd Lanark Chronicle are, International 84; Scottish Meeting-�st in Grand 
Aggregate, First Stage Championship 5th, Second Stage Championship 5th, 
Bannockburn Prizes 8th, Coal Exchange Aggregate 9th, besides several minor 
prizes. In the Western District competitions he got fifth place. The Inter-
regimental Match saw Rennie at the head with 99 out of �05, whilst in the 
Corps competitions his name appears constantly in the prize list. All these 
are, in addition to the prizes he took at Bisley, a record which should surely 
satisfy any rifleman in the world. Rennie has since been unanimously elected 
a Lieutenant of the 3rd Lanark, another testimony to his sterling worth. 
He is not a teetotaller, indeed rumour says that the mixture kept by Rennie 
and M'Gibbon at Bisley for a slight cold or such like had a label bearing 
the well-known "Bullseye" brand, and that it was to this as a corrective to 
the execrable weather that both owed their wonderful shooting. Rennie, 
although not a heavy smoker, loves a pipe, and does not believe that the 
use of the fragrant weed does him any harm. He is in business as a timber 
merchant in Glasgow.'

288*
Medal Action 1812, a rare naval chart matt framed under 
perspex in gold coloured timber frame (4�x5�cm), it features 
the 30 Years War of HMS Northumberland showing the 
destruction of the French frigates 'Arianne' and 'Androaque' 
on 22 May �8�2 off Ploemeur, Brittany, France, drawn from 
a plan taken on the spot the day after the action by Smith 
Mid H.M.S.Northumberland �8�2, and at the base 'Mary. 
T.E.Harding �857'. Very fine. 

$280
Lt John Banks was promoted and Capt The Hon Henry Hotham received a 
medal from Queen Victoria in recognition of the action at L'Orient on the 
coastline of the action. Later in �8�5 HMS Northumberland carried Emperor 
Napoleon to exile on St Helena.
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289
The Defence of Lucknow, A Diary by a Staff Officer, written 
in pencil on the cover page, 'by Major T.F.Wilson', �858, 
printed by Smith, Elder, and Co., 65 Cornhill, London, hard 
cover, 224pp with fold out map and �6pp of lists of books 
by Smith, Elder & Co, signed in pencil on the inside of front 
cover by (appears to be) 'P. Harman Bowehby/�858'. A few 
pages with some loss of paper at edge, rough top edge to all 
pages, in a fold-over cover storage container, very good. 

$80
290
Australia, WWI, handwritten note book diaries (2) that 
appear to be the period of �9�5 to �9�6, the first contains 
drawings and descriptions of allied and enemy aircraft 
including a few on loose inserted paper, as well as daily 
happenings in the field and the second contains day to day 
activities, there is also a separate, larger loose page with 
drawings in ink of three different uniformed soldiers in 
the Middle East and other items and this is signed 'CS/�5' 
(probably �599 Crief Oliver Smith, �7Bn, Enl.09Apr�9�5 
[see footnote to lot �80]). One diary with torn back cover 
and all items with some foxing, makes for interesting reading, 
fine. (3)

$200
29�
Australia, WWI postcards (�5) including several silk issues, 
noted one Christmas card from 2345 Pte J.H.Butler, 9 
Battalion, AIF in France; 3rd Battery A.F.A. Christmas 
Dinner �9�8 at Mettet, Belgium dinner menu; �st Australian 
Artillery and 3rd (Army) Brigade Racing Club Race Book, 4 
January �9�9 at Mettet, Belgium; small booklet of Diggers' 
Poems including "The Landing at Gaba Tepe" by Returned 
Soldiers; The Soldier's Guide booklet of �59pp; WWII, The 
Australian Soldiers' Pocket Book, a gift from The Australian 
Comforts Fund, �26pp, with some writing inside including 
the name R.G.Hambling; VB drink coasters for the 20�� 
Raise a Glass Appeal by Legacy (2). Many items with foxing 
and the cover of the Diggers' Poems booklet with tears 
around edges, otherwise good - fine. (22)

$80
2345 Pte John Henry Butler served with 9 Infy Bn. 

QX53�65 Pte Robert George Hambling served in New Guinea and Borneo 
with 33 Aust Works Coy.

292
WWI, two glass photographic plates of AIF marching 
in London, mat framed under perspex in a timber frame 
(2�.5x38.5cm). Extremely fine. 

$50
293
Australia's Record, a large cardboard folder and inside 
are photos of Australia's Senior officers and their record 
of success in the Great War �9�4-�9�9 as well as colour 
photos of unit colour patches and other information; a 
large coloured and illustrated Certificate of Thanks and 
Appreciation from the Municipality of Goulburn, NSW 
to Pte Austin R �st Pioneers, framed under acrylic; WWII 
Certificate of Congratulations to V�87283 Private Charles 
Harry Ashton, Australian Training Centre (Jungle Warfare) 
in recognition of volunteering for experiments in Army 
Medical Research, framed under acrylic; Vietnam War, safe-
conduct pass to be honoured by all Vietnamese government 
agencies and allied forces. Very good - very fine. (4)

$70
4777 Reginald Austin, labourer, age �9, born at Goulburn, NSW; Enl.0�Oct�9�7 
at Goulburn, NSW; TOS �Bn Pioneers 09Nov�9�7; Emb.�9Dec�9�7; to 
France �5Jan�9�9; RTA �3Jul�9�9; Disch.25Sep�9�9.

V�87283 Charles Harry Ashton, born 25May�924 at Oakleigh, Vic; 
Enl.28May�942 at Prahran, Vic; Disch.30Jul�946 as Private ex 3 Aust 
Army Disposals Depot.

294
WWI Souvenir of Cairo 24 Postcard, booklet containing 
24 b&w postcards; also Nominal Roll of the Overseas 
Contingents for the Coronation �9��, first edition, �978, 
soft cover, 34pp, includes Naval, Military, Commonwealth 
Countries as well as Australian Cadet Contingent. The first 
front and back cover frayed and some postcards with foxing, 
otherwise intact and fine, the second good very fine. (2)

$60
Ex David Harrower ACM Collection.

295
Great Britain, Women at War �9�4-�9�8 poster, includes 
images of various female service personnel or civilian workers 
during the war, includes images ofWAAC (Women's Army 
Auxiliary Corps), WRNS (Woman's Royal Naval Service), 
Munitions Worker, WRAF (Women's Royal Air Force), VAD 
(Voluntary Aid Detachments) Nurse, Gas Company Worker, 
Land Girl, Ticket Collector. Some small tears at edge, a few 
tone spots on front and foxing on reverse, otherwise very 
fine. 

$50
296
Cigarette cards, British and Foreign War Decorations and 
Medals, a complete series of 90 by John Player & Sons, 
issued in �927; also a similar series but on silk and comprises 
�3 British and 4 foreign, all decorations. Mostly very fine. 
(�07)

$60
297
World War II, a selection of photographs and an allied 
coloured cartoon page with six separate sections all relating 
to the �939-45 war in the Pacific against the Japanese, this 
page used as an air-drop propaganda leaflet in New Guinea in 
�943 and with all text in Japanese suggesting to the Japanese 
forces that they face humiliation, disease, death by drowning 
or bombardment and it implies that no good reason exists for 
a continuation of the war, and as well as the cartoon sheet 
there are photographs that show a Japanese officer being 
dragged from a culvert on Leyte Island, three photos show 
General Hatazo Adachi and other officers surrendering at 
Wewak, PNG, another photo shows Japanese in the act of 
surrendering being watched over by armed allied soldiers 
and another photo with descriptive text on the back shows 
the aftermath of a US Marine force battle with the Japanese 
in the Gilbert Islands with bodies strewn along the beach at 
Tarawa in November �943 (5,700 Japanese soldiers were 
killed). Folds and foxing on the cartoon sheet, overall very 
good - fine, an interesting lot. (8 items)

$250
298
From The Australian Front, Shrapnel and Smiles, by Cassell 
and Company Ltd, �9�7, soft cover, �28pp with b&w 
photos and drawings throughout; From The Australian 
Front, Xmas �9�7, by Cassell and Company Ltd, �9�7, soft 
cover, �28pp with b&w photos and drawings throughout 
(identical contents to previous book); British Artists At The 
Front, by C.R.W. Nevinson, published from the offices of 
"Country Life" Ltd, soft cover, 20pp including �5pp with 
photos of coloured paintings by the artist, C.R.W. Nevinson; 
The Enemy �964, Notified in AAOs for 3�st July �964 and 
restricted publication at the time, soft cover, �84pp with 
information on typical Communist Asian military forces, 
some pages with handwritten alterations. The first three 
books with damage to front and back covers, otherwise very 
good - very fine. (4)

$50
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299
Australian Cavalry, The N.S.W. Lancer Regiment and 
The First Australian Horse, by Frank Wilkinson, �90�, 
with preface by Major-General French, C.M.G., R.A., 
Commandant N.S.W. Forces, printed by Websdale, 
Shoosmith & Co., Sydney, hard cover, 64pp with extra 
blank pages for notes, and with b&w photos throughout 
and a colour photo, includes nominal rolls, honour roll 
and casualty roll as well as list of engagements, one of the 
cover pages with inked inscription, 'To J.H.M.Abbott/Kind 
regards/from/R Hanlon/�946'. Some foxing, otherwise fine 
and original first edition. 

$400

Note: In January �900 J.H.M. (John Henry Macartney) Abbott left for 
service in the Boer War as a Corporal in �st Australian Horse and in May 
of that year he was commissioned as a second Lieutenant in the Royal Field 
Artillery. He was invalided back to Australia in October. He became a writer 
over the course of the next 40 years producing novels as well as poetry and 
prose pieces for various newspapers and periodicals. He died at Rydalmere 
in Sydney on �2 August �953 at age 78.

300
Sword and Lance, Northern Rivers cavalry, NSW �885-
�903, by Martin J.Buckley �988, hardcover with dust jacket, 
258pp with b&w and colour photos throughout and maps 
at front and back cover pages. Foxing on front and back 
cover pages and on page ends visible when book closed, 
otherwise good very fine. 

$30

30�
Campaigning with The Fighting 9th, In and out of the line 
with the Ninth Battalion A.I.F., �9�4 - �9�9, by C.M.Wrench 
M.C.First Edition April �985, hardcover with dust jacket, 
598pp with photos and illustrations throughout. With some 
foxing at end pages and on edge, otherwise very fine. 

$30

302
The 28th, A Record of War Service with the Australian 
Imperial Force �9�5-�9�9, a reprinted history of the 
battalion, Volume I by Colonel H.B.Collett, CMG, DSO, 
VD, first CO of the battalion, originally published �922, 
hardcover, 2�9pp with illustrations and fold out maps, 
stamped on cover page 28/200. With foxing on page ends 
when closed, otherwise extremely fine. 

$40

part

303*
The 38th Battalion A.I.F., The Story and Official History 
of the 38th Battalion A.I.F. by Eric Fairey, foreward by Rt. 
Hon. W.M.Hughes, Prime Minister of Australia, published 
�920, card cover, ��0pp, includes awards, Roll of Honour, 
officers who joined from other battalions and Nominal Roll 
of other ranks; together with an unused Christmas card 
and envelope from 4th Pioneer Battn., A.I.F., France. Some 
very light foxing areas on edge of book and much foxing 
on envelope and some on card, otherwise nearly extremely 
fine; the card very fine. (2)

$�00
304
Various booklets and documents, includes Souvenir de 
Waterloo booklet with b&w photos; Sapper's Manual Part I, 
for use of Engineer Volunteer Corps, inside written in pencil, 
'Wade Rothwell/�872', �54pp, with metal closing clip; A 
Short History of Anglesea Barracks Founded �8��, 30 page 
booklet with b&w photos; Souvenir of the First Victorian 
Contingent to the Transvaal, small folder with b&w photos 
(front cover loose); "Welcome Home" Reception given by 
The Mayor of Melbourne to The Officers and Men of the 
Australian Forces Returned from Active Service in South 
Africa, 4th December �900, small programme booklet; 
Souvenir of the Welcome Home Given To Col. T.Price 
Officers & Men on their return from Active Service In 
South Africa, Melbourne, Dec. 4th �900, small booklet with 
b&w photos; St James' Church, Sydney, Form of Service 
booklet for the Men of the 2nd (N.S.W.) Mounted Rifles 
who were killed in action or lost their lives in the South 
African War (�90�-�902), written in pencil at the front is 
'B Rose/Pennant Hills (leather cover loose and with some 
damage); Souvenir Guide of South Australia's Fighting Men 
of the A.I.F, a small booklet with a considerable amount 
of information with colour and b&w images, sold to raise 
money for the Memorial Hall Fund (cover loose and torn); 
original document for Board of Officers examination of 
Captain F.Baxter, 2nd Queenslanders, held at Toowoomba 
on 5th & 6th January �880 (with tears on folds) and 
another poor quality document to Major F.Baxter confirming 
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his appointment as Major; other documents including a 
Christmas Greetings from Palestine �9�7. Poor - fine. (lot)

$�50

305
Germany, WWII, b&w photos, each under glass with wire 
frame, includes Hitler (oval �7x23cm), Field Marshall 
Herman Goering (�2x�6cm), and another unidentified officer 
(�2x�6cm). The glass from the Goering photo is missing and 
there is some damage to the photo, also all the wire frames 
are oxidated, otherwise very fine. (3)

$40

MISCELLANEOUS 

306*
English 1842 Pattern musket fitting, features detached lock 
and hammer, with various stampings including a crown 
over V.R over Tower �847 on lock plate as well as a small 
combined crown and broadarrow. Very fine. 

$�30

The Pattern �842 percussion musket was used by the 40th Foot Regiment 
in the attack on the Eureka Stockade at Ballarat in �854.

307*
Gunsmith's turnscrew screwdrivers, large and small sizes, 
with timber handles with brass ends and steel blades. Fine 
- very fine. (2)

$50

Together with a printed letter dated February �859 to the Government of 
the United States from Samuel Colt detailing the cost of small arms, field 
artillery at their equivalent in muskets; handwritten letter dated �� May 
�876 from James Kerr of the London Armoury Company to one of their 
suppliers; advertising card for W. Wallas, Gun And Pistol Manufacturer, 
King-Street, Wigton, this card well aged with remnants of glue on back and 
3 corners missing as well as tears to edges.

308
Anvils, for use with No.2A percussion caps, a tin of �00 by 
Eley Brothers, Ld, London; Combustible Envelope Cartridges 
for Col. Colt's Patent new model Pocket Revolving Pistol, 
unopened packet of 5; also a used large bullet (projectile 
section), said to have been found at Corregidor. The first two 
containers aged, otherwise uncirculated, the last item with 
oxidation at one end, otherwise very good. (3)

$70

Together with small printed sheet of instructions for use of prepared Paper 
Cartridges for use with Colt's Patent Revolvers; another small instruction 
sheet for Montagu Hayes, R.N., Skin Cartridges for use with Colonel Colt's 
Revolvers.

The Battle of Corregidor on 5-6 May �942 was the final battle won by the 
Japanese for the conquest of the Philippines. The US Army recaptured the 
island of Corregidor in �945.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

309
Percussion firearms' tools, includes ebony handled nipple 
brush for pistol, c�830; ebony and silver handled nipple 
brush for shotgun or rifle; another screw-in to metal tube 
nipple cleaner; another nipple cleaner, c�830, long ebony 
handle with brass multi point end (total length approx 
��.5cm). Fine - very fine. (4)

$�00

3�0*
Percussion rifle lock plate, c�850, steel plate decoratively 
engraved with a hunting scene and with the name, 
'G.Goulcher' in an ornate scroll. Age toning, otherwise 
very fine. 

$50

George Goulcher of New York manufactured precision percussion locks.
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3��
Percussion gun accessories, includes shot and powder 
measure in steel for shotgun, c�850, with loop attached 
for fitting to belt; powder measure in brass for gun or 
rifle, c�850; gun or pistol barrel gauge in brass, c�840, 
measurements in inches for Musket, Carbine and another 
for Regulation, by K Steggles, England, and on the opposite 
side is 'Gun Barrel/Proof Act/�868', with measurements for 
Bore No. All age toned and with some oxidation marks, 
otherwise fine. (3)

$�00

3�2
Percussion firearms' tools, �9th century, includes a gunsmith's 
turnscrew screwdriver with timber handle; a nipple key with 
a timber handle; another larger nipple wrench for a rifle or 
shotgun, with a horn handle. Very fine. (3)

$80

3�3
Percussion firearms' tools, �9th century, nipple wrenches (3), 
one in blackened steel with 4-sided wrench and with screw-
out brass pricker at the top; another in steel with circular 
wrench and two extended prongs from the circular section; 
another in steel with 6-sided wrench. Black spotting on the 
plain steel wrenches, otherwise fine - very fine. (3)

$80

3�4
Percussion firearms' tools, �9th century, includes mainspring 
vice in steel for installing spring in flintlock gun; a clamp in 
steel but missing a screw at one side; circular metal gauge 
(inside measurement �8mm). The first two with oxidation, 
otherwise fine. (3)

$70

3�5
Percussion firearms' tools, �9th century, bullet mould 
(�5mm at front), in steel and on the side is impressed, '�9/
B/Warranted Steel', total length (9cm); another (�2mm) at 
front, total length of circular solid steel mould (��.5cm), 
stamped along top '�4' and other detail illegible; another 
(7mm) at front, total length (��.5cm), circular at front and 
rectangular at back, stamped along top, 'John Adams �0'. 
Fine. (3)

$70

3�6
Percussion firearms' tools, �9th century, small powder 
measure with brass pot and timber handle; shot dispenser 
in shaped steel cylinder; another shot dispenser in plain 
brass cylinder; pewter oil bottle for revolver, screw-top lid, 
side marked, 'Dixon & Sons'; another smaller size with 
screw-top lid, base marked, 'James Dixon/& Sons/Sheffield'; 
another small plastic oil bottle with screw-top lid. Age toned, 
otherwise fine - very fine. (6)

$70

3�7
Percussion firearms' tools, �9th century, a selection of 
ramrods (9), varying lengths (27.5 to 7cm), six with metal 
cleaning brass fitting (two removable), with ebony or timber 
stems. One timber rod broken at end, another appears to 
be shortened, one with brass fitting re-attached by glue, 
otherwise fine - very fine. (9)

$�30

3�8
Percussion firearms' parts, includes hammers - very large 
(�), large (5, includes � left hander), medium (2), small (5, 
includes � left hander); gunflint holder - large (6, includes 
� left hander), medium (2), small (3, includes one left and 
one right but both missing top plate and one right with top 
plate); lock plate with hammer but the hammer broken; sling 
swivel for �85� Enfield rifle; other minor items (4). Apart 
from the defects mentioned, very good - fine. (30)

$400

3�9
Bullet moulds, �9th century, in steel and all different, the 
first for making two bullets of 9mm each, together with a 
barrel wrench at end, marked for maker, 'Wickery'; another 
for making one bullet of ��mm; another for making one 
bullet of ��mm, marked on one arm, '44'; another for 
making one bullet of ��mm, marked on one arm, '40'. All 
with oxidation marks and the last three with some pitting, 
otherwise fine. (4)

$�50

part

320*
Gunsmith's turnscrew screwdrivers, �9th century, two 
different, with timber handles with brass ends and steel 
blades; also pistol double screw driver (illustrated), 
hallmarked for Sheffield �977 by maker 'F.D' (F.Drury Ltd), 
hallmarked on timber handle silver end piece and on silver 
blade tip cover which is connected to handle by a removable 
pin. Hallmarks difficult to read, otherwise very fine. (3)

$80

32�
Die stamps, taped together and marked 'Le Page Proofs', 
steel rods with incuse impressions on the end of each and 
includes a rampant lion, a crowned head, the initials 'I.K', 
and the initial 'g'. Unused, extremely fine. (4)

$50

Manufacture d'Armes Le Page, S.A., of Liege, Belgium, manufacturers of 
shotguns, rifles and revolvers.

322
Great Britain, .303 cartridge belt in leather, with four 
flap sections each containing �0 cartridges and two other 
flap sections containing five each, the buckle end of the 
belt impressed, 'BSA (Birmingham Small Arms Company) 
�348'. Three brass flap securing stud holes broken and need 
repairing but studs still there, all studs and brass fittings with 
green oxidation, initials scratched onto buckle end of belt, 
otherwise fine. 

$�00
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323*
Ottoman cartridge box, �9th century, in brass with hinged 
lift top lid and with belt bracket on reverse, the front with 
engraved decoration and with a central inset red stone. 
Toned fine. 

$70

324*
Vintage model pocher cannon, in brass with shield affixed 
to top of canon with details, 'Augustus II Rex/Poloniae/Et 
Elector Saxoniae/�7/�2' (Augustus II King of Poland and 
Elector of Saxony �7�2), the canon is seated on a wooden 
carriage with brass wheels and fittings. Much of the metal 
toned, otherwise very fine. 

$�00

325*
Gentleman's patterned short leather strap, with gold plated 
fittings and with chain for attaching pocket watch, as well 
attached to the strap is a patterned gold plated fitting and 
attached to this is a decorative gold plated hinged lid locket 
that contains a b&w photo of a bearded man on one side 
and a locket of hair on the opposite side. A few dents on 
locket, otherwise fine. 

$�00

326
Powder flask, copper body with striped pattern, the top 
marked by maker, 'G. & J.W. Hawksley/Sheffield', with 
a brass spout marked, 'Grams/ 3/2 3/4/2 �/2/2 �/4'. Body 
separating at side and bottom join line, a few dents, spring 
on cut-off trigger not working, otherwise age toned, fine. 

$40
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327*
Powder flask, in copper with brass spring loaded top and 
with size of measure gauge on spout, the gauge not working, 
by James Dixon & Sons, Sheffield, with repousse decoration 
on both sides of the body. Fine. 

$80

328*
Cylindrical powder flask, in copper with fixed brass base and 
spring loaded spout on top section (approx 9cm high, 4cm 
diameter). Dents in cylindrical body, otherwise fine. 

$�00

lot 329

329*
Gun powder or priming flask, in metal (approx �0x�0cm), 
with handcrafted decorated stars sections, said to be of �7th 
century Russian origin, pivoted opening after pulling the 
spring-loaded trigger lever, with two suspension brackets 
fitted. Good very fine. 

$300

330*
Small pistol powder flask, in clear bone with brass backbone 
and brass spring loaded trigger. Handling marks on body, 
otherwise fine. 

$60
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33�*
Scottish powder flask, early Celtic flask carved from timber 
and one side with an inset oval lead image of Mary Queen 
of Scots (�542-�587), with metal spout at end and this with 
a suspension ring, at the other end is a metal cover with a 
suspension ring. The flask separated at top and with some 
loss of timber, missing cap on spout, metal cover at end is 
loose, otherwise very good - fine. 

$50

332*
Small pistol powder flask, in brass with spring loaded spout, 
suitable for a pair of muff pistols. Some oxidation around 
top circular band, otherwise fine. 

$60

333*
German powder flask, mid-�7th century, circular with 
centre hole, made in fruit wood with inset ivory decoration, 
with metal trigger operated spout at top (total size approx 
�2x9cm), with side lugs and short leather band fitted. Spring 
on trigger weak, otherwise very fine. 

$300

334*
Indo-Persian powder flask, �7-�8th centuries, metal flask 
in shape of a fish with small hole at mouth for inserting 
gunpowder, the head and tail are gilt and the body has gold 
decoration along the top and bottom. Much gilt worn off the 
head and other decorated areas, otherwise very good. 

$�00
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335*
Persian priming flask, �8th century, curved metal flask with 
elaborate silver decoration, with trigger in the curve and this 
with a suspension loop and attached to this by a leather strap 
is a ring of �8 metal split pins. Good fine. 

$�50

336*
Russian powder flask, �8th century, Cossack southern 
Caucasian area, body of flattened horn entirely overlaid 
with niello inlaid silver in a style of over lapping scales, 
with large trigger release on one side as well as a suspension 
loop. Very fine. 

$�00

337*
Russian Caucasian powder flask, c�800s, in horn with silver 
dark blue niello decoration, with silver dark blue niello spring 
loaded charging lever and silver dark blue niello covered refill 
end section. A few small dents on niello decorative sections, 
otherwise fine and rare. 

$�,000

338*
Russian Caucasian powder flask, �8�2, in horn with silver 
black niello decoration, with spring loaded charging lever 
and ivory covered refill end section. Small break in horn at 
top edge, otherwise fine and rare. 

$�,000
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339*
Russian small silver niello powder flask, c�830s, with safety 
chain between spout plug and base, the refill section with 
niello decoration with a plain silver shield in the centre. 
Very fine. 

$200

340*
Colts powder flask, in copper with brass spring loaded top 
spout fitting, with American eagle design on both sides and 
the words above, 'Colts/Patent', used with the Colt pocket 
model �849 pistol. Good very fine. 

$350

34�
Antique clothes brush, silver handle cover and back plate 
cover hallmarked for Birmingham �906 by maker 'W.J.Myatt 
& Co' of Birmingham, England (total length 29.5cm, brush 
length �8cm); silver niello brooch, probably Russian, domed 
circular shape (28.5mm), pin-back but pin missing, black 
multi patterned design with shield in centre, plain reverse. 
The brush cover with multiple dents, the brooch with 
scratches, otherwise fine. (2)

$50

342*
Tipstaff, �9th century, in brass with ebony handle, coronet 
to top, unnamed (total length approx �8.5cm), stamped by 
maker, 'Parker Field & Sons/233 Holborn London'. Some 
loss of gilt to crown and oxidation and other marks to brass, 
otherwise fine. 

$�50

The Tipstaff, thought to have been created in the �4th century, is an officer 
of a court. It is also the name of a symbolic rod that represents the authority 
of the tipstaff or other officials such as senior police officers.

343*
French satanic dagger, c�700, with patterned blade (length 
�6.5cm), with small gold cross on both sides of the ricasso 
area, carved ivory handle with cherubs' heads in centre and 
devils' heads on pommel, with leather and dark silver fitting 
at top and the bottom and with an ivory tip. Some pitting 
to the blade, otherwise good fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

344*
Great Britain naval officer's dirk, c�790, curved blade 
(length ignoring curve 2�cm), mostly with dark blue and 
gold decoration, gilt guard with acorns and decorative bone 
handle and brass pommel, with a brass scabbard decorated 
on one side and with two suspension loops. The bone handle 
with some cracks, otherwise fine. 

$250

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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345*
Great Britain naval officer's dirk, c�800, curved blade 
(length ignoring curve 29cm), mostly with dark blue and 
gold decoration, voided gilt guard and gilt handle, with a 
hand decorated gilt brass scabbard with top suspension loop. 
The handle is loose, otherwise fine - very fine. 

$250

Note: Licence to own required in State of Victoria.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

346*
East India Company, c�830, midshipman's naval dirk with 
curved and gilt decorated blade (length ignoring curve 27cm), 
bone and gilt decorated handle with fighting lion on guard, 
with leather scabbard with brass fittings and two suspension 
rings. Very good and scarce. 

$250

Note: Licence to own required in State of Victoria.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

347*
Scottish Sgian Dubh, c�880, a straight fluted steel knife 
(blade length 9.3cm), with scalloped filework on the top edge, 
worn by the Seaforth Highlanders, features brass fittings 
on the hilt and leather scabbard, the hilt with St Andrew 
standing in front of a cross and this overlays a carved star 
shaped badge stamped on the black bog oak hilt, at the 
pommel is a cairngorm stone, scabbard stamped by maker, 
'Scott. Adele Ltd./London'. Very fine. 

$400

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

348*
Ornamental Scottish Sgian Dubh, c�900, engraved patterned 
timber hilt with cairngorm stone in pommel, black leather 
scabbard with silver tip and decorative silver top piece, the 
reverse of this inscribed, 'M.R.W/ 'C' Coy./V.S.R' (Victorian 
Scottish Regiment), (total length �3.5cm), there is no blade. 
Very fine. 

$�00

349*
US Navy dirk, �9th century, straight double edged Damascus 
steel blade (length 20.5cm), guard decorated with two 
eagles' heads and with patterned ivory handle and brass 
pommel, with brass scabbard with two suspension loops. 
The scabbard with some cuts and dents, otherwise fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

350*
Small belt knife, steel blade (length ��cm), with bone handle, 
possibly from an antler, the handle with silvered fitting at 
each end, in a leather scabbard also with silvered fittings at 
top and the tip. Some pit marking on top of silvered handle 
fitting, otherwise good fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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35�*
Medical fleam knife, �9th century, with three metal blades 
with puncture points, in fold-away brass holder, by Joseph 
Rodgers & Sons, No 5 Norfolk St, Sheffield, England. 
Fine. 

$70

The fleam was used by doctors and veterinarians for blood letting of humans 
and animals.

352
Medical fleam knife, �9th century, with three metal blades 
with puncture points, in fold-away bone handled holder, two 
blades marked BCRWICK, CASTSTEEL. The bone handle 
with some loss of material, otherwise fine. 

$50

The fleam was used by doctors and veterinarians for blood letting of humans 
and animals.

353*
Gold pen knife, large and small steel blades with gold cover 
(9ct; tot wt �9.34g). With a few small dents on gold body, 
otherwise very fine. 

$200

354*
Vintage spearhead, steel blade (length 20cm), with small 
circular guard and with metal rod for inserting in spear 
handle. Very good. 

$�00
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

355*
Italian dagger, c�600s, long thin steel blade (length 25.8cm), 
with several grooves and two hollow sections in the middle 
all handcrafted, with hand decorated guard with large ring 
on one side, with black bone handle with wire wrap and a 
large metal pommel. Black spotting to metal and a few small 
oxidation spots, otherwise fine. 

$500
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

356*
Italian Genoese/Genoa stiletto, �8th century, Damascus steel 
blade (length �5.3cm), with silver and ivory patterned handle, 
in a leather scabbard with silver at top with suspension ring 
and with silver at the tip. Good fine. 

$200
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

357*
Italian stiletto, c�9th century, unusual four sided curved 
blade (length ignoring curve �3.5cm), flatted metal cross 
guard sweeping up and down, with bone handle and steel 
scabbard with small loop at top side. Very fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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358
Russian khanjali dagger, c�900, small version of type used 
by Caucasian Cossack troops, triple fluted double edged steel 
blade (length ��cm), with full tang and black horn cover on 
both sides, leather scabbard with silver decoration at top 
with a suspension loop and at the bottom with elaborate 
tip. Very fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

359*
Niello dagger, with horse head handle with decorative 
pattern that continues onto the metal scabbard, blade with 
slight curve (blade length �2cm). Tip of blade and tip of 
scabbard both damaged, otherwise fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

360*
North Africa Jambiya, c�890, dagger with chiselled pattern 
on blade (length 2�cm), with handcrafted bone handle, with 
handcrafted leather scabbard. The scabbard with some 
damage and the handle has some form of filling where the 
tang enters, otherwise fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

36�*
Turkish Ottoman dagger, probably �7th century, with a steel 
blade (length �8.5cm), with gilt decoration at guard area and 
with a walrus style ivory handle, with an all steel scabbard, 
this with a suspension loop near the top. The scabbard with 
many bumps and dents, the dagger handle with multiple 
cracks, very good. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

362*
Omani khanjar dagger scabbard, c�880, silvered and wire 
wrapped wood with decorative silver wire wrapped section 
at top and decorative silvered tip, with large silvered loops 
at curved section and these extending to edge to be fitted to 
suspension strap, the back with material cover. Some loss 
of material on back and some fine wiring loose or oxidated, 
otherwise fine. 

$�00

363*
Omani khanjar dagger, c�880, curved steel blade (length 
ignoring curve �5.5cm), with a handle in giraffe horn with 
a T-shaped pommel partly clad in silver and the guard area 
is elaborately decorated in silver with a scabbard of silvered 
and patterned wire wrapped wood with decorative silver 
section at top and decorative and patterned silvered tip, with 
large silvered loops at curved section and these extending to 
edge to be fitted to suspension strap, the back with material 
cover, this not original. With some oxidation on blade and 
glue remnants on back of handle and around back cover, 
otherwise fine. 

$300

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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364*
Middle Eastern (Egyptian) dagger, c�800s, straight blade 
(�4cm), with dual centre fuller and decorated guard with 
coloured bone infills, handle carved in shape of an ibis with 
coloured infills, in a brass scabbard with carved decoration 
on one side and an Arabic inscription on the opposite side, 
with two suspension loops fitted. Solder marks where loops 
fitted to scabbard, a few flaws in carved handle, otherwise 
fine. 

$400
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

365*
Middle Eastern short sword, with gold decoration on blade 
(length 38cm) including on spine, steel handle with brass 
covered snake's head design. Fine. 

$�50
Note: Licence to own required in State of Victoria.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

366*
Afghan choora/pesh kabz dagger, �8th century, with long 
fluted steel blade (length 28.7cm), with gold inlaid decoration 
to handle area and with bone handle cover, small suspension 
lug on pommel. Fine. 

$300

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

367*
Afghan choora/pesh kabz dagger, �8th century, with long 
steel blade (length 27.5cm), with gold inlaid decoration to 
guard and back of blade, with bone handle cover and small 
suspension lug on pommel, with felt material scabbard and 
gilt decoration at top (most gilt missing) with suspension 
loop, silvered tip and with silver material strip down front 
edge. The scabbard in poor condition, the dagger fine. 

$250

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

368*
Afghanistan choora dagger, c�820, wide spined steel blade 
(length 22.5cm), bone to guard area on one side, this mostly 
missing, on the spine in the same area are a few Arabic 
characters, full tang and each side of the handle decorated 
with mother-of-pearl in chevron pattern and with silver 
motifs near the top, the pommel also decorated with silver 
flower motifs and there is a suspension ring. Some chips and 
cracks to the mother-of-pearl and a small oxidation spot 
near the tip of the blade and some filler in the pommel area, 
otherwise very good. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

369*
Mughal-style dagger, �8th century, dual fuller steel blade 
(length 23cm), with gold niello decoration of wading birds at 
ricasso area, with pale jade ram's head handle, with leather 
scabbard. A few small oxidation marks on blade, small piece 
missing at end of one horn, otherwise good fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

370*
Indo-Persian sword handle, �8th century, crafted in jade, 
fluted design with flame spike at top. Very fine. 

$�00
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37�*
Indo-Persian Mughal, dagger or sword handle in jade 
(6x��.5cm). Very fine. 

$90

372*
Indo-Persian fighting knife, with large Damascus steel blade 
(length 23cm), with carved jade horse's head handle, with 
leather scabbard. A few chips to handle on one side where 
it fits into scabbard, otherwise fine. 

$500
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

373*
Indo-Persian kard dagger, c�750, with watered steel blade 
(length �8cm), with gold decoration at guard area and along 
the metal handle, with loop at top of pommel, with material 
covered scabbard with gilt tip and gilt band at top with 
securing ring. Very fine.

$450
Ex Bob Harris Collection.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

374*
Indo-Persian kard dagger, c�750, with watered steel blade 
(length �8cm), with gold niello decoration at guard area 
and on spine of handle, possibly an amber handle cover 
with two gilt and silver floral securing pins, with a material 
covered scabbard with gilt decoration at tip and gilt band at 
top with securing ring. Cracks and chips in handle covering, 
otherwise very good - fine. 

$�50
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

375*
Persian kard dagger, c�750, with Damascus steel blade 
(length 23cm), with gold niello decoration at the guard area, 
bone handle and with leather scabbard. Scabbard worn, bone 
handle with cracks, otherwise very good. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

376*
Persian kard dagger, c�8th century, with Damascus steel 
straight blade (length �8.6cm), with gold niello decorated 
handle, with original material scabbard with voided silver 
decoration at the top and at the tip, the top decoration with 
a suspension ring at one side. Good fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

377*
Indo-Persian kard dagger, �8th century, watered steel blade 
(length 23cm), with gold niello decoration at the guard area 
and along the edge of the tang, with bone cover at both 
sides of handle, with a cloth covered scabbard with gilt wire 
decoration and with a voided brass tip. Good fine. 

$250

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

378*
Persian kard dagger, c�800, thin watered blade (length 
�7.5cm), full tang with decorated brass handle attached at 
both sides, both of these have opening latches to small storage 
compartments at the pommel and there is also a suspension 
loop on the pommel, with a cloth covered scabbard with 
brass tip and brass decorative section near the top together 
with a short chain and two suspension loops. The scabbard 
with some loss of material, otherwise fine, two opening 
latches on the pommel are loose, otherwise the dagger is 
fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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379*
Indo-Persian kard dagger, c�850, Damascus steel blade 
(length �6.5cm), with gold niello pattern in ricasso area and 
on handle and Arabic inscription near tip of blade, the blade 
with teeth and on the spine are a small dip with a tooth and 
a larger dip, with a metal scabbard and this with gold niello 
decoration and Arabic inscription on both sides. The blade 
tip with some oxidation, otherwise very fine and unusual. 

$300
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

380*
Indo-Persian kard dagger, c�850, armour piercing Damascus 
steel blade (length 23.5cm), with gold and black engraved 
decoration at the ricasso and along the spine and this 
continues onto the round metal handle, with a domed 
gold and black pommel with suspension loop, with an old 
material covered timber scabbard. The scabbard poor, the 
dagger very fine. 

$350
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

38�*
Indo-Persian kard dagger, c�880, with watered steel blade 
(length �8.5cm), with armour piercing tip, with gold 
decoration at guard area and the decoration along the metal 
handle features two lions, with loop at top of pommel, with 
material covered scabbard. The scabbard well worn, the 
dagger very fine. 

$550
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

382*
Persian kard dagger, c�9th century, long watered steel blade 
(25.5cm), with maker's mark in gilt, the spine, guard area 
and full tang area with gilt decoration, the tang covered on 
both sides with walrus ivory and with a gilt decorated multi 
loop bracket of top of pommel. Some light oxidation marks 
on blade, otherwise good fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

383*
Indo-Persian kard dagger, �9th century, with dual fluted steel 
blade (length 22.5cm), with gold niello decoration at guard 
area, with shaped bone handle, with a leather scabbard, 
appears to be not original. Pitting and some oxidation on 
blade and short crack to handle, otherwise very good. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

384*
Persian jambiya dagger, c�700, curved watered steel blade 
(length ignoring curve �9.5cm), the blade decorated with 
gold inlay, with horn handle, scabbard of cloth covered 
timber with cut out gold inlaid metal cover with a large 
loop at each side at the top. A few small pit marks and other 
marks on handle, otherwise good fine. 

$700

Vendor notes indicate that this dagger was purchased from Giovanni Antiques 
in Damascus, Syria in �958.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

385*
Persian jambiya dagger, c�750, Qajar period rare triple 
watered curved steel blade (longest blade length ignoring 
curve 28cm), the two outside blades with double fuller and 
engraved robed figures in the ricasso area, ivory carved 
handle with sitting figure on both sides and floral decoration 
around. Some cracks to handle, otherwise very fine and 
rare. 

$950

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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386*
Persian jambiya dagger, c�750, with steel blade (length 29cm), 
this chiselled and silver inlaid with Quranic inscriptions, the 
steel handle and scabbardwith matching decorative floral 
finish. Some oxidation on handle and scabbard, otherwise 
very good - fine. 

$300

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

387*
Persian jambiya dagger, late �8th century, Qajar period 
curved double edged watered blade (length ignoring curve 
2�cm), with carved ivory handle with floral decoration on 
one side and a European figure on the other side and with 
an Arabic word above and below, with a material covered 
scabbard. With thin crack in handle, otherwise very fine. 

$400

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

388*
Persian jambiya dagger, c�850, steel blade (length 22.5cm), 
the blade decorated with silver inlay, scabbard and handle of 
carved bone with traditional man scenes and with birds and 
animals, the scabbard also with brass at the guard area and 
the tip, both of these with detailed engravings of animals. 
Tip of scabbard damaged and some small chips on pommel, 
otherwise good fine. 

$900

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

389*
Indo-Persian jambiya dagger, �9th century, curved watered 
steel blade (length ignoring curve 25cm), with central ridge, 
shaped bone handle, with material covered scabbard with 
voided top section and tip, with suspension fitting on top 
section. Very fine. 

$350

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

390*
Persian jambiya dagger, �9th century, dual fullered curved 
steel blade (length ignoring curve 23cm), with gold hand 
engraved handle with suspension loop on fitted curved 
pommel, with a cloth covered scabbard with voided brass 
decoration at the top and the tip, suspension ring on top 
section missing. Scabbard very worn, good, the dagger 
fine. 

$300

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

39�*
Persian jambiya dagger, �9th century, Qajar period curved 
double edged watered blade (length ignoring curve 24cm), 
double fuller, gilt decoration of a bird and flowers on both 
sides of ricasso, the handle gilt washed and with floral 
decoration, with a material covered scabbard with gold 
material decoration. The scabbard good very fine, the dagger 
good fine. 

$300

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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392*
Persian khanjar, c�800, double sided watered blade (length 
25cm), horse head handle covered in jade and other polished 
stone and with brass guard, stored in a green felt covered 
scabbard decorated with silver material strip and brass tip. 
The blade with some pitting on edges and the scabbard tip 
repaired, otherwise fine. 

$250

Ex Bob Harris Collection.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

393*
North Persian khanjar, c�830, a curved double edge watered 
blade (length ignoring curve 27cm), with decorated medial 
ridge on both sides as well as an Arabic inscription on one 
side near the ricasso, with large carved ivory handle and a 
leather scabbard with silver decoration at the top and bottom 
and a small loop at the top side for wearing. Very fine. 

$300

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

394*
Indo-Persian khanjar dagger, �800s, watered steel blade 
(length 25cm), with steel handle with a steel ram's head 
pommel, with a cloth covered scabbard with decorative 
silver tip. Good fine. 

$350

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

395*
Indo-Persian khanjar, �9th century, watered steel blade 
(length 2�.5cm), with two fullers and gold niello in ricasso 
area, steel handle with gold niello decoration and rams 
head pommel, with decorative material covered scabbard. 
Scabbard fine, dagger very fine. 

$350

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

396*
Indo-Persian khanjar dagger, �9th century, double edged steel 
blade (length 23cm), the blade with five holed strips down 
the centre and three holed strips in the ricasso area, some 
of these holed strips contain small ball bearings, with gold 
overlaid floral decorated parrot's head handle. A few small 
oxidation spots on the blade and the tip is blunt, some gilt 
missing from handle, otherwise very good and unusual. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

397*
Persian khanjar, c�890, curved blade (length ignoring 
curve 23cm), with raised Arabic inscription on both sides, 
timber handle with a matching timber scabbard with some 
decoration near top. Very fine. 

$350
Ex Noel Bantick Collection. 

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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398*
Indo-Persian khanjar, �9th century, watered steel blade 
(length 23.5cm), ram's head jade handle. Some cracks in 
handle and some oxidation on blade, otherwise very good. 

$80

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

399*
Persian pesh kabz dagger, c�750, steel blade (25cm), with 
wide spine, some gold niello decoration at the guard area 
and extending up the tang which is covered with jadeite on 
both sides that are each inset with two rubies, at the pommel 
is a suspension ring, with a material covered scabbard. A 
few cracks in the handle cover and some loss of material in 
pommel area, otherwise fine. 

$250

Ex Bob Harris Collection.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

400*
Indo-Persian pesh kabz dagger, c�8th century, long watered 
steel blade (22.5cm), fluted with wide spine, the grip area 
with gilt and some decoration on spine and also on the spine 
there are three Arabic characters, the handle is silver with 
brightly coloured floral decoration and with a small loop on 
the pommel, with a leather scabbard. Fine.  

$600

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

40�*
Persian pesh kabz dagger, c�9th century, long steel blade 
(28cm), with wide spine and some gold decoration in ricasso 
area, with gold and silver niello decoration to metal handle 
and with brass loop attached to pommel. Good fine. 

$250

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

402*
Indo-Persian pesh kabz dagger, c�9th century, long steel 
blade (24.5cm), with wide spine and stepped ricasso area 
with small brass section and with some engraved decoration 
in ricasso area and on the top part of blade, with full tang and 
with bone cover on both sides of handle. Handle with cracks 
and top of one side of bone cover with natural trabeculae 
holing, blade with some dark pitting and oxidation and a 
crack mark along spine, otherwise very good. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

403*
Indo-Persian pesh kabz dagger, c�9th century, long steel 
blade (24cm), with wide spine and unusual pattern, short 
guard and full tang with bone covering on both sides. Some 
light oxidation on blade, otherwise fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

404*
Indo-Persian pesh kabz dagger, c�870, probably from 
Afghanistan/Pakistan region, with large steel blade with fuller 
curved at end (blade length ignoring curve 27cm), with jade 
and mother-of-pearl covered handle and with brass ring on 
pommel, in a felt covered scabbard. Good fine. 

$300

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

405*
Indo-Persian pesh kabz dagger, c�870, probably from 
Afghanistan/Pakistan region, with large polished steel 
watered blade with dual fuller curved at end (blade length 
ignoring curve 25.5cm), with decorative section on spine, 
with full tang and jade and mother-of-pearl covered handle 
and with metal ring on bone covered pommel, in a leather 
scabbard. Scabbard worn and broken at tip, dagger very 
fine. 

$300

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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406*
Indo-Persian pesh kabz dagger, c�900-�920, probably from 
Afghanistan/Pakistan region, with thin curved Damascus 
steel blade with fuller (blade length ignoring curve 22.5cm), 
with jade and mother-of-pearl covered handle and with brass 
ring on pommel, in a plain leather scabbard. A few small 
chips in jade at handle end, otherwise fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

407
Indo-Persian pesh kabz dagger, c�900-�920, probably from 
Afghanistan/Pakistan region, with thin curved steel blade 
with fuller (blade length ignoring curve �0.5cm), this etched 
to simulate Damascus steel, with jade and mother-of-pearl 
covered handle and with brass ring on pommel, in a plain 
leather scabbard. A few small chips in jade at handle end, 
otherwise good fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

408*
Fighting Lion and Elephant, dagger or sword handle in 
jade (8x�3cm). Some surface cracks and lion's tail missing, 
otherwise very fine. 

$60

409*
India katar, �6th century, with wide steel German blade 
(length 24cm), with two reinforcement bars on the steel grip, 
with material covered scabbard. The scabbard fine, the katar 
with pitting and black spotting Good. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

4�0*
India katar, c�700, steel blade (length 28cm), with decorated 
reinforcement bars on the handcrafted decorated and fretted 
steel grip, with handcrafted decorative steel fitting joining 
blade to grip. The blade with much pitting from oxidation, 
otherwise very good. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

4��*
India katar, c�780, scarce twin blades (length 2�cm) with 
three reinforcement bars, traces of original gilt decoration 
with patterned channels on each blade, with original leather 
covered scabbard with steel tips. Fine and scarce with twin 
blades. 

$400

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

4�2*
India katar, c�780, wide Damascus steel blade (length �5cm), 
with wide fuller and with two reinforcement bars on the 
steel grip, the grip with gold niello decoration, with original 
material covered scabbard with steel tip. The scabbard poor, 
the katar very fine. 

$350

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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4�3*
Indian dagger, c�8th century, long watered steel blade (length 
27.5cm), with gold niello decoration in ricasso area, with 
walrus handle carved in the shape of an embracing couple 
in traditional clothing, with cloth covered scabbard with 
silver braid decoration. Some cracking to handle, otherwise 
very fine. 

$250

See p8 Arms of the East Exhibition, The Collection of Richard R. Wagner 
Jnr.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

4�4*
India katar, c�8th century, tapered Damascus steel blade 
(length �9cm), with dual fullers and with two reinforcement 
bars on the steel grip, the grip with gold niello decoration, 
with original material covered scabbard with steel joins and 
decorated tip. Scabbard very good, the katar with much loss 
of gold decoration, otherwise fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

4�5*
India katar, c�800, wide Damascus steel blade (length 
�3.5cm), with wide dual fuller and with two reinforcement 
bars on the steel grip, the grip with gold decoration, with 
material covered scabbard. Scabbard very good, the katar 
with some pitting to blade, otherwise fine. 

$250

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

4�6*
India katar, c�800, tapered watered steel blade (length 
2�.5cm), with four fullers and with two reinforcement bars 
on the steel grip, the grip with gold niello decoration, with 
material covered scabbard with wired floral decoration with 
polished sapphires in flowers. Several sapphires missing from 
scabbard otherwise fine, the katar with some loss of gold 
decoration, otherwise fine. 

$250

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

4�7*
India katar, c�800, tapered Damascus steel blade (length 
2�.5cm), with four fullers and with two reinforcement bars 
on the steel grip, the grip with gold niello decoration, with 
material covered scabbard. Scabbard very good, the katar 
with some loss of gold decoration at guard area, otherwise 
fine. 

$250

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

4�8*
India katar, c�9th century, tapered steel blade (length 
23.5cm), with dual fullers and with two joined reinforcement 
bars on the steel grip, the grip and ricasso area with gold 
niello decoration, with material covered scabbard. Scabbard 
very good, the katar with some loss of gold decoration 
especially on reinforcement bars, otherwise fine. 

$200

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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4�9
North India, �9th century, dagger scabbard (length 2�.5cm), 
silvered with multi coloured enamelled floral decoration; 
another dagger scabbard (length 28.5cm), with material 
cover and plain metal at each end, the top section with a 
suspension loop. Good very fine; fine. (2)

$80

420*
Assam, c�880s, wootz talwar sword handle, in iron with 
handcrafted gold inlay pattern. Good very fine. 

$70

42�*
Sri Lanka, late �7th - early �8th century, sinhalese piha 
kaetta dagger with decorative silver panels applied to blade 
(length �9cm), with fuller near top edge and with some niello 
decoration to blade and spine, with a carved horn handle. 
Some pit marks on blade, otherwise very fine. 

$300

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

422*
Sri Lanka, Sinhalese piha-kaetta knife, early �9th century, 
broad single edged steel blade (length 20.5cm), with fuller 
along spine decorated with silver overlaid decoration and 
the groove and back half of the blade with elaborate silver 
decoration, the forte covered with cast and pierced brass and 
silver panels, the carved bone handle with decorated silver-
pommel cap, with a handcrafted wooden scabbard. The 
scabbard is a bit loose at the low side, a few small chips to 
the blade and a few other pit marks, otherwise good fine. 

$750

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

423
Burma, paper knife in ivory (blade length 23cm), with 
decorative pierced leaf scroll work ivory handle with silver 
patterned base and inside behind the scrollwork handle is a 
traditionally attired figure. Foxing on the blade, otherwise 
very fine and scarce. 

$200

424*
Bhutan/Tibet dagger, early 20th century, single edge blade 
(length �0cm), two Chinese characters on blade near grip 
(translated as Cheng Du, capital of Sichuan Province in 
China), with brass pommel decorated on outside and plain 
on the inside, wire-wrapped grip, brass scabbard with 
dragon design on outside and the inside plain with belt loop 
attached. Good fine. 

$�00

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

425*
Nepal khukuri, c�870, with a curved steel blade (length 
ignoring curve �9cm), with a fuller and decoration on both 
sides including a Nepalese word which appears to translate 
as 'penance', with a metal guard and full tang with jade-like 
material covering on both sides and with a small loop at the 
pommel, with material covered scabbard with metal tip. 
Handle cover with some marks, otherwise good fine. 

$250

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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426*
Tibetan Buddhist ritual kartika flaying knife, �7-�8th 
century, the crescent shaped axe-like blade in iron with ritual 
gilt decoration of dragons head and 8 auspicious Buddhist 
symbols, the central handle is decorated mainly with gilt flora 
and the pommel is in the shape of a voided gilt crown (total 
size �5.5x�6cm). With traces of oxidation, mainly within the 
voided pommel and on the blade, otherwise good fine. 

$�50

427*
Jade cicada, in shades of green and brown, with small pierced 
hole at head for wearing as pendant(32x44mm). Very fine. 

$50

The jade cicada is regarded by Chinese as a lucky charm that will protect 
you against bad luck in your business or at work. It is also seen as the 
symbol of longevity and happiness due to its intrinsic properties of being 
the longest living insect.

lot 428

428*
Chinese archer's ring, in ivory, decorated with incised 
Chinese text, some of the text includes Bamboo Mountain 
and also what appears to be a person's name, also attached 
is a trader's price tag with a wax seal of authenticity from 
when the vendor purchased the item in China in �986. 
Good very fine. 

$50

429
Korea, archer's cylindrical ivory rings, unpolished, two 
different designs. Very fine. (2)

$50

430*
Javanese kelang knife, c�860, with inlaid steel blade (length 
�8cm), with fine carved horn handle, in a decorative silvered 
scabbard with fine carved horn guard. With a few small chips 
in the horn handle, otherwise fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.
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43�*
Indonesian dagger, decorated cast steel blade (length 23cm), 
timber scabbard with bone tip and bone guard at top, the 
scabbard has silver decorative fittings and below the upper 
bone guard is a silver plate with Islamic inscription and the 
date �280 (i.e. June �8th �863), the handle is timber. The end 
decorative cover of the handle is missing, otherwise fine. 

$�50

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

432
Sperm whale tooth, c�9th century, (length ��cm), one 
side decorated with an erotic scene between a sailor and 
a mermaid, with a large iceberg in the background. Good 
fine. 

$250

433
Smoking pipes, includes African Native's head clay bowl with 
plastic and stainless steel stem, broken at end but broken 
section included with lot; another with turban headed man 
clay bowl with plastic stem; another turban headed man clay 
bowl with plastic and stainless steel stem; tobacco storage 
horn with hinged-lid with handcrafted brass decoration 
around the lid and brass ring around the top of container; 
another horn tobacco storage container with hinged-lid with 
similar handcrafted silver decoration around the lid and with 
silver ring around the top of the container, this inscribed, 
'Alex Ingles', and on the horn is a silver heart inscribed, 'P 
I'. The second last with chip in edge of lid and lid does not 
close properly, the last lid also does not close properly, the 
pipes all used with black stains around bowl and one with 
crack at one side, otherwise fine. (5)

$�00

434
Sailor's Head pipe, made of clay, c�940s, a vintage 
Goedewaagen PIJP Gouda Holland, with original label 
attached; another clay pipe of a man's head with turban 
headdress, with plastic stem; a wood pipe with carved 
soldier's head. Very fine. (3)

$�00

435
Parker Duofold Centennial fountain pen, c.�980s, pearl and 
black marble finish with gold filled trim, �8kt gold extra fine 
nib, in original wooden box with outer packaging. Very fine 
and scarce. 

$200

436
Sheaffer, two gold electroplated pens, one fountain, the other 
ballpoint, both with diamond finish to the clips. Very fine, 
in original box. 

$�00

437
Sheaffer, gold filled pen set, fountain, ballpoint and pencil, 
�4kt nib. Very fine, boxed. (3)

$�00

438
Cross, �0kt gold filled fountain pen, with �4kt nib. Very 
fine in original box. 

$50

439
Cross, ballpoint pen, c.�980s, �0 karat gold filled/rolled 
gold, in original box with refill. Very fine. 

$50

440
Asian boning knife and meat cleaver set, with timber and 
brass handles, in combined, patterned leather case for fitting 
to belt, the small knife blade marked 'DONI'. The brass 
fittings toned, otherwise good very fine. 

$40

No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer 
to make own arrangements.

44�
Siam letter opener, a vintage Buddha in relief above SIAM 
(now Thailand) at the brass handle end above a black horn 
handle and a brass blade. Extremely fine. 

$40

442
Cutlery and picture frame, set of six sugar spoons; an Italian, 
plate silver serving spoon, and two serving spatulas; modern 
silver picture frame. Fine. (�0)

$20

part

443*
Post Medieval, (c.�7th century), copper alloy items from 
Western European finds, including finger rings (6); stylised 
fleur de lys mounts (4); other mounts of heart shape / lozenge 
/ floral designs; small buckle; thimble; others. Very fine, 
treated with a stabilising lacquer. (5)

$200

All housed in a custom padded case in individual holders.
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444*
China, in the manner of Song Dynasty, Qingbai ware lidded 
vase, of squat bulbous form with round knob lid, the dark 
cream glaze decorated with light blue dragon and cloud 
motifs, (�40mm high). Very fine. 

$�00

445
China, lidded bowl, c.late �9th century, of squat round 
form with painted depictions of green and blue dragons, 
(�0cm high x �5cm wide); replica silver sycee (95mm wide); 
replica copper cash coin; tea towel featuring a bold image of 
Chairman Mao; large carved timber beads featuring images 
of Buddha; Xu Beihong (im the manner of), "Galloping 
Horse", ink on paper scroll with imformation about the 
artist. Very fine. (6)

$�50

446*
China, Republic Period, 20th century, eggshell porcelain 
vase, slender design with long neck and flaring rim, decorated 
all over with polychrome floral designs and gilding, the round 
foot with character mark. Very fine. 

$�00
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447*
Iran, engraved copper bowl, dated �292 (�875), deep circular 
bowl engraved inside and out with Koranic text and floral 
motifs, (23cm diameter). Very fine. 

$300

448*
Russian icon, �9th century, traditionally painted, depicting 
Christ showing half length, with overlaid metal riza 
(�4.5x�7.6cm). With 3 x 4mm splits in metal bottom right 
corner, otherwise nearly extremely fine. 

$400

449
Russia, (late �8th - early �9th century), oil on board painting, 
depicting two children in a sylvan setting with fruit; another 
depicting a winter scene with two children huddled by a fire, 
both framed and signed, marked to the back with a Russian 
dealer's stamp, (36 x 28cm). Very fine. (2)

$200

450*
English Village Scene, c.�850s, watercolour on paper, 
depicting a mother, child and dog strolling through a road 
with village church behind, framed, (43 x 35cm). Very 
fine. 

$�00
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45�*
Watercolour, British, Frank H. Mason, �90�, maritime scene, 
probably off Whitby, Yorkshire (28x36cm) in glazed timber 
frame (44.5x53cm). Fine. 

$�,000

452*
James Heseldin, (�887-�969), "Newlyn, Penzance", 
watercolour on paper, depicting a seaside village scene of 
Newlyn, framed, (4� x 36cm). Very fine. 

$�50

453*
Patricia Cahill, "Brass Begging Bowl", c.mid-20th century, 
oil on board, depicting the brass bowl with a fruit still life, 
signed and framed with exhibition details on reverse, (58 x 
48cm). Very fine. 

$�50

part

454*
China, watercolour paintings (4), three framed and one as 
long scroll (morning flower). The illustrated painting is of 
A Thousand River Bank to the Ocean, watercolour and ink 
(70x70cm) in glazed frame; another is still life dated 94.6.�6 
another late �9th century watercolour and ink of a vase. 
Very good. (4)

$�,000
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455*
China, Running Horse raising dust on road, watercolour 
and ink by Royal Blood artist Puru c �930s and also signed 
by Japanese artist, each with official blue ink stamp. Water 
damage, in glazed frame 83x67cm, otherwise very good. 

$5,000

456
Complete Pictures of the Eight Noble Steeds, China, c.�900, 
wooden boards with green painted Chinese character design 
in an early 20th century accordion-style binding, ten ink 
printed hand-coloured paintings on silk, mounted on paper, 
unpaginated. Very fine in original condition and rare. 

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

457
The AFL Classic Action on Series, Telecom phonecard 
Collectors Editions, Blues (Stephen Silvagni), Cats (Gary 
Ablett), plus two sheets of decimal one cents to five cents. 
Uncirculated. (3)

$20

458
Olympic memorabilia, Sydney 2000, unofficial mock number 
plate "365 Days" in frame, by George Industries Pty Ltd; 
Sydney 2000 Torch Relay medallion; Lindermans wines, 
Sydney 2000 four pin sets (2). Uncirculated. (4)

$50

459
Sports Memorabilia, Sydney 2000 Olympics, framed set of 
twelve badges; Rugby League, framed photo of Craig Gower, 
Penrith Panther's Legend, in full flight, with autograph and 
four badges to left. Extremely fine. (2)

$50

460
Olympics, Sydney 2000, Collectors items, includes badges, 
pins and medalets, all base metal. In a box, uncirculated. 
(approx 3.50 kg including packaging)

$200

46�
"Princess Mary's Gift Book", by Hodder & Stoughton, 
London, �9�4, �44pp illustrated throughout. Writing on 
inside of front cover, paper toned, very fine. 

$�00

462*
Elvis Presley, original Australian daybill movie poster, 
"Roustabout", (�964), featuring Elvis Presley and co-starring 
Barbara Stanwyck, polychrome print with an illustrated 
portrait of Elvis and a carnival scene behind, printed by 
Robert Burton Pty Ltd Sydney, (76 x 33cm). In original 
condition with folds as issued, rare. 

$�50
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463*
The Beatles Show, �963 UK Tour Concert program with 
b&w photos, signed at top right corner of back cover, 
'Michael, not �. 7th Sept '63'. Good fine. 

$�00

Ex The D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

464
Wimbledon Speedway, official programmes, Monday, April 
23rd, �962, and Monday �0th June, �963, the last with the 
race results written in biro. Very fine. (2)

$50

Ex The D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

465
Marlene Dietrich 1973 British Tour, a colour and b&w 
program with autograph of Marlene Dietrich on front cover 
above her photo. Very fine. 

$50

Ex The D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

466
Charles Aznavour, autographed b&w photo (approx 
�9x25cm), from the �970 movie, 'The Adventurers'. Good 
very fine. 

$50

Ex The D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

DOCUMENTS 

467
Indenture Document, �709, written on vellum, between 
Garland Drury, Elizabeth Drury / William Joss, Elizabeth Joss 
/ Ambrose Hackett, Mary Hackett anfd Nathan Hill for sale 
of land, signed and wax sealed and with duty stamps affixed, 
dated �3 May �7�9. Age toning, otherwise good fine. 

$�00

Ex Chris Hall Collection.

468
Van Diemen's Land Police pass, issued from Police Office at 
Longford on February �4th �837 to John Perkins, a prisoner 
holding a Ticket of Leave, to pass to the Macquarie River to 
the house of Mr Walter Hopson and return before 4th day of 
June �837, the pass to be taken to H. Douglass, Constable 
of Campbell Town, and on the reverse is a description of 
John Perkins. Some edge tears and a centre hole where it 
has been put on a paper spike, with age toning especially on 
reverse, otherwise fine. 

$50

John Perkins was given a life sentence at Middlesex Gaol Delivery. He 
departed on the ship Marmion on 2 November �827 and arrived at Van 
Diemen's Land on 6 March �828.

469
The Morning Chronicle Newspaper, London, large 4-page 
spread newspapers, #��580, June 28 �806; #��58�, June 
30 �806; #�2523, June 30 �809; #�2533, July �2 �809; 
The Daily Globe, Washington, large 4-page spread, #4�06, 
August 2� �844; Munro's Girls and Boys of America, New 
York, Vol IV #83, May � �875; Young Men of Great Britain, 
A Journal of Amusing and Instructive Literature, #�009, 23 
May �887; Our Boys' Journal, Vol IX #227, December 29 
�880. Very fine and some rare. (8)

$80

The Morning Chronicles include contemporary mentions of Napoleon.

470
Australia, Tasmania, papers relating to service in RAAF by 
Frank Ikin of Launceston, Tasmania, including a Fifteen 
Rupees stamp duty bond paper (QV) undated. Fine or 
better. (�0)

$�00

47�
Various documents, including legal papers, tax return form 
for �934, several share certificates, some b&w photos, 
unused cheque forms and deposit slips and a section of an 
Australian newspaper from �94� with an article about U.S. 
Army insignia. Good - very fine. (lot)

$30
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472
Aborigines Office, South Australia, various documents 
relating to the Aboriginal Mission at Point Pierce from 
the original grant of land for a mission station, named 
Boorkooyanna Native Mission, which employed male 
aborigines in pastoral and agricultural activities, female 
aborigines in domestic duties and also schooled their children 
as well as providing housing, the documents cover the period 
from 2� September �868 and include annual reports for 
�875, �876, �879 and �880 handwritten in ink on foolscap 
sized pages by Reverend Julius Kuhn, the writing is very 
good and easy to read, some of the early documents bear 
the impressed stamp of 'Aborigines Office/South Australia'. 
Some documents have torn covers and some age toning or 
foxing but are very important historically, overall very good 
- fine. (lot)

$200

Note: In all documents reference is made to Point Pierce however the actual 
name is Point Pearce. Apparently the location was spelt as Point Pierce in 
the early days.

The Point Pearce Mission Station at Yorke's Peninsula in South Australia was 
established in �868. It was located 35 miles south of Wallaroo and run by 
the Yorke Peninsula Aboriginal Mission committee to assist the Narungga 
people living on the outskirts of copper mining towns in the area. Moravian 
Missionary Julius Kuhn was the first superintendent. The Mission Station 
was taken over by the South Australian State Government in �9�5. In �972 
a total of 5,777 acres of land at Point Pearce was transferred to the Point 
Pearce Community Council under the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act.

473
Public Transport and Commemorative Tickets (100's); 
Victorian Railways Ticket Checkers' Manual January �st, 
�96� and a Ticket to Ride, A History of the Fremantle 
Municipal Tramways. Fine. (�00s)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

474
The Isabella Gold and Antimony Mining and Smelting 
Company No Liability, vellum document from Registrar 
General dated 3� January �884 certifying that the 
aforementioned company had been registered and advertised 
in the Armidale Express and New England General Advertiser; 
Eleanora Gold Mining Company Report and Balance Sheet 
as at 30 June �887 as laid before General Meeting 23 July 
�887 at Armidale, 2pp; Government Gazette of the State 
of New South Wales, No.225, Friday �8 December �953, 
pp4�27-4�97. The first with a section missing from the top 
edge but no text missing, the last with some scuffing across 
top edge, otherwise very fine. (3)

$60

475
China, Bonds, Nat'l Ecom Conster Government bonds, 
various denominations, five with coupons attached. Very 
fine. (7)

$300

476
China, share certificates, various companies, c�980's-90's. 
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (�3)

$400

477
Tasmania, various cheques for North Western Tasmania 
(Circular Head and Stanley) �889-�9�6 (two are invoices) 
(32) and USA Burlington Savings Bank March/April �857 
receipts 228/237. Fine - very fine. (45)

$�50

478
Assortment of Australian Bank Cheques, pre decimal, and 
printed ephemera. Fine. (�00's) 

$50
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

479
Banking ephemera, New Zealand, cheques, all paid from 
various banks c�9�6-60. Very fine. (6�)

$60

480
Banking, Ireland, a box of used cheques, mid �800s to 
mid �900s, assorted dates and quantities, banks include 
Belfast Banking Company, Dublin, Strabane; Northern 
Bank Limited, Strabane; Ulster Bank, Clones; Hibernian 
Bank Limited, Monoghan; Provincial Bank of Ireland, 
Enniskillen, Cavan; Munster Leinster Bank, Clones; together 
with cheque books (3) one un-used �95-, no bank name; 
two partly used, Midland Bank and Lloyds Bank, London. 
Used. (hundreds)

$�00

Ex Malcolm C. Johnson Collection.

48�
Indian States, a large collection of Hundis from more 
than twenty different Indian States, mostly �940s-�970s 
but noticed one for �899, many with colour cartouche 
of arms or State ruler at top, some with English text but 
mostly handwritten in Hindi language, some with multiple 
annotations and signatures. Mostly very good - very fine. 
(88)

$�00

482
Banking ephemera, Reserve Bank wrapper for the first 
decimal issue of ten dollar notes for a bundle of $�0,000.00, 
signed and dated by two officials. Fine. 

$50

WORLD  BANKNOTES 

483
Bahrain, Bahrain Currency Board, half dinar, �964 (P.3). 
Good extremely fine. 

$50

484
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, ten yuan, �936, 
X3069�7 Y/T to X306933 Y/T (P.2�4a) a run of seventeen 
consecutively numbered notes. Good extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (�7)

$�00

485
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, ten yuan, �936, 
X306936 Y/T to X306957 Y/T (P.2�4a) a run of twenty two 
consecutive notes. Nearly uncirculated. (22)

$�00

486
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, ten yuan, 
�936, X306958 Y/T to X306983 Y/T (P.2�4a) a run of 
twenty six consecutive notes. Good extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (26)

$�50
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487
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, �00 yuanCentral Bank of China, �00 yuan 
(�945) (P.278); Manchuria, �00 yuan (�945) (P.379); 5000 
& �0000 yuan (�949); Japanese Puppet Banks, �0 yuan 
(�944) (P.J796). Fine - extremely fine. (5)

$200

488
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, one thousand 
yuan, undated (�945), 264240/� (P.289) a consecutive pair. 
Extremely fine. (2)

$80

489
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, ten customsThe Central Bank of China, ten customs 
gold units, �930 (P.327d), KL55839�/6 a run of six, 
LM37220�/5 a run of five, MM8��40�/5 a run of five, 
PH546646/50 a run five. Good very fine. (2�)

$80

490
China, Republic, The Central Bank of China, ten customs 
gold units, �930 (P.327d) JK364677/87 a run of eleven, 
HK4856�2/�5 a run of four, HK4856�8/20, HK485628/30 
two runs of three plus four singles. Extremely fine. (25)

$�00

49�
China, Republic, The Farmers Bank of China, five yuan, 
undated (�935) CV�7�922 (P.458a). Nearly uncirculated. 

$�00

Encapsulated and graded by PCGS as 50 About Uncirculated.

492
China, Republic, The Farmers Bank of China, five yuan, 
�935 (P.458a). Nearly uncirculated. 

$50

Encapsulated and graded by PCGS as About UNC 53.

493
China, People's Republic, one jiao, �953, no watermark 
(P.863). Virtually uncirculated. 

$420

494
China, People's Republic, five jiao, �953, with watermark 
(P.865). Uncirculated. 

$200

495
China, five jiao, �953 (P.863), no watermark. Extremely 
fine. 

$�80

496
China, People's Republic, one yuan, �960 (P.874). 
Uncirculated. 

$80

497
China, People's Republic, five yuan, �960, (P.876). 
Uncirculated. 

$�50

498
China, People's Republic, two jiao, �962, XI 405�4594/5 
(P.878) a consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)

$�00

499
China, People's Republic, ten yuan, �965 (P.879). 
Uncirculated. 

$80

500
China, People's Republic, ten yuan, �980, (P.887). Nearly 
uncirculated. (2)

$60

50�
China, People's Republic, fifty yuan, �990, FS 89600�60/� 
(P.888) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)

$400

502
China, People's Republic, one hundred yuan, �990, WK 
��247585/594 (P.889) ten consecutive notes. Slightly affected 
by moisture with minor tone/fox marks at watermarks, 
otherwise nearly uncirculated. (�0)

$900

503
China, People's Republic, one yuan, �999, Q72N 
77700�/�00 (P.895) one hundred consecutive notes. 
Uncirculated. (�00)

$�00

504
China, People's Republic, one hundred yuan, �999, X72Q 
77700�/�00 (P.895) one hundred consecutive notes. 
Uncirculated. 

$�00

505
China, People's Republic, one to one hundred yuan, 2005 
(P.903-7), matching serials 0�76 2958. Uncirculated. (6)

$�90

506
China, People's Republic, one hundred yuan, 20�5, 
J809�0�878�/5 (P.9�0) a run of five, Aerospace theme. 
Uncirculated. (5)

$450

507
China, People's Republic, twenty yuan (P.-), Winter Olympic 
Games 2022 wmk Panda snowboarding. Uncirculated. 
(20)

$320

508
China, Kiangsu Farmers Bank, ten and twenty cents, �936 
(P.S��94, ��95). Fine. (2)

$�00

509
China, The Amoy Industrial Bank, ten cents, �940 (P.S�657). 
Uncirculated. 

$50

Encapsulated and graded by China Paper Money Guarantee as 68 EPQ.

5�0
China, The Amoy Industrial Bank, one, five, ten (2 different), 
twenty and fifty cents, �940. Uncirculated. (6)

$300

In sealed holders by CCGA as 69EPQ.
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5��
China, Bank of Dung Bai, one yuan, �945 (P.3725). Nearly 
uncirculated. 

$90

5�2
China, Hainan Bank, five jiao, five cents (2), two cents, all 
uniface and dated �949. Uncirculated. (4)

$65

5�3
China, Kwangtung Provincial Bank, one Hao, �934 
(P.S243�a). Uncirculated. 

$65
Encapsulated and graded by Bao Cui Money Grading as 67 EPQ.

5�4
China, Republic, Kwangtung Provincial Bank, one, five, ten 
and fifty sen, one, five, ten and one hundred yuan, undated 
(�949) (P.S2452, 2453, 2454, 2455, 2456, 2457, 2458, 
2459), two sets of eight. Nearly uncirculated. (�6)

$450

5�5
China, Provincial Bank of Kweichow, one cents, �949, A 
30��53 and A 325092 (P.S246�). Uncirculated. (2)

$�20

5�6
China, Sinkiang Provincial Bank, one hundred gold yuan, 
�949. Very fine. 

$65

5�7
China, Japanese Puppet Bank, Mengchiang Bank, ten yuan, 
undated (�944) (P.J�08) (2); fifty fen, undated (�940) (P.J03) 
(2); five fen, undated (�940) (P.J�0�). Good - very good. 
(5)

$300

5�8
China, Taiwan, Bank of Taiwan fifty cents, (Quemoy Island) 
(P.R�04a). Nearly uncirculated. 

$�00

5�9
China, Taiwan, Bank of Taiwan, fifty cents, �949 (P.�49b) 
(6); one yuan, �96� (P.�97�a). Uncirculated. (�8)

$60

520
China, Republic, Taiwan, Central Bank of China, one 
hundred yuan, JL 27004� ZF/50 ZF (P.�998) ten consecutive 
notes, �00th anniversary of The Republic of China. 
Uncirculated. (�0)

$350

52�
Cuba, Republic, Banco Nacional De Cuba, one peso, �949 
(P.69h) (writing on reverse); one peso, �956 (P.87a); five 
pesos, �958 (P.9�a); ten pesos, �960 (P.88c); fifty pesos, 
�958 (P.8�b) ("2200"in ink below left serial). Very fine 
- extremely fine. (5)

$40

522
Denmark, National Bank, Copenhagen, krone �9�2 (P.20a); 
ten kronur, �944 (P.36); ten kronur, undated (�950) (P.44 
var). Nearly fine; very fine; very fine. (3)

$70

523
East Caribbean States, East Caribbean Central Bank, 
Elizabeth II, five dollars, undated (�986-88) (P.�8a); five 
dollars, undated (�993) (P.26g, v); ten dollars, undated 
(�993) (P.27l). Uncirculated. (4)

$80

524
East Caribbean States, Eastern Caribbean Central Bank, 
Elizabeth II, five dollars, undated (2000) (P.37), suffix letters 
D, K, M, U. Uncirculated. (4)

$60

525*
Fiji, Government of Fiji, provisional issue, one pound 
overprinted in black on a one pound Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand note, L. Lefeaux, �934 (P.�55), undated (�940) 
FI/0 �26330 (P.45c). Flattened of folds otherwise, extremely 
fine. 

$3,000

Ex Robert Tonner Collection & Noble Numismatics Sale �26 (lot 2�23) 
and Sale �3� (lot 3483).

526
Fiji, Government of Fiji, one shilling, �.�.�942 (P.48); five 
shillings, �.8.�949 (P.37); ten shillings, �.9.�948 (P.38); five 
shillings, 28.4.�96� (P.5�). Very good - nearly fine. (4)

$�20

527
France, five francs, 7.�.�9�8 (P.72a); five francs, 25.��.�943 
(P.98a); ten francs, 25.3.�943 (P.99d); twenty francs, 
�5.4.�943 (P.�00 var); fifty francs, �7.3.�938 (P.85b); fifty 
francs, 3.�0.�946 (P.�27 var); one hundred francs, �4.6.�934 
(P.78 var); one hundred francs, 5.6.�94� (P.94); one hundred 
francs, 22.6.�950 (P.�28 var). Most notes with pin holes, 
very good - extremely fine. (9)

$220

528
France, five francs, �943; twenty francs, �942 and �943; fifty 
francs, �937 (2), �938 (6). Fine - very fine. (��)

$60
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529*
Great Britain, West Smithfield, Wisbech Bank, one pound, 
here or at Williams, Williams, Burgess and Williams Bankers, 
London, 9 September �825 No �4907, James Hill & Son 
(Grant 3�65). Very good. 

$50

Stamped on back as court evidence in the bankruptcy of James Hill & Son. 
The bank was taken over by Lloyds in �9��.

530
Great Britain, provincial banknotes, Ringwood & 
Hampshire Bank, one pound, �st February �82� (Grant 
24�2); Christchurch & W Climborne Bank, one pound, 
29th November �825; Darlington Bank, five pounds (2), 
�6 November �883 and �� October �884; Dartmouth 
General Bank, one pound (2), 3rd February �8�9 and �2 
August �822; Knightsbridge Bank, one pound, May 23 �823; 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, Joint Stock Banking Company, five 
pounds, December �838. Second, third and fourth notes with 
bottom right corner cut off, good - very good. (8)

$�50

Ex Malcolm C.Johnson Collection.

53�
Great Britain, provincial banknotes, Durham Bank, five 
pounds, various dates, �870s - �880s (7), all with bottom 
right corners cut off to cancel; Stockton on Tees Bank, five 
pounds, various dates, �880s (3) all with bottom right 
corners cut off to cancel. Good - very good. (��)

$�50

Ex Malcolm C.Johnson Collection.

532
Great Britain, 'Operation Bernhard' contemporary forgery 
of a Bank of England twenty pounds, London, 20 September, 
�930, signature, B.G.Catterns, 43/M 0�543, two punch holes 
at top and bottom, overstamped 'falsification' diagonally 
twice in black. Very fine. 

$�00

Ex Malcolm C.Johnson Collection.

533
Great Britain, 'Operation Bernhard' contemporary forgery 
of a Bank of England twenty pounds, London, August �5, 
�935, signature, K.O.Peppiatt, 5�/M 43285, two punch holes 
at top and bottom, 'falsification' stamped diagonally twice 
in black. Small pin holes left, otherwise very fine. 

$�00
Ex Malcolm C. Johnson Collection.

534
Great Britain, Bank of England, one pound, K.O.Peppiatt, 
undated (�948-49) Z�5A 62���7 (P.369a); P.S.Beale, 
undated (�949-55) L�2J 44�442 and T63C 53�86� (P.369b); 
L.K.O'Brien, undated (�955-60) (P.369c); five pounds, 
L.K.Brien, undated (�957-6�) C82 57987� (P.37�a); ten 
shillings, J.Q.Hollom, undated (�962-66) 47L 2�6262 
(P.373b); J.S.Fforde, undated (�966-70) 54X 590758 and 
C06N 544�26 (P.373c). Fine - good extremely fine. (8)

$�50
Ex Malcolm C.Johnson Collection.

535
Great Britain, Bank of England, one pound, J.S.Fforde, 
undated (�966-70) K4�Z 404628 (P.374e); J.B.Page, undated 
(�970-77) T32L 307628 and X05E 3369�8 (P.374g); five 
pounds, J.Q.Hollom, undated (�963-66) L74 057585 
(P.375a); ten pounds, J.B.Page, undated (�970-75) B79 
95628� (P.376c). Fine - nearly uncirculated. (5)

$�50
Ex Malcolm C.Johnson Collection.

536
Hong Kong, Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, 
one hundred dollars, Hong Kong, �st August, �966 No 73� 
835 UT (P.�83b). Extremely fine. 

$�20
In a sealed holder by PMG as 30 very fine.

537
Isle of Man, Castle Rushen, private, one guinea, �79- 
(P.S���), unsigned remainders (2). Torn on heavy vertical 
folds, otherwise fine; one burn hole at date reserve, otherwise 
very fine. (2)

$200
Ex Malcolm C.Johnson Collection.

538*
Katanga, Banque Nationale Du Katanga, ten francs, �.�2.60 
(P5a); twenty francs, 2�.��.60 (P.6a) (2); one hundred francs, 
3�.�0.60 (P.8a) (VF-gVF). Very good - good very fine. (4)

$�50
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539*
Katanga, Banque Nationale Du Katanga, one thousand francs, 
26.2.�962, AA 004527 (P.�4a). Virtually uncirculated. 

$300
540
Malaysia, American Bank Note Company, specimen ten unit 
note series of �929 (Rollins ABNC-�0�f). Uncirculated. 

$�00
In a small holder by PCGS as 63PPQ choice uncirculated.

54�*
New Zealand, Bank of New Zealand, sixth, provisional 
issue, ten shillings, Wellington, �st day of March �9�8, No 
92200�, with imprint of Whitcombe & Tombs Ltd, printed 
date (L.453, P.S2�6c, Clifford D6��f). Folds and creases, 
some light staining, crisp paper, fine or better and rare, an 
interesting serial number and near the end of the issue. 

$2,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 97 July 20�� (lot 2482) & Sale �25B (lot 3029) 
& Sale �27 (lot 2�79).

542*
New Zealand, Bank of New Zealand, sixth issue, specimen 
one pound, Wellington, nd �9.., No.D60000� - D700000, 
imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Engravers London, 
with Specimen punched into note lower right, (L.455, 
P.S2�2, Clifford D62�). With counterfoil attached, nearly 
uncirculated and rare. 

$2,500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 8�, lot 25�3, Sale �25B (lot 3030) & Sale �26 
(lot 2002).

543
New Zealand, Bank of New Zealand, one pound, �st 
October �925, B460, 594 (P.S233). Fair. 

$�00

544*
Bank of New Zealand, uniform issue, specimen five pounds, 
Wellington �st day of October �929, discordant serial 
numbers, A�00,00�/A300,000, perforated specimen, �2,345 
printed top margin, inked 0/�6397, �6403 to the left and 
date 24.5.29 to the right (L.469, P.S235, Clifford D84�g). 
Nearly uncirculated and very rare. 

$5,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 8�, March, 2006, (lot 2623) and Sale �26 (lot 
2020).

545*
The National Bank of New Zealand Limited, uniform issue, 
five pounds, Wellington, �st June �926, No.J��3202, imprint 
of Perkins, Bacon & Co. Ld., London, (L.5�3[plate note], 
P.S3�8, Clifford 84�c). Flattened of creases and folds, very 
fine and very scarce. 

$5,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 95B, November, 20�0, (lot 2673) and Sale �26 
(lot 2036), The Robb Family Collection).
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546*
The Otago Banking Company, only issue, ten shillings, 
Dunedin, undated �85-, not numbered, no imprint, 
watermark inverted Bank of Otago (Robb.P.T.U.�4a, P.S336, 
Sutherland pp.�85 and other pages, Hargreaves pp.65-75, 
Clifford U8��). Extremely fine and scarce. 

$2,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 85, July, 2007, (lot 3863), Sale �25b (lot 3��2) 
and Sale �26 (lot 2050).

547
New Zealand, The Union Bank, one pound Auckland, 
undated black & white uniface proof 'To this August 
��th/66' (P.S35�). Cut cancelled at bottom, otherwise very 
fine. 

$400

In a sealed holder by PMG as 35 choice very fine.

548
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, uniform issue, 
specimen five pounds, Wellington, �st October, �923. imprint 
of Waterlow & Sons Limited London, not numbered, with 
punch hole cancellations in signature and serial panels 
(L.544, P.S373, Clifford 84�). Three minute pin-holes left 
margin, otherwise nearly uncirculated and very rare. 

$4,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 80, November, 2005, (lot 2977), Sale �25b (lot 
3�04) and Sale �26 (lot 2046).

549*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, L. Lefeaux, �st August, 
�934, specimen five pounds �K000000 (P.�56), cancelled 
in perforated letters horizontally at bottom. Uncirculated 
and very rare. 

$5,000

Ex Robert Tonner Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale �26 (lot 2055).

550*
Reserve Bank of New Zealand, T.B. Hanna specimen fifty 
pounds, 0/U 000000 in Roman numerals style, cancelled in 
perforated letters diagonally, not stamped specimen, dated 
7.5.47. Uncirculated and very rare. 

$4,000

Ex Robert Tonner Collection, from Noble Numismatics Sales 69, March, 
2002, (lot 3��3) and Sale �26 (lot 2059).

55�
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, T.P.Hanna, �940-55 (P.�60a); 
ten shillings, various prefixes (P.�58a)(�6). Very good-good 
fine. (�7)

$�00

552
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, one dollar Wilks to twenty 
dollars, Knight (P.�63b)(4), �63c (6), �63d; �69b (6), �69c 
(3), �64d, �70a,b (4) c; �66c (5) �76 (AAA, FTC)(total 7); 
�67b,c; also �69a, �70a in sealed packets. Very good-nearly 
uncirculated. (43)

$�50

553
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, H.R.Hardie type � (�977-8�) 
one dollar star notes, prefix Y92 (P.�63d) runs of �3,�5,�7 
and two close singles. Nearly uncirculated. (47)

$200

554
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, H.R.Hardie type � (�977-8�) 
one dollar star notes, prefix Y92 (P.�63d) a run of 90. Nearly 
uncirculated. (90)

$300

555
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, H.R.Hardie type �, (�977-8�) 
five dollars star notes, prefix 99� (six consecutive plus single), 
992 runs of �5 and 35 (P.�65d). Nearly uncirculated. (57)

$550

556
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, H.R.Hardie type �, (�977-8�) 
five dollars star notes, prefix 992 (P.�65d) fifty consecutive 
notes. Nearly uncirculated. (50)

$500

557
New Zealand, Reserve Bank, H.R.Hardie type �, (�977-
�98�) star notes, one dollar Y9� (6), Y92 (2)(P.�63d)(8); 
two dollars 9Y3 (P.�64d)(8) type 2 �98�-85 (P.�70a)(2); five 
dollars, type � 99�, 992 prefix (P.�65d)(�3); ten dollars, type 
� prefix 99B, 99C (2), 99D (8)(P.�66d); twenty dollars, type 
�, prefix YJ (P.�67d)(�2). Very good-extremely fine. (57)

$500
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558*
Papua New Guinea, two, five, ten and twenty kina, �975 
first prefix presentation set AAA, HAA, NAA, SAA 000000 
(P.�-4s2). Rust moisture tone at top centre of each, otherwise 
virtually uncirculated. (4)

$400

559
Papua New Guinea, Bank of Papua New Guinea, five kina, 
undated (�993-95) (P.�4), uncut sheet of thirty five notes 
all numbered PNG 002000. Crinkled around edges, nearly 
uncirculated. 

$200

560
Papua New Guinea, Bank of Papua New Guinea, five 
kina, 2007, SSH 002007 (P.34) commemorative issue, 
XIII South Pacific Games, uncut sheet of thirty five notes. 
Uncirculated. 

$200

56�
Papua New Guinea, Bank of Papua New Guinea, one 
hundred kina, 2008 (P.37a) 35th Anniversary, BPNG 
00309�2/6 a consecutive run of five notes. Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated. (5)

$200

562
Russia, USSR, Siberia, Urals, three rubles, �9�9 (P.S827); 
fifty kopecks, �9�9 (P.S828); South Russia, three rubles, 
�9�8 (P.S409); five rubles, �947 (P.S220); twenty five rubles, 
�909 (P.�2); one hundred rubles, �9�0 (P.�3) (3). Very fine 
- extremely fine. (9)

$80

563*
Russia, Siberia and Urals Krasnoyarsk Territory, twenty five 
rubles, �9�9 (P.S970). Nearly uncirculated. 

$60

564*
Russia, Central Asia, five thousand rubles, �922 (P.S�053). 
Very fine. 

$60

565
Russia, USSR, Spitsbergen, Arctic Coal issue, two kopecks, 
�96�. Uncirculated. 

$40

566
Samoa, Central Bank of Samoa, two tala, undated (�990) 
(P.3�b) uncut full sheet of thirty five notes, AAB prefix. 
Uncirculated. 

$�50

567
Samoa, Central Bank of Samoa, two tala, undated (�990) 
(P.3�b) uncut full sheet of thirty five notes, AAB prefix. 
Uncirculated. 

$�50

568*
Scotland, Bank of Scotland, specimen uniface five pounds, 
undated (c�90�), "specimen" overprinted in red three times 
diagonally, imprint G.Waterston & Sons, Edin. (cfP.82, 
SC.���a). Good extremely fine. 

$480

Ex Spink London Sale: 7024, Lot: ���0.
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569*
Scotland, Bank of Scotland, five pounds, Edinburgh �� 
October �932, 20/L 92�7, (P.87, D.82, SC.���d). Minor 
rust spot top right, very fine - good very fine. 

$200
Ex Spink London, Sale: 5027, lot: 73.

570*
Scotland, Bank of Scotland, five pounds, Edinburgh, 25 
November �942, 8/Q 2262, (P.92c, D.87-4, SC.��2c). 
Extremely fine. 

$200

57�*
Scotland, Bank of Scotland, twenty pounds, Edinburgh, 
�2 June �956, �/B �503, (P.94e, SC.�43a). Original paper 
quality, good extremely fine. 

$280
572
Scotland, Bank of Scotland, one pound notes, Edinburgh 
4th October �957, S0424522; 30th November �960, B/
A�7�9736 (P.�00c [both]); Edinburgh 6th May �965, A/L 
06�6�92 (P.�02b); Edinburgh 3rd March �967 A/X 0340659 
(P.�05b). Good fine - nearly uncirculated. (4)

$�00

Ex Malcolm C.Johnson Collection.

573
Scotland, Bank of Scotland, one pound, Edinburgh �7th July 
�968 A/5 088�738 (P.�09a); one pound, Edinburgh �0th 
August �970, B/2 0493247 another dated 3�st August �97� 
(P.���a [both]); one pound, Edinburgh 3rd October �978 
D/� 099�683 (P.���c); one pound, Edinburgh 30th July 
�98� D/35 09��998 (P.���e) another dated 7th October 
�983, D/49 0928�2� (P.���f). Extremely fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (6)

$�00

Ex Malcolm C.Johnson Collection.

574*
Scotland, Bank of Scotland, twenty pounds, Edinburgh, 
�4th January �977, A 7258�5, (P.��4c, SC.�45c). Extremely 
fine. 

$�20

575
Scotland, British Linen Company, plate pulls, one guinea, 
Edinburgh, May �778, (cfD.9, �0); another, one pound, one 
shilling, Edinburgh, undated (�82�) (D.7). Uncirculated. 
(2)

$200

576*
Scotland, The British Linen Company uniface proof one 
pound, Edinburgh, �st April �865, (D.27), "from this" in 
pencil across manager signature reserve, a line horizontally 
across �st April in date, imprint, Perkins Bacon & Co London 
Patent Hardened Steel Plate. Extremely fine. 

$400

Ex Spink Edinburgh Sale: 5027, Lot: �39.
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577*
Scotland, The British Linen Bank, uniface specimen one 
pound, Edinburgh, 2nd November �908, (cfP.�46, SC.20�b) 
specimen overprinted in red diagonally three times, three 
punch hole cancellations. Nearly uncirculated. 

$400

578
Scotland, The British Linen Bank, unissued (specimen), 
uniface five pounds, Edinburgh, �5th May �909, (cfP.�47, 
D.43a, SC.2��a), three punch hole cancellations, imprint 
Waterlow & Sons Ld London Wall, London, watermark 
"British Linen Bank". Good extremely fine. 

$400

Ex Spink Edinburgh Sale: 5027, Lot: �54.

579*
Scotland, The British Linen Bank, five pounds, Edinburgh, 
28th January �944, No O/7 3/�25, (P.�58b, SC.2�3c). Good 
very fine. 

$�20

580*
Scotland, The British Linen Bank, twenty pounds, Edinburgh, 
2nd July �942, No F/4 I/262, (P.�59a, SC.234a). Very fine. 

$200

58�
Scotland, Clydesdale Bank Limited, one pound, Glasgow, 3rd 
April �967 C/M 902682 (P.202); ten pounds, Glasgow, �st 
March �977, D/U 056359 (P.207b). Good very fine. (2)

$�00

Ex Malcolm C.Johnson Collection.

582
Scotland, National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, 
five pounds, Edinburgh, 2nd January, �963, B 85�280 
(P.272a, SC.6�3a); five pounds, Edinburgh, 4th January, 
�968, N 862269 (P.275a, SC.6�3b). Extremely fine. (2)

$�00

583*
Scotland, The Royal Bank of Scotland, stage proof of twenty 
shillings or one pound for front and back, pinholes (for 
position) at centre of head and shapes (D.24), engraved by 
W.H. Lizars. Extremely fine. 

$800

With Collector's descriptive note.
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584*
Scotland, The Royal Bank of Scotland, uniface proof twenty 
shillings or one pound, undated (�847) (cfP.305, D30b). 
Good extremely fine. 

$�,200

585*
Scotland, The Royal Bank of Scotland, five pounds, 
Edinburgh �st July �947, No. F2873/44�6 (P.3�7c, SC.806c). 
Extremely fine. 

$240

586*
Scotland, The Royal Bank of Scotland, five pounds, 
Edinburgh, 2nd November �964, H5047/9246 (P.326a, 
D.52a, SC.808a). Nearly extremely fine. 

$80

587*
Scotland, The Commercial Bank of Scotland, uniface proof 
one pound, Edinburgh, �st April �87�, (D.26) imprint, 
Perkins.Bacon & Co. London. Extremely fine. 

$400

588*
Scotland, The Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, 
specimen one pound, Edinburgh, 2nd Jany �908, �8/C 
200/500, (P.S3�9, D.40, SC.40�), "specimen" perforated 
twice horizontally on bottom right, imprint, Bradbury 
Wilkinson & Co.Ld. Engravers London, "20.3.08" in pencil 
on top left margin. Uncirculated. 

$720

589*
Scotland, The Union Bank of Scotland Limited, cancelled five 
pounds, Glasgow or Edinburgh, undated, (SC.9�2a), four 
punch hole cancellations. Good extremely fine. 

$�60
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590*
Scotland, The Union Bank of Scotland Limited, cancelled 
five pounds, Glasgow or Edinburgh, 4th August �923, No.A 
45�/00�, (cfP.S8��a, SC.9�2b), "cancelled" in faint black 
ink stamped diagonally twice on front, four punch hole 
cancellations. Good very fine. 

$240

59�*
Scotland, The Union Bank of Scotland Limited, unissued five 
pounds, Glasgow or Edinburgh, 2nd February �933, No.C, 
(cfP.C8��c, SC.9�2d), "UBS/242" in pencil top left margin, 
writing with date "�3.2.33" at bottom left margin, Bank 
stamp on back, four punch hole cancellations. Extremely 
fine. 

$200

Ex Spink London Sale: 7024, Lot: ��90.

592*
Scotland, The Dundee Banking Company, uniface proof 
one pound, �8- (�845) (.�7a) imprint, Engd W.H. Lizars 
Edinburgh. Good extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. 

$480
Ex Spink & Son Auction, Glasgow, The Keith Austin Collection, �4 Sep 
�999.

593*
Scotland, The Eastern Bank of Scotland, proof one pound, 
Dundee, �8- (�850), imprint, W.H. Lizars Edinburgh, (D. 5 
var, R.8, an unpublished note between D.5 and D.7). Nearly 
uncirculated. 

$560
Ex Spink London, Sale: 5027, lot 376.

594
Singapore, five dollars (�967) A/20 399879 (P.2s), without 
red seal. Uncirculated. 

$�00

In a sealed holder by PMG as 64 choice uncirculated.

595
Spain, El Banco De Espana, one hundred pesetas, �.7.�925 
(�936) (P.69c); one thousand pesetas, �.7.�925 (P.70c); fifty 
pesetas, �5.8.�928 (P.75c). Very fine - extremely fine. (3)

$30

596
Sri Lanka, polymer 200 rupees 4.2.�998, red serial, 50th 
Anniversary of Independence�948-�998, N/� 036557 
(P.��4a). In folders of issue, uncirculated. 

$30
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597
Timor, colour trial �00 escudos, overprint specimen (P.28ets). 
Uncirculated. 

$250

In a sealed holder by PMG as 66 EPQ Gem Uncirculated.

Ex Lawrence Pope Collection.

598
Timor, specimen 500 escudos 25 April �963 (P.29s). 
Uncirculated. 

$450

In a sealed holder by PMG as 66 EPQ Gem Uncirculated.

part

599*
Uruguay, Banco Nacional de la Republica O.Del Uruguay, 
a presentation album of ten banknotes from the liquidation 
of the Banco Nacional, as presented to Senor Presidente de 
le Republica, Dn. Juan Idiarte Borda, on 25 de Agosto de 
�896, consisting of ten, twenty and fifty centesimos and 
one, two, five, ten, fifty, two hundred and five hundred peso 
notes, all notes are dated 25 de Agosto de �887 and are 
perforated 'PAGADO 25.8.96', the five, ten and fifty pesos 
also overstamped with branch office (P.A87b, A88b, A89b, 
A90b, A9�b, A92c, A93c, A95c, A97b, A98b), missing the 
one hundred peso, all notes affixed to individual pages on 
left side of notes, the five pesos loose leaving a tear to page. 
With wear to cover of album and spine, banknotes very good 
- uncirculated. (�0)

$3,500

Juan Idiarte Borda was the �7th President of Uruguay, in office from 2� 
March �894 to 25 August �897. He was assassinated as he emerged from a 
thanksgiving service at Montevideo cathedral on 25th August �897.

Ex Heritage Sale A���6 (lot 2628�) April 20�5, Chicago.

600
USA, Confederate States, North Carolina, uniface one dollar, 
Raleigh, Sept �, �862 (P.S2359). Nearly fine. 

$�50

60�
USA, Confederate States, State of Mississipi, uniface one 
hundred dollars, Jackson, Jany 8, �862. Nearly fine. 

$200

602
USA, Federal Reserve issue, new design 2004 series, fifty 
dollars, uncut vertical strip or sheet of sixteen with star notes 
replacement serials (P.522). In tube of issue, uncirculated. 

$350

603
USA, political "funny money", various denominations and 
politicians on mock USA currency. Uncirculated. (45)

$60

604
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred billion 
dollars, Special Agro Cheques, �st July 2008, AB0348656/96 
a run of forty one and AB0348822/900 a run of seventy nine 
(P.64). Uncirculated. (�20)

$�50

605
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred 
billion dollars, Special Agro Cheques, �st July 2008 (P.64), 
AB4��060�/700, AB4��070�/800, AB4��080�/900, 
AB4��090�/�000, AB034840�/500, AB034850�/600, 
AB034870�/800, AB034890�/�000, eight bundles of one 
hundred notes, each in consecutive order and two runs of 
four hundred. Uncirculated. (800)

$700

606*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred billion 
dollars, Special Agro Cheques, �st July 2008, AB2�5000� 
- AB2�5�000 (P.64) a run of one thousand notes all sealed 
in plastic and each individual run of one hundred bank 
wrapped. Uncirculated. (�000)

$�,000
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607*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred billion 
dollars, Special Agro cheques, �st July 2008, AB2�5�00� 
- AB2�52000 (P.64) a run of one thousand notes, all sealed 
in plastic and each run of one hundred in bank wrapper. 
Uncirculated. (�000)

$�,000

608
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred billion 
dollars, Special Agro Cheques, AB2�5200� - AB2�53000 
(P.64) a run of one thousand notes, all sealed in plastic 
and each individual run of one hundred bank wrapped. 
Uncirculated. (�000)

$�,000

609
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred billion 
dollars, Special Agro Cheques, �st July 2008, AB2�5300� 
- AB2�54000 (P.64) a run of one thousand notes, all sealed 
in plastic and each individual run of one hundred in bank 
wrapper. Uncirculated. (�000)

$�,000

6�0
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred billion 
dollars, Special Agro Cheques, AB2�5400� - AB2�55000 
(P.64) a run of one thousand notes, sealed in plastic and 
each individual run of one hundred in bank wrapper. 
Uncirculated. (�000)

$�,000

6��
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred billion 
dollars, Special Agro Cheques, �st July 2008, AB465800� 
- AB4659000 (P.64) a run of one thousand, all sealed in 
plastic and each run of one hundred in bank wrapper. 
Uncirculated. (�000)

$�,000

6�2
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred billion 
dollars, Special Agro Cheques, �st July, 2008, AB465900� 
- AB4660000 (P.64) a run of one thousand notes, all sealed 
in plastic and each run of one hundred bank wrapped. 
Uncirculated. (�000)

$�,000

6�3
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, ten trillion dollars, 
Harare 2008, AA�8�9807/900 a run of ninety four and 
AA2979642/700 a run of fifty nine (P.88). Uncirculated. 
(�53)

$300

6�4
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA0090707 (P.89) and one hundred 
billion dollars, Special Agro Cheque, �st July 2008, 
AB0348847 (P. 64) both enclosed in perspex presentation 
holders with accompanying certificates. Uncirculated. (2)

$80

6�5
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA008890�/89000 (P.89) a run of 
one hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$300

6�6
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA009050�/600 (P.89) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$300

6�7
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA009060�/700 (P.89) a run of one 
hundred notes. Uncirculated. (�00)

$300

6�8
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare 2008, AA0090704/�0 a run of seven, 
AA00907�5/800 a run of eighty six and AA0090860/88 
a run of twenty nine. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. 
(�22)

$350

6�9
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA009�00�/�00 (P.89 a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$300

620
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA009�30�/400 (P.89) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$300

62�*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA009�50�/600 (P.89) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$300
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622*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA009�60�/700 (P.89) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$300

623*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA009�70�/800 (P.89) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$300

624*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA009�80�/900 (P.89) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$300
625
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, twenty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA009090�/�000 (P.89) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$300
626
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, AA0545202 (P.90). In perspex presentation 
frame with accompanying certificate, uncirculated. 

$60
627
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008 ZA000300�/�00 (P.90) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. First thirty five or so notes 
with top left corner creases, otherwise nearly uncirculated 
- uncirculated. (�00)

$600

628
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000330�/400 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

629
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000340�/500 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

630
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000350�/600 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

63�
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZAA000360�/3700 (P.90) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

632
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000380�/3900 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

633
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000400�/4�00 (P.89) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

634
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion 
dollars, Harare 2008, ZA0004�03/9 a run of seven and 
ZA004��6/200 a run of ninety five (P.90). Uncirculated. 
(97)

$300

635
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000440�/500 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

636
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000450�/60� (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

637
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000460�/70� (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

638
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZAA000480�/900 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

639
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA0005�0�/200 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000
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640
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000520�/300 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

64�
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000540�/5500 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

642
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000550�/600 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

643
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000570�/800 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

644
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, ZA000590�/6000 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

645
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, AA0545205/300 (P.90) a run of ninety six and 
AA0545328/88 a run of sixty one. Uncirculated. (�57)

$700

646*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, AA054550�/600 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

647
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, AA05460�/700 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

648
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, AA054570�/800 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

649
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, AA05480�/900 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

650*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, AA054590�/6000 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

65�*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, fifty trillion dollars, 
Harare, 2008, AA54540�/500 (P.90) a run of one hundred 
notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$�,000

652*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA43�7066/73 (P.9�) a run of eight. 
Uncirculated. (8)

$200
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653
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred trillion 
dollars, Harare 2008, AA4600520 (P.9�). In sealed perspex 
container with accompanying certificate, uncirculated. 

$60

654*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA460�05�/�00 (P.9�) a run of fifty. 
Uncirculated. (50)

$�,250

655*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred trillion 
dollars, AA4600�0�/200 (P.9�) a run of one hundred notes 
with bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$2,500

656*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA460�20�/300 (P.9�) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$2,500

657*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA460�30�/400 (P.9�) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$2,500

658*
Zimbabwe, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, one hundred trillion 
dollars, Harare, 2008, AA460�50�/600 (P.9�) a run of one 
hundred notes in bank wrapper. Uncirculated. (�00)

$2,500

659
World banknotes, Asian nations, Ceylon, ten cents, �.2.�942 
(P.43); one rupee, �.2.�94� (9.34); Hong Kong, Government 
of Hong Kong, one dollar, undated (�936) (P.3�2); Japan, 
ten yen, undated (�930) (P.40) (4); Malaya and British North 
Borneo, ten cents, �5.8.�940 (P.2); one dollars, �.7.�94� 
(P.��), �.3.�959 (P.8). Nearly fine - very fine. (�0)

$80

660
World banknotes, collection in two albums, includes 
Australia R76c (pair), R34b (gEF), R�0, R�� (2), �3 (3), New 
Zealand Star note set (Hardie), (�977, �98�), Lefeaux one 
pound, also Postal Note 2/- NSW�947. Fair - uncirculated. 
(95)

$900

66�
World banknotes, c�898-�969, Austria, one thousand 
kronen, �902 (4); Brazil, twenty, fifty, one hundred, five 
hundred and one thousand cruzeiros; China (8), Mexico, 
�969 (5), JIM money (��0); Germany, �9�0-�923 (40) 
includes notgeld; Hong Kong, Hungary, �920-�962, various 
denominations in mixed quantities, (�04); Russia, �898-
�9�9 (30); Soviet Union (8), �934-�938, �96�. Housed in a 
ring binder, poor - nearly extremely fine. (approx 242)

$350

662
World banknotes, Cyprus, one lira, �994; Jersey, one pound 
(�983-93); Italy, one thousand lire, �982, �990, 2000; Malta, 
one lira, �979; France, twenty francs �99�-�993. Extremely 
fine - virtually uncirculated. (9)

$80
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663
World banknotes, Egypt, five piastres, �9�8 and �940, ten 
piastres �940; Lebanon, ten piastres, �944, fifty piastres, 
�942; Syria, five piastres, �944, twenty five piastres, �942, 
one livre, �939. Very good - very fine. (8)

$60

664
World banknotes, European nations, a mixture from a variety 
of nations, mostly Central and Eastern c�920-65. Most very 
fine - extremely fine. (�2)

$60

665
World banknotes, all circulated, Fiji, �970's-80's (7) (F.V = 
$7.00); New Zealand, signatures, Wilkes; Knight and Hardie 
(23) (F.V = $86.00). Very good - very fine. (30)

$80

666
World banknotes, including Great Britain, Queen Elizabeth II 
issues, five pounds (4), ten pounds (�3), twenty pounds (�0), 
fifty pounds (2); Euro 2002 (five (�), fifty (�0), one hundred 
(�0)); Thailand (�3, 2250 baht); Israel (2);
Australia (R. 78, 89, 3�0 b); Fiji five shillings �962. 
Fair - extremely fine. (60)

$500

Ex John Kennedy McLaughlin Collection.

667
World banknotes, Mozambique, ten centavos, �9�4 (P.53) 
(writing on top and bottom margins); Belgian Congo, five 
francs, �947 (P.�3Ad), ten francs, �944 (P.�4D). Nearly 
fine - fine. (3)

$50

668
World banknotes, a selection, Rhodesia, one dollar, �978; 
Zambia, two kwacha, (�986-88), fifty kwacha (�986-88) (2); 
Suriname, ten, twenty five, one hundred and one thousand 
gulden, 2000; Liberia, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred 
dollars, 2003-04; Russia, fifty, two hundred, five hundred 
and one thousand rubles, �992; North Korea, ten won, �959. 
Uncirculated. (�8)

$60

669
World banknotes, an assortment from various nations, 
includes ration tickets, "funny money" and JIM, noted: 
Singapore, twenty dollars, undated (�979) (P.�2) (fine). Good 
- extremely fine. (40)

$60

670
World banknotes, includes two US cheques, Canada (3), 
Greece (3), Israel (2). Fair - very fine. (��)

$50

67�
World banknotes, "funny money" of a political nature, mostly 
from New Zealand, various issuers and denominations. 
Good very fine - uncirculated. (approx 45)

$60

672
World banknotes, an assortment from a variety of nations, 
all relatively modern, includes a proportion of funny money 
and some stamps. Very fine - uncirculated. (approx �00)

$60

673
World paper money derivatives, includes, Belgium, IBNS 
paper money fair entrance tickets (5); Czechoslovakia, petrol 
coupons (9), various types Ghana, premium bonds, �976 (2); 
Great Britain, Boroughs test note, Bank of England assorted 
labels (4); Hong Kong, Kowloon Cricket Club coupons, 
�986-88 (2); New Zealand, Art Union leaflet, �939, reply 
coupons, �973 (3), funny money (4); Rhodesia, pamphlet 
- Rhodesia's New Coins, �964. Very fine - uncirculated. 
(3�)

$70

674
World paper money derivatives, Lottery tickets, Burma, 
�985, Cuba, �947, �950, �952, �953, �954, �955, �956, 
�957; Germany, �925, �926; Mexico, �9�4, �930; Great 
Britain, funny money (3); Pakistan, five rupee prize bonds, 
�980 (4), ten rupees, �980 (with tab); USA, Disney dollars, 
various series dates (9), Banksyland dollars (4). Very fine 
- uncirculated. (34)

$70

675
World paper money derivatives, Hong Kong, Kowloon 
Cricket Club coupons, �979 (7); Hell Bank notes (3), various 
bus and tram tickets (7); New Zealand, Decimal Currency 
Practice Currency, sets, �0/-, £� (3), £5 (2), $2, $5 (3), $�0; 
bread coupons (6); milk coupons (7); Singapore Recreation 
Club coupons, �990 (6). Very fine - uncirculated. (47)

$70

676
World paper money derivatives, from various nations, 
includes funny money, training money, cheques, coupons, 
lottery and prize related, advertising chits. Very fine - 
uncirculated. (approx �00)

$�50

STAMPS 

677
Australia, George V, one penny red, engraved (SG.�7). 
MUH. 

$20

678*
Australia, Sydney Harbour Bridge, set to 5/- . MUH. (3)

$300
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679
Australia, George V, �928 3d kooka M/S (illustrated), 
together with single 3d kooka; lot includes �932 6d kooka 
and �/- lyre bird. MUH. (7)

$�50

part

680*
Australia, mixed late �920's to �952, noted arms to £2 (£2 
illustratd), robes to £� thick paper (£� illustrated); others 
include Vic. centenary 3d airmail, Sturt etc. MUH. (�5)

$�20

68�
Australia, blocks of four, some with imprints from �927 on, 
includes W.A. �d red and two pence yellow with one penny 
o/p, in damaged stock book. M-MUH. (approx.�20)

$50

682
Australia, �9�3-�9, mostly used, includes full BCOF set, 
Arms set, miniature sheet �928, �93� OS pair CTO, 6d 
MUH; John Glover $20 painting block of four MUH; all 
in binder album, some Seven Seas pages. Used - MUH. 
(approx �00) 

$250

683
Australia, �9�4-�967, mint issues in Stock books album, 
includes 5/- Bridge hinged, Robes set, Arms set, pre dec 
Navigatiors & Birds, includes many blocks of four. Mint 
- MUH. (approx 200)

$400

684
Australia, decimals, mint sheet file with �97� Xmas on to 
�982 (F.V. approx $�80), also Great Britain �972 Silver 
Wedding omnibus series in deluxe album. MUH. (�00s)

$�00

685
Australia, decimal mint sheets (33) and part sheets (3), �976 
- �980, assorted denominations, �5c to 55c includes sheet 
of $�0 Tom Roberts; themes, Christmas, Year of the Child, 
cricket, dogs, fishing, folklore, Australian scenes, anniversary 
of Western Australia, High Court Canberra, Stamp Week 
(FV $�526). MUH. (lot)

$800

686
Australia, one dollar booklets (Eucalyptus) (2), 60c booklets 
(2); P.O. packs (5), Seasons Greetings cards (5), FDC (5); Year 
of the Monkey 20�6 folder Christmas Island. MUH. (20)

$40

687
Australia, Australia Post Yearbooks, �985, �986, �987, 
�988 (2, standard & Bicentennial), �989, �990, �99�, �992, 
�993, �994, �995, �996, �997, �998, �999, 2000; Decimal 
Album, first edition, by Seven Seas Stamps; themed decimal 
mint packs (4). MUH. (22)

$300

688
Australia, Australia Post Year Books �982-4 (3); album in 
thematic series, British Commonwealth, Royal Wedding (2), 
Guide book catalogues including S.G. world, loose stamps 
in boxes all in two plastic bins. Used - MUH. (�00s)

$�00
689
Australia, Australia Post Year Books, �987 (2); Sydney 
2000 Gold Medalists stamp album and mint sheets (�8). 
MUH. (2�)

$�00
690
Australia, Bicentennial Collection, �988 (3); Bicentennial 
themed stamps including mint packs, FDC's and stamped 
covers (7 albums); Naru, an album of mint packs, various 
denominations and issues; Norfolk Island, an album of 
mint packs FDC's, various denominations. Except for the 
Bicentennial Collection, all in well kept Lighthouse albums. 
MUH. (7 albums)

$280
Ex David Ross Collection.

69�
Australia, Bicentennial collection �988, in five cliplock 
folders (four by Lighthouse), all in slipcases, containing First 
Day Cover and Post Office packs by various manufactures. 
MUH and used. (lot)

$�00
Ex David Ross Collection.

692
Australia Post Year Books, �994-97, �998 - 20�3 (3 of 
each). MUH. (52)

$800
693
Australia, Australian Gold Medallists, Athens, 2004, �4 
x �0 x 50c mint sheets, includes duplicate of Ian Thorpe. 
MUH. (�4)

$40
694
Australia, FDC albums (5) decimal issues, two albums of 
various Olympic Sydney 2000, Paralympics, Beijing, etc, all 
including pre-decimal Kingsford-Smith �93� pairs and two 
blocks of four; also five empty FDC albums. Used-MUH. 
(approx 300)

$200

695
Australia, an assortment, mostly decimal FDC's, includes a 
mint run of ten, 2005 and five, 20�2, for the Sydney Swans 
premiership. In a box, mostly MUH. (approx �50)

$60

696
Australian Antarctic Territory, an extensive range of issues 
stored in a Chinese stamp album, lot includes multiple 
issues from the first issues in �957 (�00), �959, �96� series, 
decimals first set to $� with duplication, many as used noted 
�/- dog team(42), 2/- penguins (6); series to $�, noted block 
of 20 of $� Resolution, etc., all with issues to the �970s, but 
with much duplication. Appears to be mostly used, some 
MUH. (�00s)

$80

697
Australia and world in eight albums, including Niue in old 
pocket book album; FDC's, in one heavy carton. Mostly 
used, used MUH. (�00s)

$�50
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.
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698
British Commonwealth, an extensive range of issues from 
A-H stored in a Lindner blue 30 leaf stock book, lot includes 
multiple issues of low values, several as short sets etc 
from Aden, Anguilla, Antigua, BWI, Ascension, Bahamas, 
Barbados, Basutoland, Bechuanaland, Bermuda, Botswana, 
BAT, British Guiana, British Honduras, BIOT, Solomon 
Islands, Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Cape of Good Hope, 
Cyprus (noted KGV £� used), Dominica, Falkland Islands, 
Fiji, Gambia, Gibraltar, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, Gold Coast, 
etc. Many used, mostly mint/MUH. (�000s)

$�60
699
British Commonwealth, an extensive range of issues from J-Z 
stored in a King red 30 leaf stock book, lot includes multiple 
issues of low values, several as short sets including those 
from Jamaica, Leeward Islands, Malawi, Maldive Islands, 
Mauritius, Monserrat, Namibia, Natal, Nevis, Northern 
Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Orange Free State, Rhodesia, and 
Nyasaland, Ross Dep., Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somaliland, 
Southern Rhodesia, South Georgia, Swaziland, St. Kitts etc., 
Saint Helena, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent, Tonga, Transvaal, 
Tristan da Cunha, Turks & Caicos Is., Zambia, Zimbabwe, 
with extensive duplication. A few used mostly, mint/MUH. 
(�000s)

$�60

700
China, collection of about 450 stamps on 4� pages, including 
Manuchuria, Taiwan �920-�960's; The Mongolian People 
Republic collection (��0). Used - MUH. (560)

$�50

Ex David Featherstone/L McNaught Collection.

70�*
China, one wen, �967, Thoughts of Charman Mao, 
overstamped "Peking �967" three times. MUH. (�0 
stamps)

$800

702
Egypt and Turkey, three large stockbooks of each nation, 
c�870's - �980's. Used - MUH. (2000 +) 

$200

703
French Colonies, A - Z in two stock books. Used - MUH. 
(approx 300)

$60

704
Ghana and Nigeria, an extensive range of issues stored in a 
Chinese stamp album, lot includes multiple issues from the 
�957 series O/P on Gold Coast; Nigeria, minor issues from 
KGV - QEII with values to 5/-, all with issues to the �970s, 
but with much duplication. Appears to be mostly used, a 
few mint/MUH. (�00s)

$80
705
Great Britain, Regional issues, includes Channel Islands, 
Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man, Alderney. In a large stockbook, 
used - MUH. (�000 +) 

$�00
706
Grenada, a mixed range of issues stored in a small Chinese 
stamp album, lot includes multiple pictorial issues from QEII 
reign during the post �960 to �980s, but with extensive 
duplication. Used, a few mint/MUH. (about 200)

$40

707*
India, collection of catalogued stamps in a cliplock folder 
on Hagner sheets of issues from �854 noted used QV half 
annas blue SG 5-�0 (�0); one anna red (3) SG ��-�2, two 
annas SG 3� (3), 4 annas indigo and red cut to shape (3); 
other Victorian used issues �855-�902 (approx. 200); noted 
2r (3), 3r (3) and 5 rupees issues, Service, OHMS O/P isues 
and selected city stamps with interesting city issues; various 
(�7) covers including Bombay to Shirapoor �5 Se �864 fixed 
with half anna blue (SG 38) (illustrated) and pre-stamped 
envelopes of QV era; selection of special adhesive, receipts, 
revenue, foreign bill fees, document stamps and court fees 
(@�00); Edward VII issues �902-�9��, noted OHMS to 5 
rupees. O/P re-valuation issues and service issues, includes 
EDVII court fees etc and pre-stamped post cards (�4) and 
cover to Munich from Bagdad fixed with a two annas and 6 
pies (SG �26) dated �9�2 (illustrated). Mostly used. (�00s)

$300
Ex John Cresswell Collection.
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708*
India, collection of catalogued stamps and covers in a 
cliplock folder on Hagner sheets mostly as used issues 
from �9�� noted used KGV issues to �5 rupees, (SG �90 
illustrated) and �0 rupees (SG 2�8 illustrated); air mail, 
inauguration of New Delhi and silver Jubilee sets, various 
Service issues of KGV, a few perfins, stamps with identified 
postmarks, court fees and stamp charges; KGV stamp covers 
and pre-paid post cards, a similar selection of KGVI issues 
to 25 rupees noted �5 rupees etc ; O/P issues for Kuwait to 
�953, Muscat complete mint/-MUH; Bahrain; KGVI court 
fees (24), saving certificates to �000 rupees, various covers 
including Censor and pre-stamped post cards etc. Mostly 
used. (�00s)

$200
Ex John Cresswell Collection.

709*
India, collection of catalogued stamps and covers etc in four 
(4) cliplock folders with issues on Hagner sheets mostly as 
used issues from �947 noted, MUH �0 rupees Ghandi �948 
(SG 308 illustrated); also �0 rupees unused (SG 323 toned); 
other issues mostly used to year 2000; lot also includes covers 
(some as FDC), pre-stamped envelopes and banknotes one 
rupee - 2000 rupees, some hundi notes etc.; special stamps, 
health, social security, court fees etc. Mostly used, some 
mint/MUH. (�00s)

$200
Ex John Cresswell Collection.

7�0
India, a collection of unused pre-stamped covers or cards 
(8) of QV; other FDCs of India from �96� - �969, others 
from �980s, several as cards portaying photos of Indian 
ancient coins (8), all housed on covered plastic sheets in a 
cliplock folder, most FDC's are un-named. Mostly fine used, 
an interesting lot. (approx �40)

$�00

Ex John Cresswell Collection.

7��*
India related, a collection of unused and used stamps, 
housed on Hagner sheets in a cliplock album, includes issues 
for the CEF (Chinese Expeditionary Force) (��); the IEF 
(Indian Expeditionary Force) (6) and others O/P on Turkish 
Fiscal issues; mint India issues for the Congo �962 (6); for 
Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam �954 and �960 issues (24); 
Japanese cinderallas (Azad Hind); selected issues for French 
Indian settlements (75); unused pre-stamped envelopes 
(5) and a cover used 9 May �9�7 to Egypt (illustrated); 
Portuguese India issues, mostly used (approx. 300); various 
banknotes from Pakistan and India (�3), other items include 
mint blocks (up to �2), singles etc of various Indian native 
states, Burma and Pakistan and one anna fiscal stamps (34) 
etc. Mostly fine used, some mint/MUH an interesting lot. 
(approx 650)

$200

Ex John Cresswell Collection.
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7�2*
India, collection of partially catalogued stamps in 6 (six) 
cliplock folders on Hagner sheets and one stock book in 
Chinese style album, of issues from the Indian Native states 
all arranged in a neat alphabetical order; albums some have 
a listing of states on frontpiece, eg A to B (@30 states) mostly 
duty stamps and court fees; C to G (@20 states), noted 
Chamba (@50 stamps), postcards (one example unused 
EIC with O/P, Charkhari (@50 including forgeries in blocks, 
Cochin (@250) + duty stamps, Datia, Dewas, Dhar, Faridkot, 
@50 stamps, and mint block forgeries, postcards, Gondal, 
Cochin Anchal etc; G to P (@ 30 states), similar lot with 
many duty stamps and postcards etc; J - states (including 
Jaisalmer, Jawhar, Jodhpur, Junagadh, Kutch, Kishangar, 
Kotah, etc) includes many pre-stamped postcards; another 
stock book of Cochin Anchal, etc only a few leaves of issues; 
P to W (@35 states) all includes duty stamps, court fees, a 
few noted as forgeries, stamp covers ; another album with 
Hyderabad, Idar, Jaipur, Sikar, Jaisalmir, Jaipur with stamp 
mint blocks Jammu and Kashmir, other states to Jind; all 
with pre-stamped postcards, photos etc, also partial mint 
sheets; an extensive range of issues for further expansion, 
some duplication etc. Mint and used. (�000s)

$300

Ex John Cresswell Collection.

7�3*
India, collection of Bangladash. Burma, Ceylon, these stamps 
in a cliplock folder of issues from these countries on Hagner 
sheets, Bangladash, mint and used (@�00); similar for Burma 
values to 2 rupees other of Interim Government set to �0 
rupees mint (SG 68-82); later issues (@200); Service issues 
and Japanese Occupation (@�20), covers and prestamped 
postcards (8) (illustrated example with CDS �5 May 35 from 
Bogalay Bazar Rangoon to Singapore with B/S/ M. Nassim 
70 High Street, Singapore);various JIM banknotes set for 
Burma to �00 rupees; Ceylon, stamp collection with O/P, 
KGV to 2 rupees, KGVI to 5 Rupees and others etc, duty 
stamps, Service and Telegraph issues etc (@250); a collection 
of Huindi cheques for various vales full described (4, one 
illustrated). Mostly used. (�00s)

$�50
Ex John Cresswell Collection.

7�4
India, collection of partially catalogued stamps in a cliplock 
folder on Hagner sheets of issues from the Indian Sub-
Continent for the following areas, Bahawalpur to Sri Lanka; 
Bahawalpur (now part of Pakistan) issues mint from �945-
�949 (�2); Bhutam mint/used colourful issues to �982 (6�); 
Burma O/P etc �937-�974 (@75); Ceylon (Sri Lanka) to �988 
noted O/P on QV others low values etc some duplication 
(total @250) also includes French India, Maldive Islands 
(@�00); Nepal, Pakistan and Portuguese India. Mint and 
used. (�00s)

$�00
Ex John Cresswell Collection.
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7�5*
India, New Zealand and others, a collection of some 
described flight covers etc in a cliplock folder with issues on 
sheets, covers are used several as first flight covers with a 
detailed typed description, many fixed with Indian stamps (eg 
Helicopter Mail Antartica) (illustrated), several as unusual 
covers from Bhutan, Malaya, another first flight Dacca to 
Hanoi 4.��.�973, NZ first Xmas mail �93� (Gisborne to 
Auckland), Faith in Australia, flights with NZ (2), Australia 
NZ �934 flights (4); other NZ special flight covers c. �934, 
�936, �937, �940, �94�, �943 and other covers. Mostly fine 
used, and interesting lot. (approx 40)

$�00

Ex John Cresswell Collection.

7�6
India, Indian native states, together with issues from 
Burma (Myanmar) stored in a 8 page red stock book, much 
duplication, noted Bahawalpur, Bhopal, Charkhari, Jaipur, 
Cochin, Hyderabad, Patiala, Travancore and others; Burma 
issues from KGV O/P and later with duplication, noted post 
war issues to �990s. Mostly used a few mint/MUH. (�00s)

$80

7�7
Iran/ Persia, various issues and denominations, includes 
�9�� Ahmed Mirza issue, marked as "very high cat value" 
by Collector, in one large and one medium sized stockbooks. 
Used - MUH. (500 +) 

$�50

7�8
Ireland (Eire), an extensive range of issues stored in a King 
brown 30 leaf stock book, lot includes multiple issues from 
the �920s-30s all low values, definitives and commem. issues 
generally the common issues from the �930s - �990s, with 
values to £5, but with much duplication. Appears to be all 
used. (�000s)

$80

7�9
Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika together with Tanzania, an 
extensive range of issues stored in a Chinese stamp album, lot 
includes multiple issues from the 20th century, series mostly 
post �960 to �980s, but with much duplication. Appears to 
be mostly used, a few mint/MUH. (�00s)

$80

720
Latin American nations, twenty one different nations in three 
small and two large albums. Used - MUH. (approx 600)

$�00

72�
Latvia and Lithuania, various issues and denominations, 
c�920 - �980. In two small albums, mostly unused/cancelled, 
used - MUH. (2)

$40

722
Liberia and South West Africa, various issues and 
denominations, c�930's - �980's. Used - MUH. (approx 
500)

$80

723
Mongolia, various issues and denominations, c�970's-90's. 
In a large stockbook, used - MUH. (approx 250)

$60

724
Malaya, Malay states, together with issues fromMalaysia 
and Singapore, stored in a 8 page blue Lighthouse stock 
book, with some duplication, noted British North Borneo 
including cancelled remainders, selected minor issues of 
states. Used. (�00s)

$80

725
Pakistan and Nepal, Indian native states, together with issues 
from Burma (Myanmar) stored in a �6 page green stock 
book, much duplication, noted issues from �947 (O/P) to 
� rupee; others in quantity to �970s, includes Service O/P 
issues, Nepal a range of recent issues. Mostly used a few 
mint/MUH. (�00s)

$80

726
Papua New Guinea, Seven Seas albums (2), with �952-�988, 
plus extras; FDC album (4), plus stock books (6), plus loose 
FDC etc, all in one large plastic box. Used - MUH. (�00s)

$200

727
World, Hagner album of Channel Islands and Isle of Man, 
another of Island states, Norfolk, Nauru, Christmas, PNG 
Year Book (2), album of PNG & Australia; A PNG album, 
sheet file with part sheets, blocks etc. of Keeling Cocos, 
Pitcairn; Stock book albums by Lighthouse of PNG, Samoa, 
Pitcairn, Fiji, a parcel of Great Britain P.O. packs; a Chinese 
stock book with some New Zealand; Movaleaf green album 
with sets of mint Chinese, some with overprints, all in 
suitcase and plastic bin. Used - MUH. (�000s)

$500
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728*
World, a collection of flight covers with photos, mostly linked 
to India, with issues from �9�� (early as commem covers), 
first UK flight London to Windsor (illustrated); �st German 
flight cover �9�2 (illustrated); �9�2 waterplane circuit flight 
cover; others first flight (trial) 30/��/�93�; Karachi-London 
6 April �929; Similar December �929 (2); Australian flight 
covers Feb �930 to London, from Sydney; Registered Port 
Moresby to Bristol; Australia to England 23 April �93�; etc 
all from �930s including New Zealand, India, �93�-�933 
(20 covers); all housed on covered plastic sheets in a cliplock 
folder with extensive other photographs and descriptive 
text, all covers are named. Mostly fine used, an interesting 
lot. (approx 60)

$400
Ex John Cresswell Collection.

729*
World, Crash Covers and other Air Mail Covers as a 
collection, all housed on yellow sheets in plastic sheet slip 
covers in a cliplock album, includes detailed descriptions and 
photographs of plane types etc., crashes includes Imperial 
Airways cover 29 Sept. �936 (illustrated, edge burnt); 
another 23 Nov.�938 near Baghdad, carried 60 mail bags, 
cover Auckland from South Kensington; another Sydney 
to London water damage June �939 (illustrated); another 
Moose Jaw Canada April 8, �954 crashed and partially 
burned; another London-Sydney crash �3.3.�954 and 
another as an aerogramme; another BOAC Prestwick crash 
25.�2.54; another crash July 5 �970 Bombay to Toronto; 
together with a wide selection of India Air Mail Covers 
(noted Censored covers, 7 covers); Registered Air Mail 
- Aden to India 3� Oct �945), another Kerala to Toronto 
3�.�.47; Inaugural flights 8 June �948 (3), many others of 
the early �950s including BOAC; Qantas flight Coronation 
2 June �953 Singapore - London; mostly India issues special 
flights �960s, noted early cover - Bombay to Canton Feb-
March �936 (illustrated); profusely illustrated throughout. 
Mostly fine except for damaged by crash covers, some rare, 
an interesting lot. (76)

$400
Ex John Cresswell Collection.
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730
World stamps, an assortment, mostly Australian decimal, 
includes some mint packs �980's-90's, an album of world 
stamps at glance mostly cancelled, also noted mini sheet, �0 
x $�0.00 kangaroo & Map, �9�3-20�3; PNC's, fifty cents, 
�994 (6), dollar, 20�0. Used - MUH. (�00s)

$80
73�
World stamps, an assortment from a variety of nations, 
c�890s-�980s, many cancelled, countries include Albania, 
Bulgaria �879-�970, Brazil and South America; British 
Commonwealth (Queen Victoria); North Korea; Australian 
framas �984-9�. Used - MUH. (approx 2500)

$200
Ex D.Featherstone/L.McNaught Collection.

732
World stamps, one album of Austrian, incomplete, another 
with German, c�945-�990. Mostly cancelled, used/cancelled 
- MUH. 

$30
733
World stamps, three albums, includes, Australia, Japan, 
Maldives, Sri Lanka, Tuvalu, Samoa. Used/cancelled - MUH. 
(3)

$�20
734
World stamps, four large stock books, includes, British 
Africa; Australia, PNG; Cocos Keeling Is, Christmas Is, Fiji. 
Used - MUH. (4)

$�00

735
World stamps, four large stock books, includes, British 
Commonwealth, �960's-80's, Japan, Thailand, Russia, 
Vietnam, Middle East, Hungary; Omnibus collection of 
Lindner, �98� Royal Wedding. Used/cancelled - MUH. (4)

$200

736
World stamps, a large variety of nations, mostly British 
Commonwealth nations, �970's-80's, in three large stock 
books. Used - MUH. (3)

$�00

737
World stamps, , includes the following nations, Ceylon & Sri 
Lanka; Hong Kong; Malta; Philippines. In two large stock 
books. Used - MUH. (�000 +) 

$�00

738
World stamps,  , three large stock books, includes, Great 
Britain, Channel Islands, Europe and Africa. Used - MUH. 
(3)

$�20

739
World stamps, three large stock books includes Norfolk 
Island, Malaysia, New Zealand, PNG, mostly �960's-80's. 
Used - MUH. (3)

$�00

740
World stamps, three large stock books, a large variety of 
nations and denominations, from Pacific Island nations, 
British Commonwealth nations, Eastern European nations. 
Used/cancelled - MUH. (3)

$�20

74�
World stamps, three large stock books, a large variety of 
nations and denominations, South East Asian nations, British 
Commonwealth nations. Used - MUH. (3)

$�20

742
World stamps, mostly Sudan and South Africa in four 
albums, early Hong Kong in pocket size stock book, some 
MUH packs or sets; all in one open carton. Used-MUH. 
(�00s)

$�00

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

743
World stamps, four large stock books (3 partially filled), 
includes, USA, PNG, Japan, mint sheets - �977, Gibraltar, 
St Helena, Seychelles, Sri Lanka, Kiribati, Singapore. Used/
cancelled - MUH. (4)

$�50

744
World stamps, three large albums, a large variety of nations 
includes miniature sheets, mostly �960's-70's. In three large 
albums, used - MUH. (3)

$�20

745
World stamps, three large albums, a variety of nations, 
denominations and issues, mostly �960's-70's. Used - MUH. 
(3)

$�20

746
World, a range of issues in two old albums, one a Triumph 
Stamp Album with a good range of issues, another an old 
Improved Stamp Album (most stamps removed); a near 
complete �953 Coronation ombinus set, a range low values 
of �948 wedding sets, on leaves blocks of 6d kooka and 
4d koala with T perf on each stamp, New Zealand mint 
on leaves post �940 and a large quantity of world issues 
including Victoria and US issues. MUH, mint and used. 
(�00s)

$�50

747
Australia, P.O. packs (2), FDC (2) album of world; also 
six banknotes ($�5 face) carded mint dollars �984 (3), pre 
decimal silver shillings (3), sixpences (�6), threepencs (4), 
silver pocket watch. Poor - uncirculated. (36)

$50

748
The Kevin Nelson Collection, Commonwealth of Australia 
Postal History �90�-�94� book; The Cecil Walkley 
Collection, Postal History of Western Australia book, both 
published 27 November 20�0; also pin-back silver badge 
with pearl attached at front, XVIe Congress UPU Tokyo 
�969, issued for Universal Postal Union Congress held in 
Tokyo. Extremely fine. (3)

$50

749
Postcards, various types, includes sights from old Sydney, 
Britain and others c�890 - �930. All written on, mostly fine 
- very fine. (approx ��0)

$60
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750
Australia, Postcards in heavy album (3) with many empty 
pages (heavy plastic) also albums of used decimal. Used-
MUH. (�00s)

$�00

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

75�
Postcards of Sydney landmarks and sights, in lightly filled 
albums (approx 50); Postcards of the world in 5 Albums. 
Fine. (lot)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

752
New Zealand, phonecards, various denominations,c.�992-
95 (27) (approx F. V =NZD $250.00); Commonwealth 
nations, various, mint stamps for the 25th anniversary of 
the Coronation (2� sheets of 6 stamps each), with official 
album. MUH/UNC. (48)

$60

753
Assorted coupons, postcards, photos and memorabilia 
�800's through to �900's, weight �0kgs. Fine. (�00's) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

754
A collectors edition of Pay-Tel Australian phone cards, all 
sealed including many limited editions. In excess of 50, 
�0kg. Very Fine. 

$�00

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

NUMISMATIC AND OTHER 
LITERATURE 

755
Abner Kreisberg, a collection of auction catalogues from 
years �958-�965. Good. (�0)

$30

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

756
The American Numismatic Association, issues of 'The 
Numismatist' from years �964-�968. Fine. (2�)

$20

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

757
American numismatic literature, an assortment, including 
'Official ANA Grading Standards for United States Coins', 
by the American Numismatic Association, Racine, �98�, 
352 pp., binding almost undone; 'America's Foreign Coins', 
by Oscar Schilke and Raphael Solomon, New York, �964, 
2�� pp.; 'A Guide Book of United States Coins 20�2', by 
R.S.Yeoman and Kenneth Bressett, Atlanta, 20��, 430 pp. 
Nearly fine. (3)

$40

758
Australian Banknotes, Michael P. Vort-Ronald (3); Banks 
of Issue in Australia, hardcover, Michael P. Vort-Ronald 
(6); Australian Decimal Banknotes, Michael P. Vort-Ronald 
(�0). Fine. (�9) 

$50
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

759
Assortment of Military Literature, including The Amor 
Centenary Award Medals by Amor �888 - �988, Gallant 
and Distinguished Service Vietnam �962-�973 by I.L Barnes.
Fine. (30+) 

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

760
Asian Numismatic Literature, including Revised Edition of 
Oriental Old Coins Priced Reproductions issued by Tamotsu 
Mutsuhara of World Coin Co. Handbound and typewritten 
booklets including, Coins, Amulets of China, Japan and 
Korea, China by W.L. Jacobs �969. All Fine. (�4)

$50
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

76�
Assorted catalogues of Australian and World Coins, Spinks 
circa �970's through to �990's, weight 20kg. Fine. (30+) 

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

762
Australia numismatics, first edition Carlisle Medals from 
�788, published �983; Mira Noble NSW Holey Dollar 
published �988; Armstrong and Carlisle Agricultural medals 
published 20�6. Very fine. (3)

$�00
763
Assorted Numismatic Literature Money, Coins and Tokens 
predominantly Australian, Australian Numismatist The 
Numismatic Association of Victoria (�00+), Isle of Man 
coins, Royal Australian Mint Annual Reports �960's - 
�980's, weight 25kg. Fine. (�00's) 

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

764
Assorted Numismatic Literature, including Australian 
Numismatic Society�97� - 73, various other publications, 
weight �0kg. Fine. (�00+) 

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

765
Australian Coin Review, from Vol � no� to Vol 2 no7, 56 
issues; New Zealand Journals �955 - �988, 20kg. Fine. 
(50+) 

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

766
Australian Coin Review Magazines, early �990's, � box, 
weight �5kg. Fine. (50+) 

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

767
Eclectic Literature Australian Coin World, Vol � �966 - 
67, hardbound pp433, Sydney Transport Studies in Urban 
History, Kings Rulers and Statesmen, German Telecard 
Catalogue �994, weight �5kg. Fine. (30+) 

$�0
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.
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768
Numismatic Literature, Tasmanian Promissory Notes by 
Roger V. McNeice multiple copies, Australian Coinage by 
W.J. Mullett An Account of Particular Coins, The Story of 
Money presented by the Commonwealth Bank, Jaggard Coins 
Australia Catalogues �980's, Renniks Australian Coins and 
Banknote Values pp 353, Central Bank of the Philippines 
�949 - �974, pp 243, weight �5kg. All fine. (30+) 

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

769
Banks of Issue in Australia, Michael P.Vort-Ronald pp 33�, 
weight �0kg. Fine. (8)

$20
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

770
British Museum, A Catalogue of The Greek Coins of Pontus, 
Paphlagonia, Bithynia and the Kingdom of Bosporus, 39 
plates, xliv + 249pps, Forni reprint �964. As new, extremely 
fine. 

$50
77�
British Museum, A Catalogue of The Greek Coins of Lydia, 
45 plates and one map, cl + 440pps, �90�, Forni reprint 
�964. As new, extremely fine. 

$50
772
British Museum, A Catalogue of The Greek Coins of Phrygia, 
53 plates, cvi + 49�pps, �906 Forni reprint �964. As new, 
extremely fine. 

$50
773
British Museum, A Catalogue of The Greek Coins of Parthia, 
37 plates, lxxxviii + 289pps, �90�, Forni reprint �964. As 
new, extremely fine. 

$50
774
British Museum, A Catalogue of The Greek Coins of 
Alexandria, 32 plates, c + 395pps, �892, Forni reprint �964. 
As new, extremely fine. 

$50
775
Coin & Medal News, a large collection of issues from �980's 
onwards. Fine-very fine. (223)

$50
Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

776
Crellin, Andrew., The Coinage of Colonial Australia, 
Kogarah, 2004, signed copy. As new. 

$30
777
Kent, J.P.C, Hirmer, M., and Hirmer, A., 'Roman Coins', 
London, �978, 368 pp., green hardcover with dust jacket. 
Fine. 

$�20
778
Litherland, A.R & Simpkin, B.T., Standard Catalogue of 
British Orders Decorations & Medals with valuations, Spink, 
London, �990, 222pp.; Joslin, E.C. & Litherland, A.R. & 
Simpkin, B.T., British Battles & Medals, Spink, London, 
�988, �99pp, (2); Wedgwood Olympic plate, Munich �972, 
stamped Wedgwood; Wedgwood Olympic plate, Montreal 
�976, marked Wedgwood; small porcelain foal, European 
manufacture, brown and cream. Very fine. (5)

$50

779
Catalogues, The Metropolitan Coin Club of Sydney, The 
Sutton Coin Bulletin, Blacktown Auctions, P&M Eccles, 
Centenary Brochure New South Wales Police Force �862 
- �962, weight �5kg. Fine. (�00+) 

$�0
Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

780
Military Literature, The Rehearsal Australians at War in the 
Sudan �885, Inglis pp�76, Australian Winners of the Victoria 
Cross in the Great War �9�4-�9, The Medals of our Fighting 
Men by Stanley Johnson, Official History A State at War 
Badham Jackson pp �45, weight �5kg. Fine. (30+) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

78�
W.J. Noble Collection of British Tickets and Passes World 
Tokens, hardbound, August �999, The W.J. Noble Collection 
of British Tokens, hardbound, July �998, The Dr. Alan 
Nicholson Collection of Australian Banknotes & Paper 
Currency, �7 of 50 and 2� of 50, hardbound limited edition, 
Spink Australian and World Coins November �98� and 
March �988. Very fine. (8)

$�00

Ex Mark E. Freehill

782
Noble Numismatics Sale No. 49 Part B, The Dr. Alan 
Nicholson Collection of Australian Banknotes & Paper 
Currency November �995, pp 206, hardbound limited 
edition, number �9 of 50. Extremely fine. 

$80

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

783
Numismatic Literature, volumes of 'The Numismatic 
Chronical and Journal of the Royal Numismatic society' 
including, No 9, �0, �2, �6 (ripped)22, 23, 38, 60, 65, 66, 
67, 68; �6 has had title page torn off and is contained loose 
within, some have minor annotations in pencil, otherwise 
despite signs of age in fair condition; Volume � part � of 
the 'Transactions of the Yorkshire Numismatic Society'. 
Fair. (�0)

$40

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

784
Numismatic literature, five editions of 'The Pocketbook 
Guide to Australian Coins and Banknotes', by Greg 
McDonald, including 2nd, 3rd, 7th, 9th, and 22nd Ed; 7th 
Ed has an autograph from the authour addressed to Tony 
Richardson, while others have minor annotations within 
and on the front cover; the 2007 and 2009 editions of 'The 
New Zealand Coin & Banknote Catalogue', by Howard 
Mitchell. Good-fine. (8)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.
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785*
Report of the Committee of the Society of Arts, &c. together 
with the Approved Communications and Evidence Upon 
the Same, relative to the mode of Preventing the Forgery of 
Banknotes, printed by the Society, London, �8�9, 72pps; 
blank pages at back of book affixed with newspaper 
clippings, letters and a booklet 'How to Detect Forged 
BankNotes', London, �856. With handwritten notations on 
first three pages, a book plate on inside front cover 'Walter 
Hawkins', front cover broken away from spine, general 
wear, good. 

$900

Ex Spink (London) Sale ��040 (lot 352) 3rd October 20��.

786
Sear, David R., Greek Imperial Coins and their values, �982 
edition, 636 pps, illustrations throughout, tables and maps; 
another Roman Coins and their values, 4th edition, �988 
reprint of �989, �2 plates, 388 pps; another similar 3rd 
revised edition �98�, �2 plates, 376 pps. Very fine or better 
all with original dust jackets. (3)

$60

Ex Greg McDonald Numismatic Library with stamp on the first page.

787
Spink & Son catalogues, early �990's, Spink Numismatic 
Circular various editions. Fine. (40)

$�00

Ex Mark E. Freehill.

788
Spink & Son Numismatics Zurich catalogues, hardbound, 
�979-�988. Fine. (22, approx �0kg) 

$50

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

789
Spink & Son, Issues of 'Modern Coins & Banknotes' ranging 
from �97�-�972 (5); original paperback issues of 'Spink 
Numismatic Circular' ranging from April �986-July 2009 
(approx 75); 'The Numismatic Circular Medal Supplement', 
January �984. Fine-very fine. (approx 8�)

$30

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

790
Spink & Son, military literature including multiple copies of 
the first, third, and fourth editions of 'The Standard catalogue 
of British Orders, Decorations & Medals, with valuations', 
by E.C.Joslin in a combination of pamphlets, paperbacks and 
hardcover copies and where the first edition is autographed 
by the authour (�0); 'Orders Decorations and Medals' (2); 
An autographed copy of 'Spink's Guide to the Wearing of 
Orders, Decorations and medals', Stephen Connelly, London, 
�986. Fine-very fine. (�3)

$40

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

79�

Standard Catalog of World Coins with Platinum and 
Palladium Issues 1601-Present 6th edition, George S. Cuhaj 
and Thomas Michael, hardbound pp �439, Standard Catalog 
of World Coins �80�-�900 7th Edition, Standard Catalog of 
World Coins world coin listings by date and mint �60�-�700, 
Chester Krause and Clifford Mishler, Standard Catalog of 
World Crowns and Talers �60�-Present, Standard Catalog 
of World Paper and Money general issues, �368-�960, �3th 
edition, George Cuhaj. Fine. (5)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

792
Triton Catalogues from 1998 - 2011, weight 20kg. Fine. 
(25)

$50

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

793
James Hardy Vaux, "Memoirs of James Hardy Vaux, A 
Swindler and Theif (sic) - Now Transported to New South 
Wales For The Second Time, And For Life", second edition, 
London �827, printed for Hunt and Clarke, 8vo, 288 pp, 
original binding. Very fine and rare. 

$200

James Hardy Vaux was an English born colourful character transported to 
NSW three times in �80�, �8�0, �83�. He wrote the first autobiography 
and the first dictionary of "flash language" in Australia.

794
Westpac, '200: The Westpac Story', Sydney, 20�7, 30� pp., 
hardcover with dust jacket. Fine. 

$80
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795
Assorted magazines, including, Coin and News various 
editions from �988 - 2008 (44), Australian Coin and 
Banknote Vol 6, February 2003 - December 2003 (��), Vol 
7 February 2004 - December 2004 (��),Coin and Banknote 
magazine (8), Australian Coin Review �980s - �990s, weight 
25kgs (50+). Fine. (lot)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

796
P.J. Downie Catalogues, from the �960's onwards, Stamps, 
Coins all in good condition 20kg. Fine. (�00+) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

797
Assortment of Catalogues, including GKG Catalogue of 
Australian, English and Foreign Coins and Tokens �970's 
(�9); Token Corresponding Society Bulletin �980's (�5); 
Schwer The Token Specialists �980's - �990's (25), weight 
8kg. Fine. (59)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

798
Various Numismatic Catalogues, Helios Numismatic 
German, 2008-20�2 (8), Freeman & Sear Mail Bid Sale �4-
�7 (4), Gemini Numismatic Auctions 2007-20�2 (6), and a 
number of single issues, Downies, Nomos, Baldwin, Edlins, 
approx �5kgs (35); Gibbons Stamp Monthly (30); Stamp 
and Coins Vol � - Vol 3, June �947 - Jan �950 approx �5kg 
(�9). Fine. (lot)

$80

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

799
Leu Numismatik, Auction 8 'The Collection of Regierungsrat 
Dr.iur Hans Krahenbuhl", Zurich 23 October 202�, 383 
pps, 404 lots, hard boundcoloured throughout, (collection 
of Greek and Roman Coins); Auction 9, "The Collection of 
Dipl-Ing Christian Gollnow", Zurich 24 October 202� (coins 
of the Civil War 68-9); �67 pps, 76 lots, hard bound coloured 
throughouts. Both about as new with dust jackets. (2)

$50

800
An eclectic assortment of numismatic literature and 
catalogues, including Hans Shulman �950's to �960's, 
Modern Coins, Coins of the Greek World The Thomas Olive 
Mabbott Collection, weight �0kg. Fine. (50+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

80�
Numismatic Catalogues from Sotheby's, Christie's, Spinks, 
Coins and Paper Money, Order Medals and Decorations, 
Militaria, weight �5kgs. Fine. (30)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

802
Assorted catalogues, including Jacques Schulman �960 
- �967 (8); Chicago International Coin Fair, weight 20kgs. 
Fair - fine. (approx 30)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

803
Variety of Spinks Catalogues, Important Collection of Islamic 
Coins, Gold and Silver, Zurich �986, Coin and Medal 
Auctions �985 - �987, USA Auctions � - 4, �982, Bowers and 
Merena Galleries The Virgil M. Brand Collection American 
Coins Part I, weight �0kgs. Fine. (30)

$50

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

804
Assortment of Catalogues, Roxbury's, Kurt Jaggard, 
Baldwins, Spinks, Monetarium �990's - 20�7, weight 50kgs. 
Fine. (50+) 

$50

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

805
Assortment of Catalogues, predominantly US, Coins Gold, 
Silver, Copper US & Foreign coins - Hans M.F. Schulman, 
Coins of the World North and South America, Munzen und 
Medaillen A.G, weight �0kg. Fine. (50+) 

$50

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

806
Numismatic literature, journals, newsletters and reference 
materials, weight �5kg. Fine. (50+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Colelction.

807
Numismatic Literature, International Bank Note Society 
�976-77, Bond and Banknote News, Money Matters, weight 
25kg. Fine. (80+) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

808
Numismatic literature, including Money and Banking in 
New Zealand RBNZ, New Zealand Famous Firsts, Alan 
Sutherland weight �5kg. Fine. (20+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

809
Numismatic Literature, including Paper Money Magazines, 
Spinks Catalogue, Antiques Collector, Christies Catalogue, 
Stamp Bulletin, weight �5kg. Fine. (50+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

8�0
Numismatic Literature, Australian World Coins, Medals and 
Banknotes, Bond and Banking, Patrick Finn Numismatist, 
weight 20kg. Fine. (50+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

8��
Numismatic Literature, Australian Banking and Monetary 
Statistics Reserve Bank of Australia Occasional Paper No. 
4A �8�7 - �945, Butlin, Hall and White pp562, Paper No. 
4B �945 - �970, White pp68� Hardbound; Assorted World 
Paper Money Literature, weight �5kg. Fine. (30+) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.
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8�2
Numismatic Literature Banking and Money, an eclectic 
collection of banking history from across the world, Hong 
Kong, Malaysia, Australia, weight 20kg. Fine. (50+) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

8�3
Assorted Numismatic Literature, A Superior Kind of Savings 
Bank Perth Building Society, Bryce Moore pp �70, Downies 
Auction Catalogues (6), Note Printing in Australia, Collect 
Australian Coins and Banknotes, weight 20kg. Fine.  (approx 
50+)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

8�4
Assorted literature, from numismatic, banking, to coffee 
table books and comics, weight �5kg. Fine. (50+) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

8�5
Selection of Economic Reports, from Gambia, Sierra Leone 
and Fiji from the �960's - �980's, weight �0kg. Fine. 
(20+) 

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

8�6
Gibbons Stamp Weekly, Volume � - 9, �905 - �909 (9), 
Stanley Gibbons Monthly Journal �897 - �934, approx 
25kg. (2�). Fine. (30)

$�00

Ex Mark E. Freehill.

8�7
Numismatic Literature, The Postage Stamps of New Zealand 
Volume 7 KJ McNaught, pp360, A Collectors Guide to 
British Cheques, The Standard Catalogue of British Postal 
Orders �88� - �98�, weight �0kg. Fine. (20+) 

$�0

Mark E. Freehill Collection.

8�8
Assorted literature and reference books on Sarawak, �0kg. 
Fine. (20+) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

8�9
Miscellaneous Literature, including coffee table books, Full 
Throttle Images of Australian Speedway�970-2009, weight 
�0kg. Fine. (�7)

$�0

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

820
Philatelic Literature, US catalogues and price lists circa 
�950's - �960's Fritz Billig, weight �0kg. Fine. (�00+) 

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

82�
Philatelic literature and catalogues, Postal History Society 
Bulletin �940s - �960s, Plumridge & Co catalogues �928 
- 29, Philatelic Journal of America, Part � Stanley Gibbons 
priced catalogue of stamps of The British Empire �920 pp 
456, Illustrated Encyclopedia of Stamp Collecting, Otto 
Hornung pp 3�9, The Postal History of British Borneo by 
Edmund B. Proud �987 pp 453, approx 5 Boxes, weight 
55kg. Fine. (lot)

$�00

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection

822
The Sarawak Journal, various editions spanning from 200� 
through to Volume 65. Fine. (35)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

823
Numerous auction catalogues, from the �960's - �980's, 
including Rigby Postal History (�6), Bournemouth Stamp 
Auctions (36), Coin Auction M.R. Roberts Wynyard 
Coin Centre (2�), The Asylum Quarterly Journals of the 
Numismatic Bibliomania (20), Newsletter The Journal of 
the London Nuerous auction catalogues, from the �960's 
- �980's, including Rigby Postal History (�6), Bournemouth 
Stamp Auctions (36), Coin Auction M.R.Roberts Wynyard 
Coin Centre (2�), The Asylum Quarterly Journals of the 
Numismatic Bibliomania (20), Newsletter The Journal of the 
London Numismatic Club (�7), weight �4kg. Fine. (��0)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

824
Sydney Harbour Bridge, Cash, Frank, M.A., B.D. 'Parables 
of the Sydney Harbour Bridge setting forth the preparation 
for, and progressive growth of the Sydney Harbour Bridge 
to April �930', Sydney �930, pp 5�8, illustrated throughout, 
hardbound. A little damage on spine otherwise fairly clean 
copy, rare. 

$80

Ex Mark E.Freehill Collection.

825
Variety of Postcard Books from around the world, A selective 
Collection of Hong Kong Historic Postcards, Caledonia, 
Singapore Historical Postcards. Fine. (�7)

$30

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

826
Assorted Travel and reference books, Indonesia (20+); South 
America (�3). Fine. (33+)

$20

Ex Mark E. Freehill Collection.

827
The Sculpture of Indonesia, Jan Fontein, Washington, �990; 
Antique Ceramics Found in Indonesia, Samarah Adhyatman, 
Jakarta, �990; Ceramics in the Sarawak Museum, L.Chin, 
Sarawak, �988; Tempayan Martavans, Indonesia, �984; 
Kendi, Sumarah Adhyatman, Indonesia, �987; Annamese 
Ceramics, in the Museuim Pusat Jakarta, �984. Very fine. 
(6)

$50

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.
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828
The Art of Japanese Tantrism, Pierre Rambach, Geneva, 
�979; Buddhist Paintings, Japanese National Treasures: 
Restored Copies by Miyahara Ryusen, Tokyo, �98�; Satsuma, 
Masterpieces from the world's important collections, 
London, �99�; Hindu Divinities in Japanese Buddhist 
Pantheon, D.N.Bakshi, Calcutta, �979; Classic Buddhist 
Sculpture, The Tempyo Period, Jiro Sugiyama, Japan, �982; 
Art in Japanese Esoteric Buddhism, Takaaki Sawa, Japan, 
�972; Arts of Japan 4, The Arts of Shinto,Haruki Kageyama, 
Tokyo, �973; Mudra, A Study of Symbolic Gestures in 
Japanese Buddhist Sculpture, E.Dale Saunders, New York, 
�960; We Japanese: Being descriptions of the customs of 
the Japanese besides numerous other subjects, Vol II, Japan, 
December �946. Very fine, all illustrated. (9)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection. The "We Japanese" volume rare.

829
Buddhist Art of the Tibetan Plateau, New Delhi, �987; 
Rgyan-Drug Mchog-Gnyis, Namgyal Institute of Tibetology, 
Gangtok, Sikkim, second reprint �972; The Icononography 
of Tibetan Lamaism, Antoinette K.Gordon, New Delhi, 
�978; Tibetan Paintings, Pratapaditya Pal, Basel, �984; 
Visual Dharma, The Buddhist Art of Tibet, Chogyam 
Trungpa Rinpoche, Shambhala, �975; Tibetan Art, John 
Lowry, London, �973. Very fine, all illustrated. (6)

$50

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

830
South Indian Bronzes, C.Sivaramamurti, Lalit Kala 
Akademi, Second Printing, New Delhi, �98�; Indian Ivories, 
V.P.Dwivedi, Delhi, �976; Ritual Art of India, Ajit Mookerjee, 
London, �985; Tree and Serpent Worship, Illustrations of 
Mythology and Art in India, Delhi, �97�; Elements of 
Buddhist Iconography, Ananda K.Coomaraswamy, Third 
Edition, Cambridge, �979; Pathway Icons, The Wayside 
Art of India, Priya Mookerjee, London, �987; Raven=Hill's 
Indian Sketch Book, London, January �920. Very fine, all 
illustrated. (7)

$�50

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

83�
Iconography of the Hindus Buddhists and Jains, R.S.Gupte, 
2nd ed, Bombay, �980; Iconographic Dictionary of the 
Indian Religions - Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Gosta 
Liebert, Delhi, �986; The Illustrated Dictionary of Hindu 
Iconography, Margaret Stutley, London, �985; The 
Development of Hindu Iconography, Jitendra Nath Banerjea, 
4th ed, new Delhi, �985 (2). Very fine. (5)

$50

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

832
Iconography of Religions, A.C.Moore, London, �977; The 
Path of Beauty, Li Zehou, Beijing, �988, The Penguin Atlas 
of Ancient History, C.McEvedy, �967; Tao Magic, London, 
�975; The Book of Change, London, �979; The Nanking 
Cargo, M.Hatcher, London, �987; Kali, The Feminine Force, 
A.Mookerjee, London, �988; Enku, Sculptor, K.Tanahashi, 
Shambhala, �982; Yoga Art, A.Mookerjee, New York, �975; 
The Mythic Image, J.Campbell, Princeton, �974; Outlines 
of Chinese Symbolism and Art Motives, C.A.S.Williams, 
Tokyo, �974; Chinese Birthday, Wedding, Funeral and Other 
Customs, Peking, �923; Opium, B.Hodgson, Vancouver, 
�999; The Illustrated History of Antiquities, London, �999; 
Discovery of Australia, G.Collingridge, Gladesville, �983; 
Emblems of Unity, G.J.Smith, Crows Nest, �992; John 
Balmain, P.Reynolds, Balmain, 2000; The Making of the 
Six Towns, Stoke-on-Trent, �985. Very fine, all illustrated. 
(�8)

$�50
Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

833
The Heritage of Thai Sculpture, Jean Boisselier, Japan, �975; 
Northern Thai Ceramics, J.C.Shaw, Oxford, �98�; Thai 
Ceramics - Bang Chiang, Khmer, Sawankkhalok Ceramics, 
Adelaide, �977; Introducing Thai Ceramics - also Burmese 
and Khmer, Chiang Mai, �987. Very fine, all illustrated. 
(4)

$50
Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

834
Artifacts of China, compiled by the Editorial Committee 
of Artifacts of China, �976, The Globe International 
Corporation, hardcover, 596pp, profusely illustrated; 
China, Land of Splendours, �975, The Globe International 
Corporation, 596pp, profusely illustrated. Very fine and 
scarce. (2)

$�00
Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

835
Chinese Bronzes, Christian Deydier, Fribourg, �980; Chinese 
Jade Throughout the Ages, Stanley Charles Nott, Japan, �2th 
ed �98�; Jade of the East, Geoffrey Wills, Second printing, 
Japan, �977; Oriental Trade Ceramics in South East Asia, 
John S.Guy, New York, �990; Chinpoiserie, The Impact of 
Oriental Styles on Western Art and Decoration, Oliver Impey, 
London, �977. Very fine, all illustrated. (5)

$50
Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

836
Chinese Ivory Sculpture, Warren E. Cox, Crown Publishers 
New York, �946, �st Edition, folio, Seventy five illustrations, 
in black and white with �6 figures & 48 plates, signed by 
the author, #209 of �250 copies; Chinese Ivories from the 
Shang to the Qing, British Museum, �984, hardcover, 200pp, 
illustrated; Ivory, A History and Collector's Guide, Thames 
and Hudson, �987, 352pp, profusely illustrated. Very fine, 
the first book rare. (3)

$�00
Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

837
Koleksi Keramik, Adam Malik, "The Adam Malik Ceramic 
Collection", Adhyatman, Sumarah et al., Jakarta: Ceramic 
Society of Indonesia, �980, hardcover, profusely illustrated. 
Extremely fine and scarce. 

$50
Ex Ken O'Brien Collection. From the first edition run of �000.
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838
A Survey of Chinese Ceramics, Liu Liang-yu, Aries Gemini 
Publishing, Vol �, Early Wares: Prehistoric To Tenth Century 
(�99�); Vol 2, Sung Wares (�99�); Vol 3, Liao, Hsi-Hsia, 
Chin and Yuan Wares (�992); Vol 4, Ming Offical Wares 
(�99�); Vol 5, Ch'ing Official and Popular Wares (�99�), 
large folio hardcover, richly illustrated. Extremely fine and 
a scarce set. (5)

$250

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

839
The Palace Museum Peking, Treasures of the Forbidden 
City, Wan-go Weng / Yang Boda, London, �982; China, A 
History in Art, The Globe International Corporation, �977; 
The Horizon Book of the Arts of China, New York, �969; 
Art Treasures of Dunhuang, Hong Kong, �98�. Very fine, 
all large format volumes. (4)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

840
Masterpieces of Chinese Seals in the National Palace 
Museum, Taipei, �974; Masterpieces of Chinese Tibetan 
Buddhist Altar Fittings in the National Palace Museum, 
Taipei, �974; Chinese Art and Design, Victoria and Albert 
Museum, �99�; Chinese Calligraphers and Their Art, 
Adelaide, �966; Treasures From the Shanghai Museum 6000 
Years of Chinese Art, San Francisco, �983; The Discovery 
of Ru Kiln, Hong Kong, �98�; The Chinese Exhibition, 
Melbourne, �976; Contrasting Styles, London, �980. Very 
fine. (8)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

84�
The Ceramics of South East Asia Their Dating and 
Identification, 2nd ed, Roxanna M.Brown, Singapore, �988; 
Ceramic Traditions of South East Asia, John Guy, Singapore, 
�989; South East Asian Ceramics: Thai Vietnamese, and 
Khmer, Kuala Lumpur, �995; Later Ceramics in South East 
Asia, Sixteenth to Twentieth Centuries, Kuala Lumpur, 
�995; The Cambridge History of South East Asia, Vol �, 
Cambridge, �994; Monuments of Civilization - Ancient 
Cambodia, New York, �978; Chinese and South East 
Asian White Ware Found in the Philippines, Oxford, �993; 
Vietnamese Ceramics, Carol M.Young, Singapore, �982; 
Vases of the Sea, F.Schuster and C.Wolseley, London, �974; 
Burmese Art, John Lowry, London, �974. Very fine, all 
illustrated. (�0)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

842
Monuments of Civilization, India, Maurizio Taddei / Clement 
Greenberg, New York, �977; The Arts of India, Basil Gray, 
Oxford, �98�; India Discovered - The Achievement of the 
British Raj, John Keay, Leicester, �98�; In The Image of Man 
- The Indian Perception of the Universe Through 2000 Years 
of Painting and Sculpture, London, �982; History of Indian 
and Indonesian Art, Ananda K.Coomaraswamy, New York, 
�985; Krishna The Divine Lover, Myth and Legend Through 
Indian Art, Lausanne, �982; Oriental Erotic Art, Philip 
Rawson, New York, �98�. Very fine, all illustrated. (7)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

843
A Connoisseur's Guide to Chinese Ceramics, Cecile and 
Michel Beurdeley, Harper & Row, New York, �974, 
hardcover, 3�7 pp, ��� tipped-in color plates, 350+ 
b&w; Oriental Ceramic Art, W.T.Walters, London, �98�, 
hardcover, 429pp, ��6 colour plates, 400+ b&w; A 
Handbook of Chinese Ceramics, G.Valenstein, New York, 
�989; Chinese Ceramics, Porcelain of the Qing Dynasty 
�644-�9��, London, �986; Chinese Ceramics, M.Tregear, 
Ashmolean Musem, �987; China - Trade Porcelain, John 
Goldsmith Phillips, Ipswich, c.�950s; The Chinese Potter, 
A Pictorial History of Chinese Ceramics, Margaret Medley, 
New York, �976. Very fine. (7)

$�50
Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

844
Song Ceramics From the Kwan Collection, The Hong Kong 
Museum of Art, �994, preface by Gerard C. C. Tsang, Chief 
Curator of Hong Kong Museum of Art, foreword by Dr. 
Simon Kwan, catalogue of 205 pieces of Song ceramics of the 
finest quality, 455pp; Sung Porcelain and Stoneware, Basil 
Gray, London, �984; The Wares of the Ming Dynasty, Tokyo, 
�962; Yuan Porcelain & Stoneware, London, �974; Dehua 
Wares, Hong Kong, �990; Chinese Celadon Wares, G.St.
G.M.Gompertz, London, �980; Dated Chinese Antiquities, 
600-�650, Sheila Riddel, London, �979; Chinese Blue & 
White Porcelain, Duncan Macintosh, 2nd Edition, Hong 
Kong, �987. Very fine, some scarce. (8)

$�50

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

845
Tibetan Sacred Art, The Heritage of Tantra, Detlef Ingo Lauf, 
Shambhala, �976; Eternal Tibet, Philippe Blanc, Paris, �982; 
Tibetan Tantric Charms and Amulets, New York, �978; 
Mystic Art of Ancient Tibet, Blanche Christine Olschak, 
Shambhala, �987 (2); Sacred Art of Tibet, California, �974. 
Very fine, all illustrated. (6)

$50

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.

846
The Image of the Buddha, David L.Snellgrove, Japan, 
�978; Rati Lila, Giuseppe Tucci, Geneva, �969; Buddhist 
Wall Paintings of Ladakh, Charles Genoud et al, Geneva, 
�98�; Nepal Where the Gods are Young, Asia House, �975; 
Bronzes of Kashmir, P.Pal, New Delhi, �975; Nepal, Art 
Treasures from the Himalayas, E&R.Waldschmidt, London, 
�969; Himalayan Buddhist Art, Vol � & 2 - Thangka Prints. 
Very fine, all illustrated. (8)

$�00

Ex Ken O'Brien Collection.


